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introduction 
The Gotthard as a national image

The research for this book developed after i noticed something remarkable. it 
started as a sequence of observations that gradually expanded into research ques-
tions and a research strategy. By expressing my curiosity-driven enthusiasm in 
this introduction, i want to present the Gotthard as a fascinating topic of study. 
This introduction reflects upon the research process and makes the reader famil-
iar with the topic in the same gradual way as i did. sharing memories of my first 
encounters with the Gotthard image will bring us to various places in switzerland, 
where the Gotthard recurs as a reference to different periods in swiss history. The 
introduction offers many faces of the Gotthard, evokes many questions and risks 
being confusing. yet, this elusiveness makes the ‘Gotthard’ an exiting and worthy 
topic of academic research. 

The three sections of this introduction address the main phases of my project. 
First, i will describe images of the Gotthard in the Kunsthaus of Zurich and the 
Verkehrshaus in lucerne, from which this research germinated. After having de-
veloped sensitivity to the Gotthard’s images, they seemed to be everywhere. This 
led me on a search to learn more about the richness of the Gotthard’s history and 
its symbolic meaning in swiss society – the second stage of the project. Finally, 
i realised that despite the many existing studies on the Gotthard, the relation-
ship between the Gotthard as a railway project and the Gotthard as a mythical 
geographical space has received little attention in scholarly research. From this 
insight, i developed my own research. 

image 1, Zurich switzerland: The art museum, Kunsthaus, exhibits a painting enti-
tled Der Gotthardpost. The painting depicts a yellow-and-black horse-drawn mail 
coach that descends the winding southern Gotthard pass road at full speed. A herd 
of cows obstructs the coach. A calf from the herd – frightened by the speed of the 
coach – jumps frantically out off the way. one of switzerland’s most famous paint-
ers, Rudolf Koller (1828-1905), painted it in the 1870s. in the museum, the paint-
ing figures next to other highlights of swiss nineteenth and twentieth-century art 
works of, for example, Ferdinand Hodler and Johann Heinrich Füssli. Rumour 
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has it that Koller himself disliked his creation, but the museum presents it as a 
successful swiss interpretation of international realism and animal painting. over 
the years, Koller’s painting grew in popularity. According to the museum’s website, 
Der Gotthardpost is one of the most often reproduced images in switzerland.1 

in 1873, the swiss railway company Nordostbahn commissioned Rudolf Koller 
to make a painting for the founder of the company and departing director, Alfred 
Escher. Escher left the Nordostbahn to become the director of the newly founded 

Rudolf Koller, Der Gotthardpost, 1873. 
(c) 2008 Kunsthaus Zürich. All rights reserved
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Gotthard Railway Company (Gotthardbahngesellschaft). This private company co-
ordinated the construction of a railway line from the city of Zurich to the italian bor-
der, to facilitate a transnational link between the German and the italian railway net-
works through the swiss Alps. The tunnel under the Gotthard Mountains counted 
as the technologically most challenging aspect of this undertaking. in reference to 
Escher’s new position, Koller chose the Gotthard horse-drawn mail coach as a theme 
for this commissioned work. The Gotthard Tunnel would be built right underneath 
the Gotthard Pass, an important swiss alpine passage at the time. 

The painting calls upon associations that exceed artful representation. The mu-
seum praises the painting as an allegory that draws attention to the accelera-
tion of modern life. The speed of the coach (alluding to technology) disturbs the 
slow pace of the cowherd (alluding to nature). it comments on the new Gotthard 
Railway that succeeded the era of the old horse-drawn mail coach on the pass. 
Regardless of the coach’s relative speed, it would lose its monopoly to the new and 
faster mode of transport through the Alps. despite the invisibility of the tunnel on 
the painting, Koller’s representation of the Gotthardpost remains associated with 
the construction of the Gotthard Railway and its tunnel. The Gotthard mail coach 
figures high in the list of the swiss ‘canon’ of national images. it appeals to a sense 
of swiss identity. The website of the Kunsthaus explains: “The Gotthard symbolises 
the sublime of nature that accumulates in an allegory of national features. it allows 
an understanding of the Heimat that reaches beyond the landscape into a social 
and political self-image.”2 With this sentence, the website links the appreciation of 
the painting directly with a sense of swiss (political) national identity as it refers 
to natural sublime, alpine landscapes, cows, a mail coach and trains. yet, the full 
meaning of the sentence was lost on me because it provoked more questions than 
it answered.

once seen in the museum, copies of the painting caught my eye everywhere. 
At the entrance of the swiss National Museum in Zurich, visitors pass an origi-
nal Gotthard mail coach.3 in the same city, a stand with picture postcards almost 
certainly sells a card with an image of Der Gotthardpost. souvenir shops sell re-
productions on posters, cups, plates and t-shirts. The polyvocality of the image 
impressed me as much as its omnipresence. 

image 2, lucerne, switzerland: The Museum of Transport, Verkehrshaus der 
Schweiz, counts as one of switzerland’s most popular museums. it aims at present-
ing the highlights of the past, present and future of swiss transportation technolo-
gies. yearly, thousands of national and international visitors acquaint themselves 
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with swiss showcases of technological pride. The museum – once conceived as a 
railway museum – prominently displays relics of switzerland’s railway past.4 The 
Gotthard Railway occupies a large part of the museum’s railway section. since the 
museum’s opening in 1959, a large scale-model of the Gotthard Railway’s north-
ern mountain slopes with the helical tunnels marks the entrance to the museum’s 
railway section.5 Moreover, several old Gotthard locomotive engines shine in the 
museum’s largest hall. Here, the Gotthard recurs as a railway that triumphed over 
nature, by powerful locomotives, and clever bridges and tunnels for crossing the 
Alps. in 1998, the ‘Gotthard show’ opened it doors as a visitor’s magnet for the 
museum.

The 150th anniversary of switzerland’s first railway line, in 1997, formed the imme-
diate cause for developing this new show about the Gotthard Tunnel construction. 
in 1847, the first railway line in switzerland ran from the city of Baden to Zurich. 
The start of the Gotthard Railway construction – 25 years later – is unrelated to the 
initial railway. still, the museum decided to use the Gotthard Tunnel construction 
as a worthy highlight of 150 years of swiss railway history. Almost 15 kilometres-
long, the tunnel under the Gotthard Mountains was, until 1906, the longest one 
in the world.6 in the Gotthard Tunnel show, speaking life-size dolls revive scenes 
of the construction sites around 1878. during the 9.5-year construction period 

Picture of the Gotthard Tunnel Show in the Swiss Museum of Transport.  
(c) Verkehrshaus Stefan Wäfler 2008
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(1872-1882), workers, engineers and entrepreneurs dealt with many unforeseen 
problems, as the show illustrates. The museum visitor playfully learns about the 
social and technological struggles that marked tunnelling the Gotthard in the late 
nineteenth century. The website of the museum kindly invites people to experi-
ence the show as ‘a didactical visit to the nineteenth-century construction site’. 

The show offers a history that stands out in comparison to the displays of the 
Gotthard locomotives and swirling miniature trains in the model. it tells more 
than a story of the triumph of humankind over nature. it notes critically the de-
plorable circumstances under which the (italian) workers constructed the tunnel. 
Moreover, the website advertises the show as a ‘travel straight through the heart of 
switzerland’. The text describes the strategic importance of the Gotthard Railway 
for switzerland as the reason why soon after the railway was completed, work be-
gan on the construction of a Gotthard fortress for the swiss Army. Thus, it became 
“for many generations of swiss a symbol for the defiant independence of the na-
tion”.7 The website text links the history of the Gotthard Railway to a geo-political 
history that surpasses the railways as a technological tour de force.

The Gotthard show in lucerne, reminded me of Koller’s painting Der Gotthardpost 
in the museum in Zurich. Both museums display the Gotthard as a visitors’ mag-
net, yet they present them in two different contexts. despite clear contrasts, they 
apparently provoke similar associations. For me, unfamiliar with the ‘Gotthard’, 
their references to a swiss national image remained unclear. i needed the added 
texts to point out the additional layers of sentiments, tacit links and invisible allu-
sions. What does this Gotthard image evoke? How do a painting of a mail coach, 
an exhibition of a tunnel and associations with swiss national identity relate to 
each other? What makes it such a powerful swiss national image? How have peo-
ple used these Gotthard images and for what purposes? More than the displays 
themselves, their cryptic additional texts awoke a curiosity in me for understand-
ing this Gotthard image fully. 

Two aspects of the Gotthard

My inquisitiveness led to a search for narratives on the Gotthard which proved 
easier to start than to end. A broad range of literature touches upon the subject of 
the Gotthard, ranging from listings of Gotthard locomotive engines to reflections 
on the Gotthard as a myth.8 second hand bookstores sell Gotthard related para-
phernalia; sometimes as expensive collectors’ items or cheaply because there are 
reprints galore.9 The computers in the swiss National library give hundreds of hits 
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for the keyword ‘Gotthard’ and the archives of the swiss Federal Railway and the 
National Archives collected many meters of Gotthard Railway sources. The flow of 
Gotthard-related material – both popular and academic – starts in the eighteenth 
century with some rare travel accounts and continues until today.10

The amount and diversity of material give an idea how the Gotthard kept writ-
ers, engineers, historians, tourists, politicians and many others busy throughout 
the centuries. in an attempt to order the material, i distinguished roughly two 
types of literature. First, a broad range of material presents the Gotthard as a rail-
way project, in which the ‘Gotthard’ equals the Gotthard Railway. The material 
aspects of the Gotthard receive most attention, both in primary and secondary 
sources. second, the literature describes the Gotthard as the Gotthard Mountains 
and its pass through the swiss Alpine chain. References to this Gotthard can be 
found in popular literature about the history of the Gotthard Pass, but – surpris-
ingly – also in academic works about swiss national identity. These technological 
and spatial storylines constitute two different perspectives on the Gotthard, which 
both have developed their own dynamic. Hence, i will describe the Gotthard as 
a railway project and as a geographical space. of course, my distinction is rough 
because these storylines unavoidably feed into each other and become linked to 
numerous other elements in swiss history and society. How these storylines inter-
acted will be subject to later deliberations.

Gotthard as a major railway project
The literature on the construction of the Gotthard Railway explicates the im-
portant role given to this railway line in swiss history. since the opening of the 
Gotthard Railway in 1882, various writers have written down its history. in 1882 
and 1885, Martin Wanner, archivist of the Gotthard Railway Company, published 
the first two detailed histories about the line’s construction.11 later, the jubilee 
years of the Gotthard Railway and of the swiss railways inspired historians to (re-)
new(ed) publications.12 over the years, an increasingly standardised history about 
the Gotthard Railway construction developed with particular highlights and ac-
cents. This history entered the general textbooks and history books in switzerland 
as an important milestone in late nineteenth-century swiss history. 

in time, new and critical perspectives have altered the emphases of the narra-
tives and added new elements to the history of the Gotthard Railway. The book 
Kohle, Strom und Schienen, published by the Museum of Transport, reveals how 
myths mingled with facts in the Gotthard’s dominant storylines. Moreover, histo-
rians have largely ignored certain aspects of the construction, such as a social his-
tory of the workers. The articles illustrate how the development of a standardised 
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history about the Gotthard Railway construction coloured the appreciation of the 
Gotthard line in swiss society. still, the legacy of the existing body of literature 
resounds in new publications.13 Critically evaluated or not, i discerned four central 
elements that form the basic building blocks of the Gotthard Railway’s accepted 
history. Using these elements, i will discuss the historiography in connection with 
the history of the Gotthard Railway.

The first building block of the railway’s history is the parallel construction of the 
swiss nation state and the Gotthard Railway. The secondary literature consid-
ers the political negotiation processes before, during and after the construction 
phase as an integral part of the history. it describes the realisation of the Gotthard 
Railway as the outcome of diplomatic as well as technological hardship. Railway 
historians praise swiss politicians for their pioneering work in the development of 
the swiss railways.14 since historians have understood railway development as a 
highly political affair, they also describe how changing power relations within the 
relatively young swiss nation state are recreated in the physical development of the 
railway grid. in 1847, when the first railway line on swiss soil opened, the discus-
sions about the future of switzerland took violent forms. 

in 1848, the victors of a short civil war promulgated a new constitution from 
which the swiss federal state was born. Before that moment, switzerland existed 
as a loose confederation of sovereign cantons. in the war, multiple visions of ideal 
swiss futures collided.15 The so-called seven Sonderbund cantons, mainly catholic, 
conservative and rural, fought the radical party, that promoted liberalism based on 
mainly Protestant and urban ideologies. The Sonderbund opposed the tendency to 
support the unification of the swiss cantons under the umbrella of a (liberal) na-
tional government. in the armed conflict it ignited, its opposition stood no chance. 
soon, the seven allied cantons had to accept their defeat and the winners brought 
them under the rule of the new constitution. in the new political system, the can-
tonal powers entrusted the national government with many of their responsibili-
ties even though they maintained some sovereignty. in the second half of the cen-
tury, powers in switzerland had to find new balances amidst existing animosities. 

This period of nation state building also marked a renewed search for establish-
ing relations with neighbouring countries.16 The newly installed liberal government 
aimed to modernise switzerland rapidly. To do so, it would realise swiss railway 
development and thereby open up to Europe. Germany, italy, France and Austria 
rapidly expanded their national railway networks. Plans to construct an interna-
tional railway line through switzerland originated with railway developments both 
inside and outside of switzerland. A speech from the influential politician and 
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advocate of railway development Alfred Escher forms a starting point for many 
Gotthard Railway histories. in 1849, in his capacity as newly elected president of 
the national parliament, Escher summoned the swiss Federal Council to prevent 
switzerland from becoming a European island (Einsiedelei). He urged the develop-
ment of a swiss railway network integrated within the international one.17 Escher 
realised the importance of an international railway axis through the Alps to pre-
serve switzerland’s role as a transit country. His words, in retrospect, gained vi-
sionary status as Escher would later become the president of the Gotthard Railway 
Company.

in the discussion about a possible railway line through switzerland, the power 
relationships between the national government, the cantons and influential indus-
trialists crystallised. Clarity about decision making power and financing railway 
projects was lacking. in 1850, the swiss Federal Council took action as it antici-
pated the development of a swiss railway network under state rule. it ordered two 
famous English railway experts, Henry swineburne and Robert stephenson, to 
design a national railway grid. With regard to an international transit through the 
Alps, the experts concluded that the state of the art in tunnelling did not suffice to 
construct the required alpine tunnel. if engineers could build a transit in the future, 
they favoured a tunnel under the lukmanier Pass in the east of switzerland.18 in 
1852, however, the swiss national government decided to delegate railway matters 
to the cantons. The national government did not have the power, financial strength 
and engineering expertise to manage centrally swiss railway development. This 
decision rendered the existing plans for a national grid obsolete. From 1852 on-
ward, the cantonal governments sold railway concessions to private enterprises, 
which resulted in regionalised developments of railway lines supported by private, 
regional and cantonal interests. 

This new division of responsibilities also influenced the discussion about the 
construction of an international transit route, with its necessary tunnel through the 
Alps. such a major project surpassed the interests and abilities of the individual can-
tons because of its geo-political importance and the financial investments required. 
yet, regional interests and the power of influential individuals marked the continu-
ing debate. different groups of politicians and engineers designed plans, wrote pam-
phlets and started negotiation processes not only with other swiss regions and cities 
but also with parties outside of switzerland. After almost 20 years of ‘tunnel battles’, 
none of the groups found strong enough political and financial support to actually 
start the building process. The eastern part of switzerland fought fervently for the 
favoured tunnel under the lukmanier Pass. For a long time the lukmanier pro-
ponents held the strongest cards, whereas the other variants such as the simplon, 
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splügen or Gotthard tunnel obtained less support.19 The continuing debates about 
an international transit mirrored the tensions in the young nation state. 

Historians of the Gotthard Railway value differently the second building block 
of the storyline – international politics. They accentuate the influence of interna-
tional politics in the construction of the Gotthard Railway in various ways.20 The 
question remains whether the swiss actors in the negotiation processes should 
be praised for gaining international support for a swiss transit axis, or whether 
their success illustrates how easily major powers profited from their relatively 
weak, though politically neutral, neighbour, switzerland. Most histories agree 
that railway developments in neighbouring countries urged swiss politicians to 
act, but they disagree about the significance of this international pressure. The 
internationalisation of trade increased the strategic importance of international 
railway axes. The Austrians opened passages over the semmering (1848- 1854) 
and Brenner (1867).21 The italian government ordered the construction of the 
Mont Cenis tunnel (1857-1871) that would give italy a direct rail connection from 
lyon to Turin.22 Plans for new transit lines through the Alps surpassed national 
concerns; they touched upon economic and geo-political interests of many other 
countries in Europe. 

in the second half of the nineteenth century, the changing political and eco-
nomic situation in Europe shifted the interests for a new international axis. 
switzerland’s ongoing negotiations with England and France about financing 
a swiss Alpine tunnel remained fruitless because the construction of the Mont 
Cenis Tunnel served the interests of France and England for obtaining a connec-
tion to the italian harbours. in contrast, the enthusiasm of some German and 
italian regions increased. The unification of italy, in the course of the 1860s, and 
the allocation of savoy to France and of Venice to italy changed the international 
interests in a swiss transit. The German industrial Ruhr Area developed into an 
economically powerful region that desired a direct link to the rapidly developing 
northern italian economic and industrial centres around Milan. Germany hoped 
to transport its coal to the italian industries and ship it further from the italian 
harbours; italy needed a direct line to Germany to support its Po industries. These 
new European powers wanted to posses an alpine crossing over neutral ground, 
to circumvent France and Austria-Hungary. The most direct link between the two 
centres passed through the Gotthard Mountains.

Escher catalysed the process in switzerland by putting his cards explicitly on 
the Gotthard Tunnel. He realised that a swiss tunnel project would be impos-
sible without foreign support. since italy and some German states favoured a 
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Gotthard Tunnel, Escher shifted his support and became an active proponent of 
the Gotthard Tunnel, whereas, previously, he had supported the lukmanier.23 At 
the time, Escher’s political and economic influence in swiss society peaked. He 
was a former member of the governments of Zurich and of the National Council, 
president of the board of directors of the Nordostbahn and the Credit swiss bank.24 
Escher’s shift meant the loss of an essential support for the lukmanier Tunnel. in 
1866, after he became involved in serious negotiations between swiss, italian and 
German delegates, foreign governments officially expressed their interest in the 
Gotthard Tunnel to the swiss government. The explicit support from the foreign 
states meant that the swiss national government could openly back-up one single 
tunnel project – the Gotthard.25 

The swiss national government became involved in the private initiative because 
of the magnitude and international importance of the Gotthard Railway project. 
in 1869, Emil Welti, the swiss Federal Councillor, chaired an international confer-
ence with the states involved to discuss the conditions for building the Gotthard 
Railway. The participants in the conference discussed the division of managerial 
responsibilities, the financial structure and the basic technical requirements. The 
representatives also had the final say in the technical norms (such as gauge, ma-
sonry, bridges and tunnels).26 The conference’s protocol defined the nine-year con-
struction period based on earlier studies commissioned by the predecessors of 
Gotthard Railway Company.27 This company coordinated the construction and 
exploitation of the railways. However, the representatives decided to give the swiss 
Federal Council supervision and decision making power should problems arise 
during construction.28 This constellation forced the swiss national government to 
play a central role. 

september 15, 1869, italy, switzerland and the German states signed the 
treaty.29 in 1871, after the unification of Germany, Chancellor of the German 
Empire otto von Bismarck (re)signed it on behalf of Germany. The railway con-
struction required 85 million swiss Francs of state subventions. italy financed the 
lion share with 45 million swiss Francs. Both switzerland and Germany paid 20 
million. swiss cantons and cities collectively paid the swiss share of the subven-
tion. The Gotthard Railway Company added another 102 million swiss Francs 
based on private capital (one-third in shares, two-third in bonds).30 in 1871, the 
Berliner disconto Company organised the private finances. in 1872, the emission 
of the bonds proved extremely successful, a million bonds came in the hands of 
small investors in Germany and switzerland.31 These public and private investors 
enabled the construction of the international railways axis through the swiss Alps 
to commence. 
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Illustration based on a brochure of the Gotthard Railway in 1904. 
Courtesy Schulmuseum Bern, Köniz
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The international dimension also tells a story about the increasing power of na-
tion states. it is questionable whether the breakthrough in the negotiation process 
would have been possible without the force of the unified nation states. The de-
scriptions of the vehement discussions and events in 1877 and 1878 emphasise this 
point. in that period, the railway crisis hit several swiss railway companies, includ-
ing the Gotthard Railway Company that faced a deep financial crisis. soon after the 
start of the Gotthard Railway construction, it became clear that the budget would 
not suffice. Around 1876, the financial crisis escalated and Escher had to admit 
to the swiss National Council that an additional 102 million swiss Francs would 
be needed to save the Gotthard Railway. The swiss government tried to convince 
Germany and italy to subsidise more. in 1877, it organised a second international 
conference for additional financial support. The participants in the conference de-
cided to cut some of the access lines. still, 40 million swiss Francs were required to 
finalise the work. The swiss government promised to provide eight. 

The swiss cantons that had contributed to the first round of subsidies refused to 
pay additional subventions. in switzerland, the debate between the cantons started 
again. However, the role of the swiss nation state increased throughout the period 
of the Gotthard Railway construction; the new laws of 1874 gave more power to 
the national government. Finally, the swiss national government decided to sup-
port the private Gotthard Railway Company with 4.5 million swiss Francs (the 
remaining 2 million had to come from the cantons that subsidised the first round). 
it could only give this support by promising that future tunnel projects would re-
ceive an equal amount of state subsidy. Even though it solved the problem, Escher 
took the blame for the financial crisis and resigned as director. The vice-president, 
Josef Zingg (1828-1891), became his successor.32 These developments demonstrate 
a change in power relationships in switzerland where the influence of individuals, 
such as Escher, diminished while the power of the national government grew. 

The third building block of the Gotthard Railway history is the technical aspects 
of its construction and material aspects of its exploitation. The transnational axis 
was constructed on swiss territory, with some additional access lines in italy. The 
new part of the Gotthard route ran from the little village immensee to the italian 
border at Chiasso. Basel, at the swiss border with Germany, formed the node be-
tween Zurich and the railway network of the western part of Germany. The tourist 
resort lucerne would construct the second planned chief station of the Gotthard 
Railway. From Chiasso, the italian railway network fanned out to Milan, Naples, 
Rome and Genoa and other harbours of the Mediterranean. The Gotthard Railway 
Company divided the work in five sections: lucerne-Erstfeld; Erstfeld-Göschenen; 
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Göschenen-Airolo (tunnel); Airolo-Biasca; Biasca-Bellizona-Chiasso. The route 
included the construction of numerous new stations, bridges and tunnels. The 
mountainous parts of the tracks between Erstfeld and Biasca required the largest 
and most challenging engineering projects such as the bridging of major differ-
ences in height and natural obstacles. The biggest project and name giver of the 
railways formed the Gotthard Tunnel with its length of 14.9 kilometres.

in the histories, the technological endeavours of the Gotthard Railway gained 
heroic proportions. Most stories focus almost solely on the construction of the 
Gotthard Tunnel that required tunnelling through unknown rock formations.33 
The ultimate success of the Gotthard Railway as a transit axis encouraged some 
to write a technological success story.34 A legendary history developed that hardly 
left space for negative aspects of the construction and exploitation of the railways. 
The superlatives with which historians have surrounded the history of the tunnel 
construction cast a shadow on the rest of the railway project.35 

A fourth, and last, building block of the Gotthard history is comprised of a few 
‘heroes’ involved in the construction. storylines emphasise the construction of the 
Gotthard Railway as the work of many people but they highlight two individuals, 
namely Alfred Escher and louis Favre.36 Histories portray Escher as the rich and 
influential political force behind the Gotthard Railway construction who guarded 
the relationships with the ‘outside world’. Historians either admire him for his role 
in the construction of the swiss state or despise him as an authoritarian, un-dem-
ocratic ‘railway baron’.37 His exit from the stage as a scapegoat for the financial 
crisis marked the dramatic end to his career. He died just after the finalisation of 
the railways in 1882. louis Favre, manager of the Tunnel Company, plays Escher’s 
counterpart in many histories. As the story goes, he was born into a simple family 
in the French-speaking part of switzerland. He built up his career in France. About 
his life few ‘facts’ are known, but he is described as a warm personality and hard 
worker. His determination to build the tunnel made him sign a contract to finish 
the construction in eight years. He died of a heart attack during a tunnel inspec-
tion, several months before the breakthrough, in July 1879. 

Regardless of the normative evaluation of both Favre and Escher, the focus on 
their personalities overemphasises their role in the railway’s construction. only 
recently, social histories show the hardship of the Gotthard labourers in and out-
side of the tunnel. Thousands of workers and their families, the majority of them 
from italy, sought work in the tunnel and the workers’ villages north and south 
of the tunnel. The little villages, Göschenen and Airolo, could barely facilitate the 
influx of people. Therefore, they lived in barracks or shared beds with each other, 
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taking shifts. Many of the workers returned home ill or handicapped and approxi-
mately two hundred died of diseases or accidents in the tunnel. They go down 
in history as the anonymous heroes of the tunnel construction. The strike in the 
summer of 1875 is the only event in which the workers receive explicit attention 
in the storylines. on July 27, the workers refused to enter the tunnel because of 
unbearable circumstances inside. Armed forces broke the uproar violently: they 
shot two workers and wounded several others. in the end, the work continued 
with little improvement in the working conditions.38 This small episode does not 
make up for the overpowering attention devoted to the life and work of the two 
main heroes. 

The four building blocks outlined above constitute the foundation of many histo-
ries of the Gotthard Railway. The increasingly standardised view of the Gotthard 
Railway’s past offers one insight into the representation of the ‘Gotthard’ in swiss 
national history. it stresses the magnitude of the technological project as well as 
its importance for the development of switzerland as a young nation that had to 
position itself within the European powers as a transit country for European traf-
fic. Moreover, the storylines situate the construction in a period in which the swiss 
nation state grew in power. on the wave of success of the Gotthard Railway ex-
ploitation, its heroes grew to be national heroes, marking both swiss political and 
entrepreneurial power. 

Philipp Fleischer, Schichtwechsel beim Bau des Gotthard-Tunnels, 1886. 
Courtesy Deutsches Historisches Museum, Berlin
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Gotthard as geographical space
The focus on the Gotthard as a major railway project matches the focus on the 
Gotthard as an important geographical space in the Alps. in this latter body of 
literature, the Gotthard as a mountain massif predominates. The literature also 
shows how this Gotthard grew out to be a symbolic space in switzerland and as 
an icon of swiss national identity. Popular books on the Gotthard bear suggestive 
titles: ‘The Gotthard myth’ (2003), ‘it started at the Gotthard’ (2001), ‘Gotthard, 
the stone soul of switzerland’ (1997), ‘The Gotthard: switzerland’s life-line’ (1979), 
‘The Gotthard, a very remarkable history of the mountain that has borne a state’ 
(1958).39 Below, i will discuss the dominant themes in this literature.

The first theme i identified in the popular literature is how it reconstructs the 
Gotthard history as a succession of metamorphoses of the passage point, in such a 
way that the passage’s importance over time seems uncontested. The route through 
the Gotthard Mountains became accessible in the 13th century and it grew in im-
portance for interregional trade north and south of the Alpine barrier. in time, 
people adapted this early road to the requirements of international traffic. From 
a simple footpath, it was made accessible for mules and later, in the early nine-
teenth century, the canton of Uri financed a road fit for coaches. A picture of the 
Gotthardpost figures prominently in these books. The construction of the Gotthard 
Railway with its tunnel under the existing Gotthard Pass made the passage suitable 
for the train traffic. The storylines continue with the increased motorisation in the 
mid-twentieth century which gave the Gotthard Pass new impetus. Car traffic en-
forced renewed modernisation of the pass route, completed in the late 1950s. yet 
again, the new road and car-train system could not facilitate the rapidly increasing 
flow of international traffic. in 1969, the construction of a car tunnel started that 
opened in 1980. Thus, in these narratives, the history of the Gotthard Pass follows 
the linear development of many technological progressivist transport histories.

The second theme is the description of the Alpine passage as the locus of sym-
bols, legends and myths. Whereas the history of the Gotthard Railway construc-
tion tells the story of a modernising, liberal-protestant state, the history of the 
Gotthard Pass describes a local history, full of catholic elements. As the legend 
goes, the pass and the mountain region are named after the saint Godehard von 
Hildesheim. This bishop – canonized in 1131 – allegedly performed miracles on 
the pass and therefore a Catholic order founded a chapel there.40 The books add 
texts and illustrations to remind the reader of the pass’ function as a refuge run by 
monks who gave shelter to forlorn travellers. As a result, authors from a catholic 
background often refer to the saint Gotthard Mountains. Many other historical 
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events recur in these histories but the most well known legend is that about the 
construction of the devil’s Bridge. 

The bridge over the steep schöllenen Gorge made the Gotthard Pass accessible 
as a trade route. A book about the Gotthard without a picture or painting of the 
devil’s Bridge is hardly conceivable. The image usually pictures the bridge over the 
untameable River Reuss that wildly flows through the narrow gorge. The legend tells 
how the devil helped the villagers to construct the new bridge overnight. of course, 
the devil made the villagers pay a price for his aid: he demanded the soul of the first 
being that crossed the bridge. The devil kept his word and built the bridge. To pay 
their debt to the devil the villagers pushed a goat over the new bridge. The devil, 
angered by this smart move, picked up a large stone to destroy his creation. However, 
the stone missed its target, because an old woman quickly prayed the Hail Mary (or 
made the sign of the cross — the storylines differ). Today, travellers can still admire 
the stone at the entrance of the pass, where it landed.41 A painting on the rocks close 
to the contemporary bridge depicts the goat and the devil. 

A third recurring and worldlier theme of the Gotthard’s space is its strategic power. 
since the opening of the pass, people realised the strategic geographical position 
of the Gotthard and ultimately it led to the foundation of the early swiss confed-
eration.42 Controlling the access to the Gotthard passage wielded such power for 
the regions north of the Alps that they agreed to defend it with united forces. in 
the thirteenth century, the regions schwyz, Uri and Unterwalden signed the first 
agreement. later, the swiss would celebrate this event as the birth of the swiss con-
federation, sometimes also referred to as Gotthardstaat. The Gotthard Mountains 
formed a natural defence line against foreign powers, which, in time, have been 
up-graded with a human-made complex network of corridors and bunkers that 
served as a military stronghold in case of war. Before the second World War, the 
Gotthard even became the ultimate military bulwark of swiss defence. 43

The fourth, more ‘impressionistic’, theme in these books about the Gotthard cap-
tures its sublime alpine nature. The Gotthard Mountains recur as a geographically 
interesting (and divine) phenomenon. From the Gotthard, several waters flow that 
constitute major European rivers, such as the Rhone, Po and Rhine. Moreover, the 
Gotthard represents, according to some, the core of the complete Alpine moun-
tain chain. From these observations, early naturalists deducted that the Gotthard 
Mountains must constitute the highest mountain massif in Europe. Even though 
the Mont Blanc turned out to be much higher, many of the books still attribute 
a symbolic geographical importance to the Gotthard. Moreover, the Gotthard 
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Mountains feature a beautifully raw high-alpine nature. Texts and especially il-
lustrations try to capture the Gotthard’s natural sublime.44 

in the representation of the landscape, the Gotthard pass road plays a central 
role with its bridges, curves and buildings alongside. The northern valley is char-
acterised by steep grey mountain walls and turbulent waters. Toward the south, 
the nineteenth-century curving road typifies the landscape pictures. The represen-
tations do not deny the human presence around the Gotthard; human constructs 
fit seamlessly with the expressed pride to have tamed nature throughout the ages. 
The books also see the Gotthard Pass as a milestone in the history of the swiss 
nation state that would be inconceivable without the construction of bridges and 
alpine passages.45 

This brings us to academic literature that analyses the power of the Gotthard 
images for switzerland. The work of the journalist and Germanist Helmut stalder 
bridges the two types of literatures on the Gotthard’s symbolic meaning. He writes: 
“The Gotthard is an idea, a mental construction. it is a myth (…) The Gotthard is 
a mountain pass, of course, but the Gotthard becomes the ‘Gotthard’ through the 
meaning people give it”.46 According to stalder, the Gotthard became a reference 
point for the swiss self-image. Numerous academic reflections on the construc-
tion of swiss national identity discuss the Gotthard as its symbol closely related to 
the symbolic value of the Alps for switzerland. The Gotthard myth grew especially 
potent before and during the second World War.47 The historian oliver Zimmer 
notes: “Perhaps the symbolic value of the Alps found its clearest expression in the 
attitude of the swiss population towards its army’s defence (…). [T]he army’s strat-
egy consisted of building a defensive ring around the Gotthard.”48 

The medievalist Guy Marchal questions why only the swiss created a polit-
icised alpine image and a mythical Gotthard.49 He is one of the few historians 
who studied in depth the construction of the Gotthard as a national image. He 
found references to the Gotthard from medieval times through the heyday of the 
Gotthard imagery in the twentieth century. Marchal explains the Gotthard myth 
as part of the general development of the swiss Alpine myth in the construction of 
swiss identity. Marchal’s valuable arguments give us insight into the mechanisms 
that helped to construct the Gotthard image as an icon of national identity, which 
i will discuss here. 

Fifteenth-century texts from foreign visitors to the Alps portray the swiss people 
as rude and backward mountain dwellers. The Alps play a central, though nega-
tive, role in their descriptions of the swiss. References to the Gotthard Mountains 
rarely occur. Rather, the writers centralise the Mountain Rigi, located close to the 
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city of lucerne. in the sixteenth century, naturalists paid increasing attention to the 
Gotthard Mountains as they noted the hydrographical uniqueness of the Gotthard 
as a source of seven rivers. These descriptions incorporated the swiss Alps in 
European geography and drew more attention to the Gotthard Mountains. 

in the eighteenth century, references to the Gotthard Mountains increased. 
swiss scholars, such as Johann Jakob scheuchzer, characterised ‘the true swiss in-
habitant’ as an ideal Alpine resident whose moral fibre was marked by the rough 
Alpine climate. scheuchzer considered the Alps the birth ground of the modest 
and honest swiss homo alpinus, thus giving the mountains a positive moral conno-
tation. scheuchzer’s work inspired other scholars during the swiss Enlightenment. 
Through their work, the Alps became a key element that constructed the character 
of the swiss people as captured in the motto ex alpibus salus patriae (from the 
Alps comes our country’s salvation).50 As in earlier centuries, the Gotthard played 
a central role as the source of European river system; in scheuchzer’s words ‘the 
ultimate top of the water castle of Europe’. Taken together, enlightenment scholars 
located the origin of the swiss people on the Gotthard heights.51 

As the idea for a swiss nation state developed in the nineteenth century, intel-
lectuals integrated the Gotthard imagery into swiss identity through the strong fo-
cus on the Alpine myth. They constructed a swiss identity that emphasised Alpine 
nature as the moral foundation for the swiss state: based on liberty and human 
rights. in contrast to some other emerging European nation states, swiss ideolo-
gists defined their country as small yet harbouring four different cultures and lan-
guages. To legitimize switzerland’s existence as a nation state, they did not make 
claims of a common language or ethnicity. instead, the Alps bound the swiss peo-
ple together. Here again, the Gotthard Mountains formed the heart of this politi-
cised Alpine myth. Marchal cites Gonzague de Reynold, a French-speaking swiss 
writer and historian: “The importance of the saint Gotthard is that of a grand gate 
in a city (…) it is geographical, political and military.”52 Marchal mentions that 
the construction of the Gotthard Railway in the late nineteenth century brought 
heightened attention to the region.

scholars, such as de Reynold and Ernest Bovet, used the Gotthard as a po-
litical image. in the early twentieth century, these conservative writers portrayed 
switzerland’s role in Europe as the guardian of the Gotthard. Bovet presents the 
Gotthard as a unifying force for switzerland in crisis as well as a mediator of 
European cultures. The official language of the swiss government took up these 
images in the eve of the second World War. Reacting to the power of the image, 
the swiss population enthusiastically accepted the government’s plans for a mili-
tary réduit national at the Gotthard. Making the mountains a stronghold meant 
that the swiss army would relinquish industrial centres to the aggressor. As long 
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as the army defended this ‘core of switzerland’, switzerland could not be defeated. 
Marchal sees this period as crucial for the connection of swiss national identity 
with the Gotthard Mountains.
With his explanation of the Gotthard’s myth construction, Marchal positions the 
Gotthard as a geographical space that obtained political and symbolic meaning 
in switzerland. Within his chosen longue durée perspective, Marchal only shortly 
touches upon the construction of the Gotthard Railway when he argues that it 
strengthened the focus on the Gotthard.53 However, he does not study the extent 
to which the arrival of the railways altered or influenced the value-loaded alpine 
and Gotthard myth. 

Studying identity and technology as co-construction

A third phase of my research process started when questions arose from unpreten-
tious observations of Gotthard images in the swiss cultural landscape and from 
my rough mapping of the existing literature on the Gotthard. Reading the two 
parallel literatures about the Gotthard evoked questions about the interaction 
between those two representations in the light of national identity formation. i 
wanted to understand the processes that led to the apparent self-evidence with 
which the Gotthard image calls to mind both technological prowess and swiss 
identity. Moreover, i questioned to what extent these different elements touched 
and influenced each other. i wondered to what extent the construction process of 
the Gotthard Railway interacted with the construction of the Gotthard as a histori-
cally and geographically central place in switzerland. did the swiss question the 
arrival of the Gotthard Railway into the mythical landscape of the Gotthard? did 
the image of the Gotthard myth change after the Gotthard Tunnel was built? did 
the cultural importance of the Gotthard influence the political and technological 
decision-making process of the Gotthard Railway? What is the role of the railways 
in the Gotthard space? To what extent do the images change over the years? 

My academic background certainly tainted my first observations of the 
Gotthard image in switzerland and the curiosity that i developed from it. during 
many years of interdisciplinary studies on technological culture and on the history 
of technology, i developed a special interest in cultural representations of technol-
ogy in society. i regarded a railway project, by definition, as deeply embedded 
in a socio-cultural environment. Therefore, it neither surprised me to see refer-
ences to railway development in nineteenth-century animal painting nor to be 
confronted with swiss identity when visiting a tunnel exhibition. My fascination 
for the Gotthard derived from wanting to understand how different associations 
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and storylines became bundled into such a strong swiss national image – myth 
even. To this question the existing bodies of literature do not offer an answer.

identity receives increasing attention in historical studies of technology. studies 
touch upon the subject, but they do not always set out to study the interrelation 
explicitly.54 often, the studies that do find themselves on the cross road between 
cultural studies and the history of technology. sara Pritchard, for example, studied 
diverse Rhone River projects throughout French history. she shows how chang-
ing ideas about the French landscape, and thus French identity, influenced the 
way in which the River Rhone technological projects were presented and re-
ceived by the French population. ideas about what the country should look like 
were rooted in images about French identity and became linked to technological 
projects. similarly, Thomas Zeller illustrates how the debate about the Autobahn 
in Germany during the Nazi Regime showed the co-evolution of a road infrastruc-
ture and a new German identity.55 

despite the growing interest, there is no clear-cut methodology available for 
studying the interrelation between national identity and technological develop-
ment. The most influential tryout is the study of Gabrielle Hecht on the co-con-
struction of nuclear power and French national identity after the second World 
War. she shows how engineers, politicians, workers and villagers intimately, 
though differently, linked discussions about the reconstruction of a French na-
tional identity (grandeur) to the development of nuclear power.56 she develops 
‘tools’ for her research. one, she asks: How do the historical actors we study con-
ceptualize the relationship between technology and politics? Hecht shows that by 
studying discursive practices of historical actors it is possible to analyse the con-
structed relationships between identity and technology, and explore what was at 
stake in those conceptualisations. second, she elaborates the terms technopolitics 
and technopolitical to analyse the relatively technocratic French national context. 
Whereas for post-war France these concepts prove adequate, they may not neces-
sarily apply to the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century swiss context.

Nevertheless, with Hecht’s clear question, i seem to be able to come a long 
way. Understanding how historical actors constitute an interlinkage between na-
tional identity and technological projects assumes the socially constructed nature 
of both. Hecht argues that “[o]pening the black boxes of culture and technology 
simultaneously can give us insight into how technologies constitute a terrain for 
transforming, enacting, or protesting power relations within the social fabric.”57 
Her plea fits into recent developments in technology studies that acknowledge 
that technology and culture co-evolve, are co-produced, or are mutually constitu-
tive.58 To understand the interaction between technology and culture, not only 
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technology but also culture needs to be understood and explained as a construc-
tion. or, to put it differently: to study the mutual construction of identity and 
technology both require explanation and research. Talking about co-construction 
helps us move away from the often blurry a priori distinctions between the social, 
the cultural and the technical. There is no such distinction between the processes 
in which people make sense of either their identities or the technologies that sur-
round them. yet, these are categories in which historical actors think and speak. 
Therefore, historians should take these discourses seriously. 

in the last decades, studies on technology have focused the social construction 
of technology.59 To understand cultural processes, scholars in technology studies 
embrace cultural studies and argue that the linguistic approach helps them to un-
derstand interacting processes of technology and culture. Their basic theoretical 
framework holds that people make use of language to attribute meaning to their 
environment and to communicate this to others. As individuals, people have men-
tal representations that help them to give meaning to the world. A shared language 
allows them to communicate these representations within a certain shared culture. 
discourse analyses allow scholars to study these representations. Cultural theo-
rist stuart Hall defines discourse in Michel Foucault’s terms as both language and 
practices. in short, discourse can be defined as:

A group of statements which provide a language for talking about – a way 
of representing the knowledge about – a particular topic at a particular 
historical moment (…). discourse is about the production of knowledge 
through language. But (…) since all social practices entail meaning, and 
meanings shape and influence what we do – or conduct – all practices 
have a discursive aspect.60 

The production of meaning through representations does not deny materiality; 
it shows that ‘things’ themselves do not have meaning.61 in empirical studies of 
technology, historians and sociologists of technology pragmatically defend their 
choice for discourse analysis, without engaging themselves in the complicated the-
oretical debate taking place in cultural studies.62 Hecht argues that “[t]he linguistic 
approach need not imply an anti-materialist position. instead, it can show how 
the material world both derives meaning from culture and performs culture.”63 
Moreover, Paul Edwards emphasises discourse analysis as a method that “goes be-
yond speech acts to refer to the entire field of signifying or meaningful practices: 
those social interactions – material, institutional, and linguistic – through which 
reality is interpreted and constructed for us and with which human knowledge is 
produced and reproduced.”64 Focussing on the discursive practices of historical 
actors thus helps scholars to explain the role of technology within society.65
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The cultural production of meaning in society is strongly related to defining indi-
vidual or collective identity. A ‘constructivist’ approach to national identity forma-
tion seems a necessary choice against the background of the intellectual frame-
work just sketched. For her studies on French national identity, Hecht returns to 
a definition by Benedict Anderson on ‘imagined communities’. Anderson sees na-
tionalism as an expression of an ‘imagined community’, through which people ex-
perience a sense of community with people they do not know. For example, shar-
ing the same language creates a feeling of belonging. By reading the same newspa-
pers and books, people can relate to unknown others of the same community. The 
strength of his work lies in acknowledging that expressions of national identity are 
imagined constructions.66 Anderson’s work inspired scholars interested in the pro-
duction of national identity.67 However, Anderson’s focus on the unifying power of 
language fits uncomfortably with the situation in switzerland, where four official 
national languages are spoken within the nation’s boundary. 

in the last 15 years, reflections on swiss national identity have intrigued many 
swiss historians. The celebrations of ‘700 years of switzerland’ in 1991 and the 
150th jubilee year of the swiss national government in 1998, gave impetus to the 
question what binds the swiss.68 The majority of these, and later, studies focus 
on the cultural production of meaning in search of the swiss national identity.69 
in contrast to other nations, swiss historical actors did not define national iden-
tity by common ethnicity or language. instead, switzerland guarded its cultural 
diversity and sought elements of unity in its landscape and common history, as 
described before. The regional (cantonal) identities remained strong without nec-
essarily harming the link to national identity. This characteristic led to the idea 
that switzerland was a Sonderfall and incomparable to other countries.70 While 
scholars recognise the unique outcomes of swiss cultural identity construction, 
the processes themselves resemble those elsewhere in Europe. Furthermore, the 
acknowledgement that regional identity may be maintained in the process of na-
tional identity formation characterises a general trend in national identity studies, 
which focus increasingly on the ambiguous cultural processes with which people 
construct multiple senses of belonging to both a region and the nation.71 These 
general developments fit scholars’ contemporary perspectives on swiss identity 
formation.
in an anthology on swiss national identity, Guy Marchal and Aram Mattioli offer 
a theoretical framework from which they study swiss national identity. Translated 
into English, it would carry the title: ‘imagined switzerland. Constructions of a na-
tional identity’.72 As a metaphor to study national identity formation they use the 
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linguistic term ‘bricolage’ referring to national identity as a social construction.73 
The term captures the process in which people ‘tinker’ with images to express a 
mental construction that reverts to the ‘nation’ and that defines identity for those 
living in a society dominated by nations. To understand this process, the authors 
propose to analyse collective representations through which people express, see, 
define or dream their national self-image.74 This way of viewing the articulation 
of a sense of identity fits with the focus on discursive practices surrounding tech-
nologies that i discussed earlier in relation to technology studies.

Marchal argues that images, symbols, stereotypes and metaphors form the 
building blocks with which people can articulate their unique national identity. 
Although the images can be interpreted in numerous ways, the system of images 
needs to be recognizable and decodable to make sense. The collective images that 
people employ have elasticity and can be interpreted in multiple, though not end-
less ways. Hence, the process always needs to be understood in its specific his-
torical context. There is a pool of existing collective images that can be tinkered 
with, bent and used that has built up throughout the ages. This explanation of 
the metaphor of ‘bricolage’ sounds promising for understanding how people in 
switzerland did cultural work to link the image of the Gotthard to a chain of other 
images to constitute a swiss identity. it is on this socio-cultural level that i want to 
understand the construction of national identity. 

For Marchal the ‘bricoleurs’ of national identity were great swiss thinkers during 
the Enlightenment. This elite constructed the pool of images from which the swiss 
could draw, in later time. He also understands the construction of the Gotthard 
image as one created by intellectuals. Even though Marchal suggests an open anal-
ysis of the cultural discursive process, he does not regard discourses surrounding 
the Gotthard Railway as relevant in the bricolage of the Gotthard myth. Moreover, 
his focus remains on language as texts; other representations do not come to the 
fore. Hecht’s approach convinces me because she focuses on the different ‘brico-
leurs’ such as engineers, workers and village people that gave meaning to nuclear 
power, their national identity and their professional identities. she pays attention 
to, for example, the way in which people in the region translated the French gran-
deur in site visits, spectacles and wine labels. she shows that by studying discursive 
practices on different – also popular – levels, we gain insight into the symbolism 
of nuclear power in national identity debates as well as in nationalist arguments 
about the meaning production around nuclear power. Changing the perspective 
to discourses on technological projects thus also direct us to different sources and 
historical actors.
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on the body of literature sketched above, i based three foundations of this work. 
one, most important for this research is my guiding question that arose from 
my initial curiosity: to what extent did swiss national identity and the Gotthard 
Railway mutually construct each other? And how did the historical actors concep-
tualise and link these concepts? Two, i use Marchal’s term ‘bricolage’ to envision 
the production of meaning surrounding national identity as well as technological 
projects. Analysing discursive practices is a valuable way to study how historical ac-
tors articulated these interlinkages in different contexts. Three, i use the discourses 
surrounding technological projects as lenses through which to see the articulation 
of national identity as well as the meaning production around technology. 

The Gotthard Railway as a lens

i focus on discursive practices surrounding the Gotthard Railway that, in other 
studies on the Gotthard Railway, only function to decorate the texts. For me, 
excerpts from novels, newspapers, speeches or travel guides are crucial sources. 
Reading through the multitude of this material, i pinpointed periods in which 
the circulation of the Gotthard image in swiss society intensified. To discern the 
dominant discourses about the Gotthard, i roughly studied the material available 
in the German National Archives (Berlin), the swiss Wirtschaftsarchiv (Basel), the 
swiss National Archives (Bern), the archives of the swiss Federal Railway (sBB 
Historic, Bern) and the swiss National library (Bern). Especially the latter two 
have systematically collected material related to the Gotthard Railway.75 This pro-
cess yielded several obvious peaks in attention paid to the Gotthard Railway. To 
amplify this material i visited the archives of the Museum for Transportation and 
Communication (lucerne), the school museum (in construction) (Bern) and the 
library of the swiss Federal institute of Technology (Zurich). 

From the material, i defined four important moments and sources in which the 
Gotthard Railway recurred as an important theme. Through the discourses pro-
duced by historical actors in these periods, i analysed the extent to which actors 
tinkered with references to national identity in relation to the Gotthard Railway. 
The presentation of my empirical work starts with an engineering discussion in the 
1870s and ends in the 1940s with several Gotthard novels. The Gotthard Railway 
defines this research’s starting point and the heyday of the Gotthard as a national 
image defines its end. i studied two other peaks in the intermitting period, namely 
the official opening of the railway line in 1882 and the bulk of tourist guides that 
were subsequently published. Using this research strategy, i risked walking into a 
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dead end street because it did not guarantee that i would find reference to swiss 
national identity i expected. Moreover, these peaks might not have influenced the 
construction of a national identity directly. yet, the peaks in attention suggested 
strongly that something was at stake which gave historical actors impulses to posi-
tion the Gotthard Railway within ever different and new socio-cultural contexts. 
My curiosity to understand the co-construction of technology and identity should 
therefore not be confused with the ambition to rewrite the history of the Gotthard 
Railway or of swiss national identity. 

Each of the chapters illustrates my search for the way in which people defined, re-
defined, constructed and deconstructed swiss national identity and the Gotthard 
Railway in interaction with each other. Roughly, they consist of three parts. in the 
first part, i will discuss the extent to which the sources can be viewed as valuable 
for understanding the articulation of national identity. i intend to illustrate that the 
sources are never as innocent as they might appear. Moreover, i will position the 
different sources within their swiss historical context. This part offers a theoretical 
and empirical background for the second part, in which i will analyse the sources 
and present the ‘tinkering’ processes of the actors. Even though the analysis of the 
sources prevails, i will honour the original tone of the historical actors as much as 
possible. Finally, in the last part of each chapter, i will look beyond the sources and 
the chosen time frame, to assess the influence of their tinkering in later phases.

This thematic-chronological order of the chapters gives me the opportunity to 
discuss the following themes. in the first period, there is a high concentration of 
engineering material published about the Gotthard. The planning of the Gotthard 
Railway and especially the tunnel under the Gotthard Mountains triggered nu-
merous proposals for where and how to build the tunnel. When, in 1872, the con-
struction started, engineers continued to exchange their ideas about the progress 
of the tunnel work. one of the most remarkable discussions developed around the 
construction method chosen by louis Favre, the Gotthard Tunnel entrepreneur. 
This engineering discussion that continued throughout the construction period 
forms the first source from which i will tap. The discussion took place among 
international engineers and in engineering journals but was also reported upon 
in the public press. 

in the second period, around the Gotthard Railway’s inaugural festivities in 
May 1882 the density of images increases. The opening formed the immediate 
cause for celebratory festivities, numerous pompous speeches and newspaper ar-
ticles. The swiss people could read the daily reports of the festivities, as well as 
flashbacks and commentaries in the different regional newspapers. in the official 
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speeches, dignitaries presented the Gotthard Railway project to an international 
audience of high-ranking officials; the different regional newspapers give their 
own reaction to the festivities. This mix of sources offers a view on how these dif-
ferent actors represented the Gotthard Railway to the swiss public.

in the third period, in the decades after the opening, the Gotthard Railway 
transported people and freight from Northern Europe to the south and vice versa. 
Judged by the number of people travelling the Gotthard Railway and by the nu-
merous travel guides that appeared in that period, the railway line did not sink 
into oblivion. The travel guides presented the Gotthard Railway as a way to ac-
cess the Gotthard region and the italian lakes south of the Alps. Their writings 
addressed mainly the German-speaking tourist, from Germany, Austria and the 
German-speaking swiss regions. The tourist guides form a rich source showing 
how travel guide writers presented the Gotthard as a tourist attraction.

The fourth and last period is marked by an increased interest in the Gotthard 
Tunnel construction among, mainly German-speaking, novelists. in the interwar 
period the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel became a theme in popular litera-
ture. in the novels, written for a large public, the tunnel construction forms the 
backbone of the novels’ narratives and, at the same time, functions as a metaphor 
to express swiss values and norms. seen in the light of the war threat, the novels 
and their choice for the Gotthard theme offer a glance into the symbolic value 
ascribed to the Gotthard region and the role of the tunnel within the symbolic 
Gotthard landscape.  

The conclusion reflects on the way in which references to the Gotthard’s ge-
ographical symbolic merged with references to swiss national identity and the 
Gotthard Railway. i also draw lessons that can be learned from the Gotthard case 
for future studies in the history of technology. Finally, the epilogue returns to con-
temporary images of the Gotthard in switzerland and it comments upon the way 
in which contemporary actors use the Gotthard’s image in new ways.
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Chapter 1 
National building practices at stake

January 30, 1875, Franz Ržiha, Europe’s leading tunnel engineer, gave a speech 
about the Gotthard Tunnel for his fellow engineers of the Association of Austrian 
Architects and Engineers in Vienna.76 Austrian engineers had a reputation to 
maintain in tunnelling. in 1854, the era of Alpine tunnels began with the successful 
construction of the semmering Tunnel. By 1875, the Mont Cenis Tunnel had just 
opened (1871) and engineers were drawing plans for tunnels under the simplon77 
and the English Channel.78 Moreover, the lobby for an Arlberg tunnel was in full 
swing which heated the debates in Austria. Tunnelling boomed. Engineers came 
up with ever more audacious plans for tunnels, which required alternative solu-
tions and adjustments to the existing practices.79 Therefore, all eyes focused on 
progress reports of the Gotthard Tunnel. This new European tunnel project would 
influence the discussion about future projects. That winter day in 1875, Ržiha lec-
tured on what he had seen at the Gotthard with his own expert eyes. Given the 
dynamic background, he knew well that his judgement mattered.

Ržiha brought his findings clearly to the fore. He predicted that the Gotthard 
Tunnel would never finish on time. His lecture criticised basically every decision 
louis Favre, the tunnel’s entrepreneur, had made. Ržiha sketched the Gotthard 
Tunnel construction as an irrational endeavour. indignation sounded through in 
his words, especially because he had recently published a state-of-the-art overview 
on tunnelling. According to Ržiha, nothing proved that Favre had taken notice 
of these latest scientific developments in the field of tunnelling. if Favre would 
continue the construction work in his faulty manner, he risked complete failure. 
The only option left, according to Ržiha, would be to change radically the chosen 
construction method: Favre needed to abandon the ‘Belgian method’ and opt for 
the ‘Austrian’ one.80 

The journal of Austrian Architects and Engineers in Vienna published the emi-
nent engineer’s lecture with its harsh criticism a few months later. The publication 
caused a great stir among engineers involved in the Gotthard Tunnel construc-
tion and readers interested in tunnelling. Newspapers and engineering journals 
reprinted and discussed Ržiha’s disapproval at length. disturbing news from the 
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construction site fed these discussions. Newspapers reported lack of progress, ten-
sions among the different parties, and the resignation of the Gotthard Railway 
Company’s chief engineer Robert Gerwig. Ržiha’s criticism fell on fertile soil, since 
it added to the increasing doubt.

in the years after the publication, discussing the best national building practice 
developed into one of the most elaborate debates on the Gotthard Tunnel con-
struction. The debate only settled after the completion of the tunnel in 1882, when 
Gustave Bridel, chief engineer of the Gotthard Railway Company, wrote a final 
report. The lecture put national building styles at the heart of the discussion. Pro’s 
and con’s of the chosen ‘Belgian’ tunnelling method filled the engineering journals 
throughout the construction phase. 

Ržiha used the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel to push forward his ideas 
about the future of tunnelling. The vehement tone that ignited this debate hints at 
opposing national engineering styles in constructing a tunnel. Representatives of 
different styles fought out their discord in (engineering) journals. Their articles 
hold a key to an analysis of how engineers defined their style and how they de-
fended their choice of tunnelling method. Analysing the reactions that followed 
on his lecture offers a glance into how engineers responded to the way in which 
Ržiha wrapped his argumentation in references to national pride, national build-
ing method and opposing styles. His lecture offers a starting point to study the ex-
tent to which engineers linked a sense of national identity to tunnelling practices.

Engineering practices as a lens

studies in the history of technology suggest that engineers and engineering prac-
tices can offer a source for pinpointing and explaining national differences in 
style.81 in a comparative study, Eda Kranakis argues that the existence of national 
technological traditions influenced nineteenth-century design and construction 
of suspension bridges in the UsA and France. The ways in which engineers work 
depend on their personal environment, but also on the social and institutional 
context in which they are educated and in which they operate. The socio-technical 
landscape offers varying educational backgrounds of engineers, professional cir-
cles to which they belong, national and local economies in which they work and 
availability of resources to realise their plans.82 National boundaries matter in the 
type of schooling, patent systems and workers organisation. Kranakis shows how 
these elements play a role in how engineers shape technical artefacts. 
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Hence, to understand the engineering discussion about the Gotthard Tunnelling 
method, it is important both to sketch the individual positions of the engineers and 
to capture the larger social structure that characterised their position. yet, the ana-
lytical step from national style or tradition to national identity is not self-evident. 
Engineers themselves do not necessarily need to be aware of the distinctiveness of 
their work in terms of national styles. scholars studying their practices can label 
them in retrospect as typical examples of a certain national tradition. The way i set 
out to study the construction of the relationship between swiss national identity 
and the Gotthard Railway requires a closer look into expressions of national be-
longing in relation to their work uttered by the engineers themselves. defining the 
larger socio-technical context of their work practice helps, but does not suffice to 
highlight how a sense of national identity entered engineering discourses.

studying French national identity in relation to nuclear power, Gabrielle Hecht 
illustrates that after the German armies defeated the French in the second World 
War, the rhetoric of restoring the French ‘grandeur’ overlapped with the idea to 
develop a powerful nation with advanced nuclear power. Heavily politicised engi-
neering practice and a ‘technopolitical regime’ meant that the French technocracy 
gradually gained power. By this Hecht means – in my words – a regime in which 
the politicised technical environment and the technocratic political environment 
influenced each other. such a regime includes people, institutions, myth and ide-
ologies, which all cooperate together. The reference to the ‘radiance of France’ be-
came a central metaphor for both engineers and politicians in this regime, to build 
the French future on nuclear power. Engineers managed to manoeuvre themselves 
to positions where they could politically influence the national context. The dis-
tinction between the political and the technological blurs.83

To illustrate this, Hecht analysed engineering discourses. As she illustrates, 
engineers (or technologists in her words), as well as the institutions they worked 
for, established a strong relationship between technological development and the 
politics of the French state. By linking technology and Frenchness, they strived to 
define the new future of France as a technological one. instead of de-politicising 
their work practices, engineers working on planning nuclear power developed 
ways in which to express what made their technology French. According to Hecht, 
engineers placed technology, for example, in a French historical tradition, to claim 
it as typically French. Purifying the language surrounding nuclear power from 
English vocabulary proved another strategy. With these rhetorical strategies they 
managed to legitimize their power as engineers in France. 

Historian of technology Mikael Hård also shows the importance of engineer-
ing discourse in linking a sense of national identity to engineering practices. He 
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illustrates how German engineers at the turn of twentieth century struggled to 
fit the contested process of modernisation into their national culture. striving to 
improve their endangered position as engineers, they employed the existing lan-
guage of the learned elite about German national culture and identity. The crisis of 
modernity proved especially strong after the First World War, in which technology 
played such a devastating role. By analysing the engineering discourses in which 
this process of intellectual appropriation of technology takes place, he shows the 
nationalist bias.84 in contrast to Hecht’s French engineers who participated in the 
French technopolitical discourse, Hård’s study concludes that German engineers 
gained influence by adapting their language to the existing elitist idiom of that 
time. Hence, the language employed by engineers plays a crucial role in the ap-
propriation of technology and the way in which it becomes linked to national 
culture.

The historian Günter dinhobl hints at the mutual construction of national 
building practices and national identity in his description of the Austrian 
semmering Tunnel’s history.85 As he explains, tunnelling developed out of mining 
practices. Engineers subdivided mining practices into different methods, referring 
to the countries in which they were used. in tunnelling, these ‘italian’, ‘Belgian’ and 
‘Austrian’ mining methods became adapted, keeping the national categories intact. 
According to dinhobl, thinking about mining and tunnelling within a framework 
of nations strengthened the formation of national identities. He claims that the 
categorisation in terms of national tunnelling practices “played a central role in 
the expansion of the concept ‘nation’ as well as in the establishment of national 
technology styles in the nineteenth century”.86 The historian Wolfgang König, 
who studied the construction of swiss mountain railways, argues that in the early 
20th century, confident swiss engineers in mountain railway construction resisted 
technological change which they deemed a threat to their national and technologi-
cal identity.87 These two historical cases illustrate that national identity and railway 
engineering became closely related at the turn of the century.

Academic research gives ample anchor points to assume that studying engineer-
ing practices can shed light on the mutuality of the Gotthard’s tunnel construc-
tion and swiss national identity. studying the way in which engineers legitimized 
their work can show how they position themselves in the national discourse and 
how they help shaping it. The analytical category of national style and tradition 
becomes mobilised as a category by the historical actors themselves, as well as by 
historians in retrospect. To understand the production of the linkage between the 
concepts, the existing research shows the importance of sketching both the local 
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circumstances and the larger national sociotechnical landscape. in the first part of 
this chapter, i will introduce the main players and sketch the tunnelling process at 
the Gotthard Tunnel around the time of Ržiha’s visit. Then, i will present the way 
in which Ržiha positioned himself and how engineers reacted to his severe allega-
tions. in the last section, i will describe the influence the discussion had on the 
appreciation of tunnelling in switzerland. To explain these influences i will draw a 
larger picture of engineering tradition in switzerland.

Drilling the Gotthard Tunnel

When Franz Ržiha honoured the Gotthard’s construction sites with his visit, ap-
proximately two years of drilling had passed. in the summer of 1872, the swiss 
entrepreneur louis Favre signed a contract with the Gotthard Railway Company 
and took the responsibility for the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel. A month 
after signing this contract, Favre employed hundreds of italian workers to start 
the manual construction on the northern side of the Gotthard Tunnel. While the 
first manual digging began, he ordered the preparation of construction sites for 
the mechanical drilling. The compressors still had to be ordered; the compressor 
houses needed to be built, just as the dynamite cabins, offices, repair workshops, 
carpenter workshops and blacksmith’s accommodations.88 The delivery of the 
italian Mont Cenis drills, that Favre had been forced to buy, was delayed. When 
the drills finally came in, they proved useless for the granite and gneiss of the 
Gotthard Mountains.89 From April 1873 onward, the first pneumatic drills could 
be used. only by the end of 1873, the whole system for organised excavation fully 
operated.90 Favre soon lagged behind schedule and continued to do so in 1874, 
when Ržiha passed by.91 

The Gotthard Railway Company and Favre’s Tunnelling Company signed a 
contract that would – and did – ruin Favre financially if he did not live up to the 
contractual promises. Favre promised to build the tunnel in eight years for the price 
of 2,800 swiss Francs per linear meter.92 Favre agreed to pay 5,000 swiss Francs for 
each day of delay mounting to 10,000 Francs per day after more than half a year. in 
return the Gotthard Railway Company would pay 5,000 swiss Francs for each day 
Favre finished earlier. Moreover, Favre took full responsibility for all unforeseeable 
events and risks during the construction. Based on these conditions, the Gotthard 
Railway Company favoured Favre over other parties that hoped to construct the 
tunnel. 
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in 1872, the Gotthard Railway Company received eight reactions to the call 
that announced the tender in several European and in one American newspaper. it 
continued negotiations only with Favre and the italian engineer severino Grattoni, 
head of the italian Società Italiana di Lavori Pubblici. At first sight, Grattoni seemed 
the best candidate because he constructed the Mont Cenis tunnel together with 
his engineer friends Germaine sommeiller and sebastiano Grandis. Prior to his 
tender he had extensively studied and probed the Gotthard Massif. Based on his 
experience, he offered to construct the Gotthard Tunnel in nine years for the price 
of 3,350 swiss Francs per linear meter. The italian government backed Grattoni’s 
tender. However, Grattoni refused to make concessions on the price and construc-
tion time, whereas Favre did. 

Favre needed to establish his fame as a tunnel constructor in a race against the 
clock.93 He was an entrepreneur from the French-speaking Western part of 
switzerland, who built up his expertise through courses and work practice. Favre 
earned a fortune as an entrepreneur working in France and switzerland. He 
gained tunnelling experience from his construction of several short tunnels.94 To 
buttress his bid for the Gotthard Tunnel he managed to drum up an influential 
network of supporters.95 His most influential ally was daniel Colladon, professor 
of physics in Geneva (1802-1893), who had a strong reputation inside and out-
side of switzerland. Colladon studied at the prestigious École Centrale in Paris and 
pursued an academic career, first in Paris, later at the University of Geneva – his 
home town. For the drilling of the Mont Cenis tunnel he had developed further 
his invention of compressed air machines.96 Colladon gave Favre’s entrepreneurial 
undertaking the necessary academic cachet. 

once he won the tender, Favre surrounded himself with more trained engi-
neers.97 He gave Ernest von stockalper the responsibility for the northern tunnel. 
The French-speaking stockalper graduated at the swiss federal Polytechnikum in 
Zurich in 1863.98 He achieved his fame in the major Rhone correction project in 
the canton Valais.99 on the southern construction site, Eduardo Bossi, an engineer 
from Geneva, held sway over the works. For the drill workshop in Göschenen and 
Airolo Favre employed the French engineers Camille Ferroux and Gustave seguin, 
who both built their expertise at the Mont Cenis.100 Favre thus managed to bring 
together a well-trained, educated and French speaking managerial staff. 

in his estimations, Favre relied heavily on the promise of progress in tunnel 
technology. He based his optimistic drilling schedule on an extrapolation of the 
increase in average progress at the Mont Cenis, anticipating that the efficiency 
of the drills would improve. Moreover, the availability of stable dynamite held a 
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major promise for speeding up the tunnelling process because fewer holes needed 
to be drilled to reach the same effect as gun powder. Efficient pneumatic drills 
reduced the average time to drill these holes. Renowned engineers from the 
Gotthard Railway Company strengthened Favre’s optimism. Prior to the drilling, 
they studied the geological conditions along the tunnel axis and foresaw no ma-
jor problems. different project plans functioned as the basis for the final project 
proposal developed by the swiss engineer Kaspar Wetli and the German engineers 
Robert Gerwig and ludwig von Beckh. swiss engineers Karl Müller and Pasquale 
lucchini, together with the German engineers otto Gelpke and Carl Koppe, ex-
ecuted the triangulation.101 Favre’s trust in unlimited technological progress and 
favourable geological circumstances, led him to assume boldly that he could con-
struct the tunnel in six years, two years less than the contract stated. 102

Visiting the tunnel in 1874

Pen drawing of foreign season guests admiring the tunnel construction (reprint). 
Courtesy Photo archive SBB Historic

Engineer Koppe described the construction sites as meeting places and as labora-
tories of technological progress and engineering science.

Every day brought something new, the completion of a building, the im-
provement of a machine or a compressor, foreign guests, who exchanged 
experiences and looked for new ones. in short, the construction sites in 
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Göschenen and Airolo developed an atmosphere that defied all descrip-
tions: a hustle and bustle of languages, garb, habits and an exchange of 
opinions, experiences and new ideas. 103 

As follows from this description, many engineers visited the construction site to 
take stock. The Gotthard construction sites brought curious engineers from all 
over the world together.104 Hence, the Gotthard’s successes and failures influenced 
the appreciation and planning of new tunnelling projects.

Franz Ržiha received a warm welcome from the Gotthard Tunnel engineers of 
both the Gotthard Railway Company and Favre’s enterprise.105 Ržiha was born in 
Northern Bohemia in 1831. He attended the Polytechnisches Institut in Prague, 
from which he graduated at the age of twenty. in his early career, he assisted in 
the construction of the semmering Railway.106 From 1878 until his death in 1897, 
Ržiha held a professorship of tunnelling and railway construction in Vienna. 

Idealised sketch of the situation at the front of the work around 1880. 
Courtesy Museum of Communication, Bern
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When he visited the Gotthard works in 1874, he was Chief Engineer of the national 
Austro-Hungarian department of Trade.107 Published in the early 1870s, his hefty 
two-volume handbook on the art of tunnelling formed the only academic study 
that methodically explained and discussed the existing tunnel methods.108 in ret-
rospect, historians see Ržiha as the founding father of scientific tunnelling.109 No 
wonder the Gotthard Tunnel engineers gave him all attention, while they guided 
him through the tunnel to witness the latest progress. 

Ržiha must have noticed the thousands of italian workers and their families 
who lived in barracks and guesthouses in the small mountain village that had 
suddenly grown out of proportion.110 Travel reports of that time compared the 
construction site in Göschenen with an anthill.111 The construction sites adjacent 
to the village had the same frantic atmosphere: compressor house and smithies 
were always in full swing to support the mechanical drilling inside the tunnel. 
His guides led Ržiha to the workshop where Ferroux worked feverishly on the 
improvement of his own invention – a pneumatic drill. After the inspection of 
the construction site, the engineers brought Ržiha into the darkness of the tunnel 
to the front of the work. At the front, workers operated the rock drills that drove 
the first small tunnel of 2.5 by 2.5 meters. Fourteen to fifteen workers operated 
the six to seven drills that stood on a stillage. one man oversaw the work; three 
men positioned the drills in the rock; another three men controlled the taps for 
the drills and three regulated the transport of air. The other four to five workers 
helped to wet continuously the drill holes to prevent dust and overheating of the 
system.112 The required number of holes depended on the hardness of the rock. 
once the drilling was done, another work group placed the dynamite in the holes 
and blasted the rock.113 The same group removed the debris and when finished, 
continued to lay the rails, so that the other work group could move the stillage up 
to the wall to start the procedure anew.

Favre and his team of engineers opted for what was called the Belgian construc-
tion method that defined the logic of the working process. A small tunnel formed 
the top of what would become the full tunnel. After the construction of the first 
gallery, the excavation continued sideways by hand.114 The Belgian construction 
method ideally required immediate timbering of the ceiling to prevent movement 
of the rock. When the upper half of the tunnel was completely excavated, the roof 
arch could be built. only after the bricklayers had realized the arch, could work-
ers start the excavation of the bottom half of the tunnel. First, the downward ex-
cavation started on one side to underpin the masonry arch with struts, then on 
the other side. The Belgian method required no strict rules for how to build the 
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wooden support. Favre did not always follow the Belgian method to the book but 
adapted the system according to the changing circumstances inside and outside of 
the tunnel.

Ržiha must have immediately noticed the deviations from the ‘rules’ of the 
Belgian method. The small gallery in which the workers pushed the pneumatic 
drill forwards progressed much faster than the rest of the work. inside the gallery, a 
considerable amount of water hampered the works, especially at the southern side. 

Sketch of the Gotthard Tunnel’s excavation method.
In: Eisenbahn. 01-10-1875
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The temperature inside the tunnel rose steadily.115 Moreover, the use of ever more 
efficient drills and dynamite led to an enormous amount of debris that needed 
to be cleared from the small tunnel. Favre’s engineers did not respect the logic of 
Belgian tunnelling method that demanded immediate excavation and arching of 
the first gallery. 

The increasing length of the smallest part of the tunnel worsened the problems 
described above. The ventilation system could not reach all parts of the tunnel. The 
heat, water and polluted air made the work extremely heavy and at times almost 
intolerable. The pressure on Favre, caused by the contract, rose by the day and 
obliged him to prioritise. The workers suffered first. For example: fresh air came 
from the tube that transported the air for the pneumatic drills; often, workers used 
the air to power the drills rather than to clear the contaminated air in which they 
worked. The price was high: the number of deaths approached two-hundred and 
many workers left the construction work ill or handicapped. 116 Whilst engineers 
mentioned the harsh circumstances in the tunnel, they rarely judged it scandalous. 
Ržiha’s indignation about the circumstances at the Gotthard stemmed from his 
critical judgement of Favre’s method and did not stem from the observed social 
circumstances. He focussed his attention on the performance of the drills and the 
daily tunnelling progress.

Nationalist start of the dispute
several months after his visit, Ržiha reported his observations in a lecture at the 
Austrian Association for Architects and Engineers. He clearly spelled out his inter-
ests. He positioned himself as both a responsible engineer and an Austrian citizen. 
As an engineer, he claimed to guard the purity of science; as a citizen, he defended 
the Austrian cause. These two positions forced him, as he argued, to express his 
severe criticism of Favre’s choices in the Gotthard Tunnel construction. 

i feel obliged to point to the discrepancies in the construction of the saint 
Gotthard Tunnel because science needs to see to it that no sins are commit-
ted against it and because, from a patriotic point of view, as an Austrian, i 
do not want alpine tunnelling, in general, to receive a bad name.117

Ržiha sketched the scientific progress in tunnelling that profited from the ma-
jor mountain railway projects. Austrian engineers, he claimed, had contributed 
greatly to contemporary tunnelling techniques.118 Ržiha referred regularly to his 
own handbook on tunnelling, in which he meticulously analysed different tunnel 
methods and discussed their major advantages and flaws. He assumed that his 
well-informed audience had read it and was familiar with his major objections 
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against the Belgian method, used to drill the Gotthard Tunnel. in Ržiha’s eyes, 
louis Favre completely ignored these scientific insights, otherwise he would have 
recognised the superiority of the Austrian method and never would have opted for 
the Belgian method.119

in this lecture, Ržiha linked rhetorically national building practices of an 
Austrian engineering tradition to Austrian patriotism. He created a sharp distinc-
tion between the Belgian and the Austrian tunnelling methods, by connecting 
them to their national, or rather language-based, use. He employed terms such as 
‘unfortunate’, ‘inexplicable’ and ‘irrational’ to criticise Favre’s choice for the Belgian 
method. He said “only the schools of Belgian and French engineers defend and 
use this unfortunate system.”120 in contrast, he described the Austrian method, 
developed and used by Austrian engineers, as ‘theoretical’, ‘scientific’ and ‘rational’ 
to support his predilection. Ržiha’s ambition to make tunnelling into a science 
resounds in the distinction he created between the methods. 

Ržiha also associated patriotic feelings with his engineering judgement. The 
construction of the Gotthard Tunnel competed with the Austrian international 
transit routes, such as the semmering and Brenner. Ržiha referred to Austria as 
‘our Fatherland’ when he blamed the Gotthard Tunnel for pushing Austria to the 
margins economically.121 only the construction of the Austrian Arlberg tunnel 
could create a necessary counterbalance. Ržiha saw it as the task of Austrian engi-
neers to contribute to the construction of this essential and strategic project and 
thereby serve their country.122 Ržiha feared that problems arising during the con-
struction of the Gotthard Tunnel jeopardized the planning of the Austrian Arlberg 
Tunnel because it could cast doubt on the feasibility and profitability of tunnelling 
in general.

Ržiha’s position formed the décor to point out the flaws in Favre’s chosen tun-
nelling process. At the basis of Ržiha criticism lay his visit to switzerland in 1874, 
which he updated with the tunnel’s progress reports published in the swiss engi-
neering journal Eisenbahn. He concluded plainly that, if Favre continued in the 
same manner, he would both miss the deadline and overrun the costs by far. Ržiha 
saw that the obtained efficiency of the drills paradoxically created the method’s 
major vulnerability: the removal of the debris could not keep up with the pace 
of drilling. Ržiha called Favre’s ‘laborious’ system of spoil removal ‘unnecessarily 
costly and time-consuming’.

Because the drilling started at the top and the excavation followed later, the de-
bris had to be moved down one floor to reach the end of the tunnel. Favre had or-
dered the construction of slopes to facilitate the removal, but the long slopes ham-
pered the work in the lower part of the tunnel. Even hydraulic elevators that would 
soon replace the slope, could never efficiently transport the increasing amount of 
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waste, Ržiha predicted. The catastrophe would unfold itself once deeper inside the 
Gotthard, especially under the Andermatt plains where Ržiha expected increas-
ing water flows. The Belgian method’s top heading approach worsened the situ-
ation because the water could not be rightly channelled from the top heading to 
the tunnel mouth. These geological problems would give the final blow to Favre’s 
enterprise. Ržiha saw only one escape: change to the superior Austrian tunnelling 
method as fast as possible.123

should Favre adopt the Austrian system, he would need to reposition radically 
the first gallery from the top to the bottom of the tunnel. Central to the Austrian 
method was to start with the bottom heading, immediately followed by a top head-
ing. According to Ržiha, this would enable a faster excavation of the full tunnel 
profile because there would be multiple starting points.124 Ržiha assumed that 
Favre chose the Belgian method solely to save money. The top-heading approach 
allowed a cheaper ventilation system in comparison to the bottom-heading sys-
tem. Moreover, the Austrian method required the drilling of two heading tun-
nels which would, initially, be more expensive.125 The Belgian method might have 
proven itself cheap and successful for short tunnels; Ržiha predicted that for long 
tunnels the method would be disastrous.

in his lecture, Ržiha drew significant distinctions between Austrian tunnelling and 
those of the French-speaking swiss louis Favre. The lecture shows Ržiha’s loyalty 
to both science and his country, Austria. He argued that both Austria and Austrian 
engineering would profit from a large engineering undertaking: the construction 
of the Arlberg Tunnel. His position can be understood against the background 
of the worsening economic crisis in Austria in this period. The Austrian govern-
ment limited the procurement of large technological projects and as a result the 
vacancies for academically educated engineers diminished rapidly, especially in 
railway construction and public works. The Austrian Association for Architects 
and Engineers played an active role in trying to improve the situation for its en-
gineers. Besides creating a better labour market, Austrian engineers also tried to 
engage themselves in national politics.126 

Ržiha blurred the boundaries between scientification of tunnelling, engineer-
ing devotion to the fatherland, economic and political position of engineers and 
the competitiveness of Austria as an international transit.127 Juxtaposing the na-
tional styles meant that the word Austrian captured, by the end of his lecture, 
both his sense of national belonging and his preferred scientific engineering style. 
He wove Austrian economic interests with engineering interests using a strategy 
similar to that of the French engineers in Hecht’s study. The construction of the 
Arlberg Tunnel seemed a perfect project in which national prestige would mix 
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with a more prominent role of a typically Austrian (scientific) type of engineering. 
His criticism of the Gotthard Tunnel construction offered him a rhetorical tool to 
position his ‘technopolitical’ mission. The Gotthard Tunnel construction defied 
all that Ržiha said to believe in: it harmed the economy of his country, it ignored 
Austrian experiences in tunnelling; and it denied scientific insights. 

Restoring the public façade 
Ržiha clearly set the tone in spicing up his technical criticism with patriotic pride. 
He had not been the first engineer to criticise Favre, but he was the most influential 
one.128 Given Ržiha’s position in the engineering world, his comments were vola-
tile. Because the Gotthard Tunnel symbolized a political as well as an engineering 
showpiece, newspapers and journals brought the latest news to a keen readership. 
The reactions to Ržiha from the engineering profession show a different rhetorical 
strategy which did not take up his nationalistic line of argumentation, but rather 
reduced the discussion to a debate about where to start tunnelling (top or bottom) 
and about differences in managerial styles.

The German engineer Robert Gerwig quickly took up Ržiha’s arguments to 
ventilate his own negative opinion about the Gotthard Tunnel construction. 
Gerwig could be seen as an insider and thus his opinion carried weight. He was 
born in Karlsruhe and received his education at the Technische Hochschule in his 
hometown. He assisted in planning the Gotthard Tunnel long before Favre came 
into play. in 1865, he, together with ludwig von Beckh, wrote the tunnel proposal 
for the Gotthard Railway Company.129 in 1872, the Gotthard Railway Company 
appointed him as chief engineer. However, shortly before he published his reac-
tion to Ržiha, he had been forced to resign after continuous conflicts. He and Favre 
disliked each other from the very beginning.130 Gerwig had advised the Gotthard 
Railway Company to start the tunnel construction from the bottom, where the 
Company had already constructed approximately 25 meters as a probe. Favre, 
however, had left the bottom tunnel aside and stuck to his own method to start 
with the upper tunnel heading.131 

Gerwig wrote an article that simply repeated his own old arguments that 
merged seamlessly with Ržiha’s opinion. He confirmed Ržiha’s suggestion that 
Favre, as a calculating entrepreneur, had opted for the fastest, simplest and there-
fore most economically viable construction method. Gerwig’s criticism brought 
no new arguments to the fore. The impact followed from where he chose to pub-
lish it: the Monitore delle strade ferrate.132 By publishing it in this popular italian 
railway journal, Gerwig brought Ržiha’s criticism to an italian public. The journal 
eagerly published negative commentaries on the Gotthard Tunnel. From the start 
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of the construction, it had been critical of the Gotthard Tunnel. significantly, the 
banking house of Rothschild both sponsored the journal and had backed finan-
cially the italian bid of Grattoni, who lost the tender to Favre. The Monitore alerted 
its readers to the importance of the article. it summoned politicians and engineers 
to take notice of the criticism as it gave insight into the vero stato, the true status, 
of the works.133 soon afterwards, the italian government expressed worries about 
the growing distance between the heading and the full excavation of the tunnel to 
the swiss Federal Council.134

daniel Colladon, Favre’s adviser, immediately reached for his pen to write a re-
sponse. Two weeks after the publication, he sent a vehement reply. The Monitore 
published this letter because – as it said – it wanted to give space for a defence 
against Gerwig’s allegations.135 Colladon focused his attention on restoring the 
trust in Favre with a personal attack on Gerwig. He judged Gerwig an ordinary 
‘enemy of the work’ (avversario dell’impresa) and ‘unintelligible’. Favre overcame 
unforeseen problems, he claimed, while Gerwig, by contrast, “spent too much 
time on theoretical explanations”. According to Gerwig, the work lagged behind 
first and foremost because of Gerwig and his successor Wilhelm Hellwag.136 By 
degrading Gerwig, Colladon might have hoped to make Favre’s star rise. The spe-
cial correspondent in Berne of the Journal de Genève – the home town journal of 
Favre and Colladon – also accused Gerwig of sheer rancour against his former 
employer.137 Colladon’s strategy seemed to work.

Favre himself did not respond publicly. He simply continued drilling the top-
heading with increased conviction.138 in the northern tunnel, the drilling of the 
top sped forward, whereas the excavation of the rest of the tunnel and the lining 
lagged further behind. The Gotthard Railway Company paid per linear meter tun-
nel, so drilling the heading yielded direct cash.139 Favre had no incentive to adjust 
his plan. Aside from Colladon’s public reaction, Favre’s chief engineers did not en-
gage in the heated debate. The director of the Gotthard Railway Company, Alfred 
Escher, decided eventually to extinguish the fire with an expert reaction. 

since Ržiha’s publication, Escher had received worrisome letters from Austria and 
italy that warned him of the unrest the criticism caused. 140 The negative press jeopard-
ized the Gotthard Railway project as a whole because investors translated successes 
or failures of the Gotthard Tunnel directly in terms of profit and loss. Escher felt 
responsible to keep the undertaking financially healthy. The railway project’s shares 
were susceptible to any bad news and thus Escher needed to restore trust and offer 
a façade of success and control. Even though the Gotthard Railway Company had 
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never applauded Favre’s choice for the Belgian method, it now needed to position 
itself behind Favre. Escher searched for a ‘renowned tunnel engineer’ to respond to 
Ržiha’s criticism. He found the engineer, J. Kauffmann, from Baden-Württemberg 
in Germany, who worked for the schweizerische Centralbahn and had cooper-
ated in the construction of the Bötzberg rail tunnel.141 Alfred Escher judged him a 
capable challenger of Ržiha’s deadly comments because of his experience in tun-
nelling. Kauffmann finished his ten-page report Bau des Gotthardtunnels in May 
1875, in which he disproved Ržiha’s criticisms and considered Ržiha’s tone ‘false 
and undeserved’.142 Engineers, shareholders and governments received his report 
immediately after publication. 143

Engineer voices
Kaufmann did not explain why he defended Favre’s approach. He rationalised 
Favre’s choices by referring to experiences gained in the Mont Cenis tunnel con-
struction. He shifted the accent from national tunnel practices to a less-charged 
emphasis on the discussion on the advantages or disadvantages of a bottom or 
top heading. Moreover, he distinguished Ržiha’s theoretical position from Favre’s 
practical orientation. A similar rationale can be identified in later engineering dis-
cussions, where the positions of Kaufmann and Ržiha became the two opposing 
poles.

Kaufmann opened his defence of Favre’s choices with the statement: “Time is 
more important than money in the construction of alpine tunnels today”.144 He ar-
gued that any entrepreneur would choose the fastest tunnel construction method 
available to meet the demands. since the progress of the first gallery defined the 
pace of the excavation, Kauffmann understood Favre’s choice to push this gallery 
forward. Rationally, the bottom-heading might seem the best option, Kauffmann 
agreed. He quickly added that practically it would cause major problems with ven-
tilation, hence Favre’s choices had been correct given the circumstances. Assured 
by the increasing averages in progress of the top-heading, Kauffmann finally con-
cluded that the tunnel would be finished within the contractual time limits, with-
out exceeding the estimated costs. He saw no need to shift from a top to a bottom 
heading approach.145 The Gotthard Railway Company appointed him tunnel in-
spector that same year.146 

Kaufmann’s report never really closed the dispute. The conflicts between louis 
Favre and the Gotthard Railway Company continued with the new appointment 
of chief engineer Wilhelm Hellwag. Hellwag, born in Eutin, schleswig-Holstein 
in 1827, received his engineering education in Kiel and afterwards in Munich. 
He worked for the swiss Centralbahn and left the Austrian Northwest Railway 
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for the supervision of the Gotthard Railway construction.147 From the outset it 
was clear that Hellwag had a different view on management than Favre. in 1877, 
he trusted his opinion to paper in a report for the Gotthard Railway Company. 
Hellwag judged Favre incapable of constructing the tunnel.148 His report deploys a 
tone and style similar to Ržiha’s.149 

According to Hellwag’s report, Favre lacked the scientific and intellectual abili-
ties required to build this tunnel and therefore was unworthy to bear the respon-
sibilities for a ‘prestigious international engineering project’. The increasing com-
plexity of tunnelling required good judgement of technical and physical possibili-
ties, which Favre lacked. The construction of such a tunnel should be an example 
of the highest technical and scientific capabilities, Hellwag argued. Favre’s person-
ality could not guarantee the successful completion of this work.150 He claimed 
that he, as a man of science, would do a better job.151 The tension rose when the 
engineering debate was accompanied by the general financial crisis that threat-
ened the Gotthard Railway Company.

The debate about tunnelling styles continued among engineers. New progress re-
ports from the tunnel fed this discussion.152 Even though Ržiha pretended that 
the scientific issue was settled in favour of the Austrian construction method, the 
discussion showed that engineers had not yet developed a system of best practice 
for constructing large alpine tunnels. swiss, German and Austrian tunnel experts 
dominated the debate in lectures and journal articles. The swiss engineering jour-
nal Eisenbahn published several reactions to the debate, for example in its February 
and october issues of 1875. in February, Von Muralt described the Gotthard’s tun-
nelling methods in detail and analysed the possibilities to change from top to bot-
tom heading, because he deemed a bottom heading approach more favourable 
than the Belgian tunnelling method. in october, engineer Albert Vögeli remarked 
that the discussion basically polarised engineers in two camps: those favouring top 
heading or those preferring bottom heading. He encouraged the Gotthard Railway 
Company to study whether the desired progress could come from, for example, 
changing the tunnelling method.153 in the same year, his colleague Alfred lorenz 
published a small booklet entitled ‘Top or bottom heading?”.154 He argued that 
no universal laws existed to define which tunnelling method would be best, yet 
constructing a top-heading seemed most rational to him. Engineer Könyves-Tóth 
also gave an overview of the debate. He concluded that Favre had rightly chosen 
the Belgian method, because engineers had not demonstrated the bottom head-
ing approach better for long tunnels in hard rock. He based his judgements, as he 
argued, ‘on facts and not to theories’.155 
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Proponents and opponents of the top heading system could be found eve-
rywhere and did not distinguish themselves by their national background. The 
engineering issue became disengaged from national preferences and practices, as 
engineers expressed their opinions based on their own experience or readings. 
The discussion about national tunnelling methods became de-nationalised and 
illustrates the attempts of engineers to use scientific claims to professionalise tun-
nelling.156 in the nineteenth century, engineers planned and organised tunnelling 
carefully, based on models of mechanisation and industrialisation.157 The pressure 
to build ever faster forced entrepreneurs and engineers to change existing practices. 
during the second half of the nineteenth century, engineering academies taught 
engineers, with military discipline, how to deal with the pressure and complexity 
of engineering projects. “There was little procedural thinking in the projects that 
empirically trained men built, while the process was the main theme in those that 
professionally educated engineers organised.”158 This observation of historian Tom 
Peters helps to explain the clash between the academically educated German and 
Austrian chief engineers who advocated scientific tunnelling and the pragmatic 
entrepreneur louis Favre who wanted to build fast and cheaply. The debate also 
shows that engineers did not agree if and how they could define best practices.

in July 1879, louis Favre passed away of a heart attack during a tunnel inspec-
tion.159 A few months later, the two tunnel headings met on February 28, 1880. 
Modest festivities marked the moment of the breakthrough. Tunnel inspector 
Kauffmann held a speech in which he commemorated Favre. He reminded the 
audience of the disputes that had haunted Favre during the whole construction 
period. Kauffmann declared that the breakthrough of the tunnel had proven all 
the ‘faultfinders’ wrong and Favre’s practical mind right.160 Nonetheless, in many 
respects his adversaries had been right in predicting that Favre would encounter 
major problems and would not finish the tunnel in time. At the breakthrough, the 
engineers estimated that the workers would need another 14 months for the full 
excavation and masonry of the tunnel. Eventually, the workers and engineers of 
Favre’s company finished the major part only at the end of 1881; in May 1882, the 
official opening took place. The financial loss and the delays did not harm Favre’s 
posthumous reputation.

in the summer of 1882, a few months after the official opening of the Gotthard 
Railway, the swiss chief engineer of the Gotthard Railway Company Gustave 
Bridel, successor of Hellwag who, like Gerwig, had been forced to resign, wrote 
a final report.161 The report questioned whether Favre’s managerial style had been 
faulty or if the chosen construction method caused the delay in finishing the tun-
nel.162 in 1880, the construction of the Arlberg tunnel – so feverishly advocated by 
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Ržiha – commenced. Bridel used its progress reports to compare tunnel methods. 
At the Arlberg, the speed of tunnelling the first gallery (from the bottom follow-
ing the Austrian method) kept pace with the excavation and masonry (English 
method). The speed exceeded that of the Gotthard Tunnel by 50%. Therefore, 
Bridel concluded that the top-heading construction and the Belgian method 
proved less effective.163 By focussing on the choice for tunnelling method, Bridel 
cleared Favre from accusations of ‘irrational’ or ‘disastrous’ management. Favre 
was not to blame, the chosen tunnel method was. only in retrospect could one say 
that the choice for Belgian tunnelling system was suboptimal. Bridel’s report and 
the successful construction of the Arlberg Tunnel ended the engineering discus-
sion about the best tunnelling method. The Belgian method would never be used 
again for the construction of large alpine tunnels.164

Clearly and significantly, engineers involved in the debate about tunnelling meth-
ods did not express a link between the Gotthard Tunnel and swiss national iden-
tity. They did not mobilise a sense of national identity to defend the choice for a 
certain tunnelling method, despite the vehemence with which Ržiha had started 
the debate and despite the importance of the tunnel for switzerland. Engineers 
detached tunnelling from its roots in mining into an independent specialty. They 
still named tunnelling practices after their national origins, but associations with 
national practices and traditions weakened. The Belgian method, developed in the 
coal mines of Belgian, influenced mainly French speaking engineers. However, 
during the debate, the real discussion point seemed to be whether to start with the 
top or bottom heading. Moreover, engineers combined different national styles 
within one tunnel project and did not necessarily prefer the construction method 
of their country. The nationalised tunnel practices seemed easily put to the back-
ground of the discussion. in contrast to the expectations expressed in the begin-
ning of this chapter, the analysis shows that through the debate, the Gotthard con-
struction gained swiss fame detached from science and engineering prowess. 

The controversy about tunnelling methods illustrates the contrast between 
proponents of a scientific approach in tunnelling and those engineers who cel-
ebrated practical work experience. Engineers lacked experience in constructing 
long Alpine tunnels; the Mont Cenis Tunnel was the sole comparable example. The 
proponents of Favre focused the polemic on the contrast between rigid theory and 
pliable practice; between coward routine and risk taking; between the German 
Gotthard Railway Company engineers and the French-speaking swiss louis Favre 
and his engineers. The arguments are deprived of any explicit reference to national 
pride, prowess or identity. Ržiha’s stern patriotic motives remain unreciprocated. 

The discussion played out as a clash between the entrepreneur Favre, who wanted 
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to construct the tunnel as rapidly, pragmatically and cheaply as possible, and those 
tunnel engineers who wanted to base tunnelling on scientific methods. 

Swiss tunnelling in retrospect

Charles Andreae, one of switzerland’s influential twentieth-century tunnel engi-
neers and professor of railway and tunnel construction at the Polytechnikum in 
Zurich, wrote one of the few existing histories on swiss tunnelling.165 He judges 
Favre’s enterprise a failure in scientific terms because the applied Belgian tun-
nel method did not add to progress in tunnelling.166 Nevertheless, it gave a great 
impetus to swiss engineering in general because the construction sites formed 
large scale laboratories where swiss engineers could discuss and gain experience. 
Moreover, Andreae argues that swiss engineers developed their own style after 
the experiences of the Gotthard Tunnel construction. They created their style by 
working rather loosely with the existing national styles of tunnelling throughout 
the nineteenth century.167 The expansion of the swiss railway network necessitated 
the construction of several tunnels and switzerland thereby offered ample labora-
tories to test new tunnelling styles. 

The way in which Andreae positions the Gotthard Tunnel into a swiss tunnelling 
tradition denies that before the construction of the Gotthard Railway, swiss engi-
neers rarely played a central role. Nevertheless, Andreae concludes that “[t]he role 
of switzerland in the development of tunnelling has been significant. switzerland’s 
mountainous geography and its centrality in Europe predestined switzerland to 
this role.”168 Andreae argues that if a certain swiss style developed in tunnelling it 
did not achieve fame through a scientific tradition, but rather through pragmatic 
tinkering with existing methods. The emphasis on the development of a pragmatic 
swiss tunnelling style also comes back in the admiration for louis Favre.

From the moment of his death on July 19, 1879, Favre’s biographers turned him 
into a legend and an example of a good swiss citizen.169 in popular histories Favre 
developed into the hero of the Gotthard Tunnel construction, an example for 
swiss youth. 170 in 1906, the editor’s preface of Schweizer eigener Kraft explains 
how important every-day experiences are for the development of talent; educa-
tion alone is not enough.171 To prove this point, he asked several well-known per-
sons to describe twelve ‘self made’ swiss entrepreneurs. Eugène Richard, member 
of the swiss Council of states in switzerland for Geneva and the liberal party, 
wrote Favre’s chapter. He wrote: “The triumph of Favre is also the triumph of his 
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Fatherland, switzerland.”172 The presented baseline of his life commanded admira-
tion for Favre as a self-made man who committed himself to a great deed of na-
tional and international importance. Favre was admired because he stayed true to 
his simple origins; he worked his way up without a university degree and stood as a 
labourer among the labourers. His talents and perseverance allowed him to climb 
the ranks rapidly to become a successful entrepreneur. His love for the Gotthard 
Tunnel and the workers was frustrated by the battles he fought against the bureau-
cratic Gotthard Railway Company and the scepticism of the learned engineers. in 
this manner, his biographers made louis Favre into a swiss hero.173

Extolling Favre and his managerial style as ‘typically swiss’ took place by pictur-
ing the endeavour as entrepreneurial tinkering in a race against the clock. This 
depiction ignores the contribution of (swiss) engineers who advised Favre and 
focuses instead on Favre’s own experiences as an engineer-entrepreneur. in an ef-
fort to link the Gotthard Tunnel construction to switzerland, biographers of Favre 
move engineering practices to the background. Paradoxically, this backgrounding 
of science and technology had been a tool to discredit Favre, whose opponents 
sketched an image of the tunnel construction as chaotic, irrational, expensive and 
inefficient. His proponents used this image to praise Favre as the embodiment of 
the non-scientist in a positive sense: his work attitude contrasted with the book 
knowledge of engineers; his practical problem solving opposed the theoretical ap-
proach of the scientists; and Favre’s experience proved victorious over the univer-
sity studies of his opponents.174 The rhetorical tools used to defend Favre’s choices 
against Ržiha’s criticism, uncoupled the discussion from national practices and 
coupled the construction to the individual entrepreneur Favre. By this move they 
also disconnected the chosen tunnelling method from science. 

Swiss engineering practices 
despite a growing body of literature on national building practices, it is difficult 
to grasp the relation between national identity and engineering practice.175 To ex-
plain why (swiss) engineers did not respond in the same patriotic tone as Ržiha, i 
will shortly sketch the sociotechnical landscape in which the debate took place. 

Two aspects explain that nineteenth-century switzerland engineers did not 
operate within a ‘technopolitical regime’, as was the case in post-war France. First, 
the construction of the Gotthard Railway and Tunnel stimulated – rather than re-
flected – interest in engineering in switzerland.176 The swiss national government 
founded the federal polytechnic, in Zurich in 1855.177 soon, it became a prestig-
ious institute with international appeal.178 The number of foreign students (mainly 
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from Austria-Hungary and Germany) exceeded the number of swiss students. 
Also, many (German-speaking) foreigners occupied professorships. The develop-
ment of the swiss polytechnic as a symbol of swiss national pride contrasted with 
the internationality of the students and professors. only after the 1890s, did swiss 
engineering students become a small majority. Moreover, graduated engineers 
rarely entered a political career. in contrast to the French Ecole Polytechnique, the 
founders of the swiss polytechnic focused on the added value of engineers for 
industry. in this period it is impossible to speak about a clear linkage between 
politics and engineering.   

second, tunnelling was not a well-developed scientific discipline, but rather 
comprised one area of civil engineering. Engineers quarrelled whether or not tun-
nelling could become a science or should stay an engineering practice.179 For ex-
ample, Favre’s chief engineer stockalper gained experience at the Rhone River cor-
rection, a major swiss project in the canton Valais. Moreover, switzerland lacked 
an engineering tradition in tunnelling. Colladon, the most experienced engineer 
in Favre’s team, had mainly worked and studied outside switzerland.180 in the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century, engineers from England, Germany, italy and 
Russia constructed the railways.181 Foreign companies, with foreign engineers, 
built the first major tunnels, such as the English company Thomas Brassey from 
london, which built the Hauenstein Tunnel (1853-1858).182 That a swiss engineer-
entrepreneur with little experience won the Gotthard Tunnel tender was therefore 
rather remarkable.183 in the years following the Gotthard Tunnel construction, 
swiss engineers gained more prominent roles in tunnelling, such as Ferdinand 
Rothpletz at the lötschbergtunnel (1908-1913).184 Andreae, who worked at the 
lötschberg Tunnel and simplon Tunnel construction, obtained a professorship at 
the polytechnic in Zurich, only in the early 1920s. yet, tunnelling did not develop 
itself as a typically swiss discipline within the polytechnic, as it would for example 
in Prague, where Ržiha obtained a professorship in tunnelling in the late 1870s 
already.

The conclusion of this chapter proves simultaneously disappointing and promis-
ing. Ržiha’s criticism, in a lecture full of references to the nation, fed my assump-
tion that the engineering debate about tunnelling practices would give insight to 
the mutual construction of these practices and national identity. Following the de-
bate against the background of the tunnelling processes, however, yielded person-
alised public reactions and a de-nationalised engineering discussion. None of the 
engineers mobilised national identity or national traditions to define the choices 
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made or to position themselves. Remarkably, the debate points out that the de-
marcation line consisted of marking a boundary between scientific tunnelling and 
pragmatic tunnelling. While the construction of the Arlberg Tunnel settled the en-
gineering discourse in favour of the bottom heading approach promoted by Ržiha, 
Favre became the moral winner. Being characterised as a pragmatic entrepreneur 
in contrast to well-educated engineers in the tunnelling debate instigated Favre’s 
biographers to de-link explicitly national identity, the tunnel construction and sci-
ence. in that respect, my analysis of the debate offered an unexpected twist.
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Chapter 2 
Celebrating the Gotthard Railway

After 7.5 years of construction work the Gotthard Tunnel neared its breakthrough. 
swiss newspaper articles tried to capture the shivers of anticipation. The northern-
swiss liberal Schaffhauser Intelligenzblatt published a little poem on February 24, 
1880. The poem expresses a feeling of expectancy.

A week to go! – And a day of joy,
A day of jubilation dawns in dark times
Triumph; yes let’s announce it today,
Be ready for a cheerful celebration!185

only four days later – not a week – the probe broke through the dividing tunnel 
wall. The next day, sunday February 29, 1880, the Gotthard Railway Company or-
chestrated the ‘official’ breakthrough in the presence of journalists, high-ranking 
engineers and officials.186 The Gotthard Railway Company organised festivities 
mainly for the people directly involved in the construction work. The party gath-
ered in the narrow tunnel to witness the workers drilling through the thin wall that 
still divided the southern and the northern headings.187 Around eleven o’clock, the 
two tunnel engineers in charge of the north and south side, Ernst stockalper and 
Eduardo Bossi, embraced each other through the breach. The invited crowd fol-
lowed their example and stepped over the threshold to celebrate the event. Tunnel 
inspector Kauffmann held a speech in the cramped and warm tunnel heading. 
in Göschenen, the telegraph service worked overtime to announce officially the 
news to the world. The Gotthard Railway Company distributed commemoration 
medals to the workers and it treated the officials and chief engineers the Gotthard 
Railway Company to a banquet in the machine hall of Airolo.188

More than two years later, the formal inauguration of the complete Gotthard 
Railway took place. The inaugural festivities had an official and international 
character that exuded an atmosphere of well-staged lustre. A week before the 
railways would open for passengers, high officials from the three involved states, 
switzerland, Germany and italy, gathered to lucerne to attend the festivities. The 
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settings chosen for the festivities mirror the importance the organisers attached 
to the opening of the international railway line. dozens of journalists received in-
vitations. For days, the swiss newspapers filled their front pages with reports and 
commentaries. dignitaries held numerous speeches, knowing that the organisa-
tion had notified the press well in advance. 

The high-ranking guests seized the opportunity to explain the importance of 
the newest international railway line through the Alps. Journalists of the different 
newspapers interpreted the events and the speeches in their own terms, which, at 
times, deviated from the officially produced idiom. The newspapers also found 
different formats to bring the news. The Luzerner Tagblatt printed a triumphant 
poem on the eve of the grand inauguration of the Gotthard Railway. it was entitled 
‘To you, saint Gotthard’. Melchior schürmann described the Gotthard Railway as 
‘a work of giants’ and a ‘work of peace’ that united the nations. 

A work of giants, it nears its ending
A work of peace, it is complete
Toward north the southern coast is smiling,
italy’s eternal magic beauty

saint Gotthard cleared the way
Through its ancient mountain terrain
What human spirits can barely imagine
is today’s ornament of united nations.189

in reaction to the exultant tone, a reporter form the Basler Nachrichten, the speak-
ing-tube of the liberal democrats, wrote that nineteenth-century people had be-
come blasé.190 science and technology seemed to offer continuously new develop-
ments that hardly surprised people anymore.191 Europe had seen multiple projects 
of comparable grandeur, such as the construction of the suez Canal (1869) or the 
Mont Cenis Tunnel (1871). This account of the journalist from Basel caught a 
feeling of ambivalence that sounds through in the discourses surrounding the 
Gotthard Railway’s inauguration. The rhetoric of progress still held, but the con-
text changed.192
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Looking through the lens of events

large events evoked large words. Happenings, such as the Gotthard Railway’s 
festivities, brought high-ranking people, journalists and local people together to 
celebrate the completion. Newspapers communicated these moments to anyone 
interested. The Gotthard Railway’s opening drew international attention. Eye-
catching engineering objects were not only large technological projects, but also 
highly politicized. The historian Manfred Hettling argues that the swiss in the 
late nineteenth century actively searched for events (Erlebnisse) to express a sense 
of national identity. National exhibitions, travels or Festspiele functioned as mo-
ments in which the swiss population experienced a link to their country. These 
events transmitted both knowledge about the nation and, more importantly, of-
fered a possibility to connect emotionally to the abstract political body of the na-
tion state.193 By the end of the nineteenth century, an intensified phase of popu-
larisation of the swiss nation followed national political consolidation. Mirroring 
developments in several other countries where nationalist icons arose, historical 
battles were re-lived; the state fixed an official national holiday; and plans for a na-
tional museum emerged.194 This phase of national identity consolidation included 
an increase in national festivities, plays and monuments.195 

scholars on national identity formation focus on this materialisation of an 
abstract national sense of belonging. They show how people are reminded of a 
national identity in the every day life. Reminders can be found in reference to 
typical landscapes or food patterns that evoke a sense of national belonging even 
though they do not always need to refer explicitly to the nation.196 The internalisa-
tion of a feeling of belonging can also be developed as a collective memory, built 
up through experiencing and remembering events.197 The openings of railways, 
or other technological projects, offered such an opportunity to make a lasting im-
pression. They offered moments in which individuals in a society could relate to 
something abstract of which they were part.198 

Technology studies describe similar processes of how people give meaning to 
technologies in society. They show the importance of cultural appropriation or 
domestication of (railway) technologies within society. (Historical) actors mix ‘so-
cial, ‘cultural’ and ‘technological’ elements to position the new technology within 
a specific context.199 The language created around technologies, either negative of 
positive, situates new technologies in a “more familiar world of tradition and lin-
guistic convention.” Aant Elzinga points out that “technologies are not only taken 
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up qua hardware but also as perceptions in the minds of those who are involved 
or whose livelihoods are affected by the transformations they generate.” These dis-
courses, as Elzinga claims, trigger a ‘cultural nerve’, which could, for example, be 
references to national identity.200 As the anthropologist Eve darian-smith illus-
trates in her book on the Channel Tunnel, discussions about this technological 
project revived images of regional identity in Kent that influenced both the con-
struction of nationalised landscape and the tunnel construction.201 

Appropriation processes render technologies into metaphors of social change.202 
The historian Rosalind Williams argues that in the nineteenth century the under-
ground became public space, through the construction of, for example, tunnels. 
References to the underground in literature and paintings turned these spaces into 
metaphors of modernity and social change. Excavation projects threatened to un-
dermine the existing society; they symbolized the abstract progress of civilisation. 
she argues that, for the middle class that was confronted with all these changes, 
the underground infrastructures meant “fear and anxiety, as it became clear that 
society as well as nature was being undermined”.203 This lays bare the ambivalence 
of the middle class toward the increasingly technological environment. 

This scholarly literature demonstrates that the study of events, such as the inau-
guration of the Gotthard Railway and its tunnel, allows one to develop a perspec-
tive on how people react to the arrival of technology in a specific society, as well 
as to shed light on how people use the image of technology to highlight societal 
processes. The metaphors used throughout the festivities by the officials help re-
constructing how these officials interlinked images of (European) society and the 
Gotthard Railway. 

The reactions to the festivities in the newspapers illustrate how newspapers 
translated these images to their readership. The journalists did not simply copy the 
‘official’ language, but adopt it in other discourses. 

Newspapers formed the main mass medium of the late nineteenth century. in 
the second half of the nineteenth century their importance grew because a larger 
part of the swiss population could read. Moreover, the newspapers were trans-
formed from political speaking tubes into transmitters of information. Although 
press and politics remained closely tied in switzerland, the political influence on 
newspaper content diminished. New formats accompanied this change and made 
newspapers more appealing to their readership.204 Newspapers helped to define 
readers’ horizons and carried the norms and values of swiss society; hence, they 
also bore and influenced people’s identity.205 Many regions had their own news-
paper. large liberal newspapers, such as the Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) and the 
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Journal de Genève, reached out to a large readership, also beyond the region in 
which they were issued.206 

NZZ functioned as the voice of the Gotthard Railway Company.207 The lib-
eral newspapers differed from the catholic conservative newspapers that referred 
often to religion. Catholic-conservative presses included the lucerne newspaper 
‘Das Vaterland’ and the French-swiss ‘Liberté’.208 Das Vaterland addressed the 
German-speaking swiss population.209 Newspapers from the French speaking part 
of switzerland promoted the nation-state vehemently. Historian Manfred Eisner, 
who studied the new-year articles in both NZZ and Das Vaterland, shows that 
NZZ referred twice as often to a nationalistic “our switzerland” than Das Vaterland 
in the period between 1879 and 1883. in this period, italian newspapers provided 
the italian speaking canton Ticino with news and information. The different news-
papers brought the news about the Gotthard Railway inauguration in different 
ways, linking the official speeches to regional sentiments.

late nineteenth-century Europe offers a dynamic background for the investiga-
tion of the cultural appropriation of the Gotthard Railway as well as the celebra-
tion of the materialisation of the nation. The historians R. Palmer and Joel Colton 
describe the period from 1871 to the First World War as marked by “unparalleled 
material and economic growth, international peace, domestic stability (…) and 
continued faith in science, reason and progress”.210 As they claim, Western society 
believed in the powers of natural science and technology. This also inspired the 
desire to spread civilisation to ‘less developed’ parts of the world.211 Moreover, this 
belief could spread widely to more Europeans than ever because of new popular 
media.212 

As the power of nation states grew, political tensions within Europe increased. 
With the unification of italy (1861) and Germany (1871), two new potentially pow-
erful and large nations were created. soon after, their economic, political and military 
power rose. in particular, the increased power of Germany instilled fear and forged 
new alliances amongst states. only a few days before the Gotthard opening festivi-
ties, italy had signed a political treaty with Germany and Austria-Hungary (Triple 
Alliance). The need for peace kept the powers in balance. After the war with France 
in 1871, Chancellor of the German Empire otto von Bismarck realised that another 
European war would tear Germany to pieces. His strategy was to isolate France and 
to strive for peace European-wide. While a Europe of nation states developed, a large 
part of trade remained international, based on the liberal ideologies prevalent at the 
time.213 However, the economic crisis that hit Europe in 1873 challenged the eco-
nomic relationships between countries because protectionist laws were passed. 
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The swiss economy grew steadily after the foundation of the confederation 
in 1848, despite some dips. switzerland shared in the economic crises between 
the 1870s and 1890s. Because switzerland developed into an export economy, it 
became sensitive to fluctuations of the European market.214 swiss historians ar-
gue that primarily the export industries suffered. By 1876, railway development 
stagnated and railway companies went bankrupt.215 it was amid this ambiguous 
atmosphere of internationalism, nationalism, liberalism and protectionism that 
the Gotthard inaugural festivities took place. 

Celebrating the Gotthard Railway

May 1882, the city of lucerne welcomed guests for the inauguration of the 
Gotthard Railway. despite budget cuts that deprived lucerne of its access line and 
chief railway station, the swiss Government chose it as a starting point of the fes-
tivities. officials from Germany, italy and switzerland gradually flocked in. The 
impressive list included high ranking officials. Bismarck, declined the invitation, 
due to serious illness, but his deputy, Minister Karl Heinrich Von Bötticher repre-
sented him. The president of the German Reichstag, Albert Erdmann Karl Gerhard 
von levetzow, also travelled to switzerland together with the German envoy. The 
italian governmental delegation consisted of, among others, vice-president of 
the italian parliament, Giovanni Battista Varè, and the Minister of Public Works 
Alfredo Baccarini. 

The swiss government hosted the festivities and several of its representatives 
attended. in addition to government representatives, other invitees were railway 
directors, bankers and representatives of the larger cities that had financially sup-
ported the Gotthard Railway construction. of course, the board of the Gotthard 
Railway Company and the main figures of the Favre Tunnelling Company made 
their entree. Conspicuous by his absence was Alfred Escher, the resigned Gotthard 
Railway Company’s director.216 

The organisers offered the guests a three-day celebration, consisting of: a welcome 
in lucerne; a train ride on the new Gotthard Railway; and a festive welcome in the 
northern-italian city Milan upon arrival. The festively decorated city of lucerne 
treated the guests on its tourist attractions: a steamboat tour on the lake of lucerne 
and a ride up the Mountain Rigi with the cog wheel train, the city’s latest attrac-
tion. The night before the inaugural trains would leave for Milan, the city prepared 
a luxurious dinner in the esteemed hotel schweizerhof, where about seven hun-
dred guests gathered for the banquet. The illuminations and fireworks after dinner 
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Inaugural festivities North of the Alps. Pen drawing of J. Weber from Ueber Land und Meer.
Courtesy Museum for Communication, Bern

were crowned by fireworks symbolising the Gotthard Tunnel portal.217 The next 
day the special train took the guests from lucerne to Milan. it rode the invitees 
under the Alps and across the border of italy, even though the Gotthard Railway 
officially only ran to the italian border village Chiasso. 

Along the route, villages organised modest welcomes for the dignitaries’ trains; 
the Gotthard Railway Company offered the guests a small meal at the station buf-
fet in Göschenen; and Milan welcomed the international guest to celebrations. The 
day after the arrival of the trains, Milan prepared a luxurious dinner at the Gardini 
Pubblici in the presence of Prince Amedeo, who represented his brother King 
Umberto of italy. The festivities ended with a celebratory performance in la scala, 
the prestigious concert hall in Milan. in honour of the three countries, the orches-
tra played overtures of three opera’s and presented the hymn ‘il Gottardo’, specially 
written by the famous italian composer of that time Amilcare Ponchielli.218 

The festivities gave ample opportunity for the dignitaries to spin out the impor-
tance of the railway, in the presence of several hundred international guests and the 
international press. Their speeches reinforced the dominant imagery, namely that 
Gotthard Railway formed the latest major international railway line that would 
make a difference in Europe. Many newspapers published speeches verbatim the 
next day, so the swiss and international public could take full account. some of the 
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speeches of the swiss dignitaries were published separately. The speeches ranked 
the Gotthard Tunnel among the long list of major technological projects of the 
nineteenth century. Four themes recurred in the representation of the Gotthard 
Railway. The speeches presented the railways and especially its tunnel as: a breach 
in the alpine wall; a result of collective cooperation; a work of peace; and the pride 
of three individual nation states. i will analyse the speeches in the first part and the 
reactions in the newspapers in the second part of the chapter.

Annihilating the Alps
in nineteenth century rhetoric, railway tunnels served as examples of progress and 
‘heroic materialism’. Their construction was “like a great military campaign: the 
will, the courage, the ruthlessness, the unexpected defeats, the unforeseen victo-
ries”.219 The construction of the tunnel underneath the Gotthard Mountains re-
ceived most attention. The speakers took great care to present the tunnel as part 
of a long series of well-known engineering projects. The president of the swiss 
Federal Council, simeon Bavier, opened the after-table speeches at the banquet 
in lucerne. As the highest representative of the swiss state, Bavier welcomed the 
international party on swiss territory.220 His speech can be seen exemplary for 

Inaugural festivities south of the Alps. Pen drawing of J. Weber  from Ueber Land und Meer.
Courtesy Museum for Communication, Bern
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the many other speeches that would follow. The most popular metaphor in the 
speeches presented the tunnel as a breach in the Alpine wall. in Bavier’s speech, 
the Alps functioned as a physical as well as a figurative barrier between nations. 
The Gotthard Railway formed a ‘wide hole’ that pierced through ‘the old wall’. 
By destroying this wall, the Gotthard Tunnel construction heralded a new era, 
one through which a ‘breeze of springtime’ could pass. This breeze signalled the 
springtime of the nations (Völkerfrühling).221 

The speeches that followed made similar remarks about the physical and sym-
bolic role of both the Alps and the tunnel. Joseph Zingg, director of the Gotthard 
Railway Company, also described the Alps as an enormous barrier (gewaltige 
Schranke) and the tunnel as a breach.222 His speech focused on the importance of 
the Gotthard Railway for international trade and emphasised the exchange of the 
spiritual traffic (geistige Verkehr). The German representative and president of the 
Reichstag, Von levetzow, connected the tunnelling of the ‘dividing wall’ with a 
cultural rapprochement of German and italian ‘tongues’. His speech claimed that 
the tunnel linked two cultural spheres that had been separated by the Alps.223 The 
image of the Alps as a separator of cultures also recurred in a more playful way: on 
the fountain in front of the famous Milanese ‘duomo’ stood ‘Taken away by human 
spiritual strength the mountain wall which separated italy and switzerland’.224 

Presenting the Alps as metaphoric divider of nations and cultures helped to rep-
resent the inaugurated tunnel as symbolic unifier. The symbolism of the tunnel 
increased further with the representation of it as a project that was both the out-
come and the carrier of peace. The historian Tom Peters explains these military 
metaphors by stating that many technological developments emerged from mili-
tary ordnance, in his book Building the nineteenth century on the construction of 
large technological projects in the nineteenth century. This military construction 
logic thus offered a valuable metaphor to voice the construction of technological 
projects.225 The speeches illustrate the multiple ways in which the war metaphor 
appears. Representing the Alps as an obstacle alluded to the image of nature as 
the enemy, in which the construction of the Gotthard Railway represented a battle 
against the forces of nature. 

Baccarini literally addressed the guests at the banquet as if they celebrated a 
successful battle. He said: “Gentlemen, i spoke of victory, so let me address you 
as victors assembled here from different parts of the three nations to laureate this 
grand victory together.”226 First, the speakers contrasted the intentions of the past 
with today’s intentions; second, the metaphor of war helped to express the in-
tensity of the construction process; and finally, it allowed the speakers to make a 
rhetorical twist that transformed the metaphor of war into a metaphor of peace. in 
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the speeches, these different uses often merged. The speakers made it clear that the 
construction of the railways had nothing to do with war aggression. 

The war idiom contrasted the past with the new future. For example, Zingg 
spoke about the belligerent past that ended with the construction of the tunnel. 

For thousands of years, the inhabitants of the North have been drawn 
toward the sunny south. of course they did not always come as friends 
to this beautiful country. Now again, we feel the pull to cross the Alps. 
However, we do not come with weapons in our hands. We would like to 
conquer something, but not, my dear guests from italy, your land or cities, 
but rather your hearts.227 

The speech of Bavier employed a similar twist when he stated: “For thousands of 
years, well-armed columns carried their banners over the mountains (…). Now, 
they bring victory instead of destruction and peace instead of war.”228 The war im-
age also made it possible to give meaning to the sacrifices of so many people and, 
although not said out aloud, so much money. Noticeably, this rhetoric fully denied 
the true hardship of the labour and the miserable reality of the work environ-
ment.229 However, the military metaphor helped to put the suffering and deaths 
of so many italian workers into a heroic perspective. Bavier stated: “like warriors, 
who die during open battle, these pioneers for the conquest of peace died on the 
field of honour, while performing their duty.”230 

The analogy with war recurred in many different forms, especially during the 
breakthrough festivities. Under the portrait of louis Favre that hung in the ma-
chine hall during the banquet, the guests could read: “Hail Favre, marvellous son 
of switzerland, fallen on the battle field of labour and honour.”231 Rambert, the 
legal advisor of the louis Favre’s Tunnelling Company, gave a speech during the 
breakthrough festivities in which he referred to Favre as a general and the work-
ers as an army: “The moment the last dividing wall fell, the workers stood there 
as a troop that stormed a fortress and suddenly felt without the general.”232 The 
distribution of silver and bronze medals during the breakthrough festivities fit this 
image completely. The Gotthard Railway Company’s tunnel inspector Kauffmann 
spoke: “The workers have the right, to carry their medals like brave soldiers.”233 
The use of the ‘material heroism’ came full circle. Referring to the workers as an 
army and to louis Favre as its general metaphorically created war heroes who fell 
during their fight, from the victims of the tunnel construction. The battle, how-
ever, conveyed a different meaning than before: it was a battle with new arms and 
new purposes. it stood for the higher cause of progress, prosperity and peaceful 
communication. 
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Medals for the workers at the Gotthard Tunnel. 
Courtesy Museum for Communication Bern

The breakthrough and the three-day-long inaugural festivities also highlighted that 
the tunnel was the outcome of international cooperation. The Gotthard Railway 
Company ordered the breakthrough medals to be engraved with the words “to the 
workers of the Gotthard Tunnel, March 1880 Germania. Helvetia. italia. Viribus 
Unitis”.234 The city lucerne decorated its streets with the coat of arms of the three 
nations; the same images adorned the festive trains that drove the dignitaries to 
Milan. The speakers spoke in German, italian or French depending on their pref-
erence, which stressed the internationality of the event. 

direct reference to the united forces recurred in the speeches. To quote Bavier 
again: “The genesis of this giant work, for which the force of a single nation did 
not suffice, has been made possible by the unification of forces of three nations’.235 
in a more ambiguous metaphor Von levetzow compared the construction of the 
Gotthard Railway with the construction of the Tower of Babel. He argued that in-
stead of the hubris that accompanied the construction of the tower, the Gotthard 
Railway represented a work of peace, meant to stimulate peace among peoples 
and civilisation.236 Alfredo Baccarini optimistically rejoiced during the banquet 
in lucerne: “after the Mont Cenis, the Gotthard is drilled and the Panama Canal 
will soon be pierced.”237 Zingg presented the Gotthard Tunnel as a continuation 
of the suez Canal because the new tunnel finalised the link between the ‘Rhine-
countries’ directly to the orient.238 The speakers presented the construction of the 
Gotthard Railway as both the materialisation of their political relations and the 
continuation of other large-scale historical projects. 
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The general praise of European civilisation, so abundantly present in the speeches, 
left marginal room for the expression of national pride. Whereas, the Gotthard 
Tunnel construction had given rise to vehement debates, the speakers silenced the 
economic, political and strategical interests of the individual states, regions and 
cities. The ‘breach in the Alpine wall’ served equally regions south and north of 
the Alps. Furthermore, the peaceful war metaphor underexposed the new railways 
as an economic and geo-political move. Moreover, the stress on the united forces 
detracted attention from the increasingly tense relation between nation states in 
Europe. still, the few remarks on national pride illustrate to what level the speakers 
felt they could express the importance of the Gotthard Railway in relationship to 
their country’s future. 

When simeon Bavier welcomed the international guests on swiss territory, he 
also gave a short history of the Gotthard Railway. He praised the way in which the 
swiss cantons had brought together the extra subsidy for the completion of the 
Gotthard Railway in 1878 and how the swiss population had supported that deci-
sion in a popular referendum.239 in his speech Bavier said: “[s]witzerland proved 
her unity. Not only those cantons with direct interest in the Gotthard Railway, 
but also those cantons that favoured other mountain railways and which saw the 
Gotthard Railway harming their interest, voted in a festive referendum to sup-
port the work that had started.”240 swiss citizens living and working in Milan 
invited the swiss delegates on a breakfast. The representatives of Geneva gave a 
speech, in which Arthur Chenevière referred to the swiss philanthropic mission 
[for example the Red Cross] and Antoine Alfred désiré Carteret celebrated the 
swiss values of liberty, democracy and progress, “which the other countries do 
not yet enjoy”. He also referred to the importance of international institutions for 
the image of switzerland in Europe.241 Foreign speakers attributed similar char-
acteristics to switzerland. The syndic of Milan, Giulio Bellinzaghi praised swiss 
cities as examples of labour and continuous progress.242 Bötticher spoke highly of 
switzerland’s foundation of international institutions, such as the Universal Postal 
Union (Weltpostverein) and the Convention of Geneva, as service to the interna-
tional community.243

References to italy focused on the italian unification process.244 Baccarini re-
ferred to the symbolic importance of the Gotthard Railway as a ‘path of restora-
tion’. He referred to Carlo Cattaneo, who was an early backer of the italian unifica-
tion and who had sought refuge in the swiss canton Ticino.245 The speech of Varè 
dubbed the Gotthard Railway one of the best decisions the italian parliament had 
ever made because it supported both the domestic and foreign affairs of italy.246 
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With regard to Germany, Von levetzow positioned the Gotthard Railway in 
Germany’s broader ‘program of peace’. The construction of the Gotthard Railway 
fit the higher goals of this program seamlessly. “instead of warfare, he [German 
Emperor Js] wanted to use his power to increase freedom, national welfare and 
civilization.”247 

References to the individual nation states captured positive sentiments of co-
operation, linkage and peace. The speakers refer to the nation states as political 
units that made the construction of the Gotthard Railway possible. Their speeches 
reflected a view of the Gotthard Railway as the materialisation of international 
relationships.

Civilisation and technology
The speeches predictably reproduced the late nineteenth-century pride in European 
‘civilisation’. The advancement of technology buttressed Europeans’ feeling of su-
periority over other cultures: faith in science, reason and progress. Technology 
counted as a measurement of the level of civilisation. Within the European con-
text, the railway represented a step towards a higher degree of civilisation. some 
of the speakers explicitly addressed the issue of civilisation. Zingg spoke about the 
spread of European culture throughout the world that the Gotthard Railway ena-
bled.248 Varè pointed out how the construction of the Gotthard Railway proved the 
force of science to conquer mountains, not only in the interest of material goods, 
but also in the interest of civilisation and true progress.249

The other speakers alluded to the theme of civilisation by constantly address-
ing ‘universalised’ themes such as progress, prosperity, peace and technological 
superiority. They intertwined the process of modernisation with the process of 
spreading civilisation, not only to the colonies, but also to the countries involved. 
Bavier’s image of a Völkerfrühling captured it all: he presented the railways through 
the Alps as a bearer of ‘solidarity among nations, education (Bildung) and prosper-
ity’.250 The Gotthard Railway represented another proof of European superiority. 
The speeches stressed the victory of science, technology and labour over nature; 
peace over war; and international cooperation over warfare. This civilising goal 
‘legitimised’ the financial and personal sacrifices.
The rhetoric employed during the events surrounding the Gotthard Railway in-
auguration captured the general tone of the late nineteenth century. The image 
was held up high, despite the visible and invisible cracks in European liberalist 
dream. still, i argue that for the swiss officials, being able to use this vocabulary 
demonstrates clearly that switzerland played a role in the greater modernising and 
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civilising process, alongside Germany and italy. By embracing the language of civ-
ilisation, the swiss government enforced its mission to play a more potent role do-
mestically and internationally. Hosting the festivities and presenting the Gotthard 
Railway as a European link strengthened the developing self-image of switzerland 
as presented by the liberal elite. switzerland’s national liberal government wanted 
to break down barriers and open switzerland to modern traffic, modern economy 
and modern life. 

The image of the Helvetia Mediatrix, in which switzerland fostered interna-
tional exchange, can be seen as a way to position switzerland within the new 
European power balance. This envisioned role was under discussion between the 
1870s and 1900; it functioned as a way to counterbalance the formation of ever 
more powerful neighbouring nation states. To balance powers in Europe, smaller 
nations founded international organisations to buttress their stakes. switzerland 
positioned itself as a neutral country that harboured the headquarters of these or-
ganisations and served as an international trade axis.251 Talking about the Gotthard 
Railway as a civilising project placed the swiss liberal government in the context of 
European modernisation, in which it aimed to obtain a role as mediator. 

Bringing the news

The swiss public experienced the event through their regional newspapers. swiss 
newspapers made much of the inauguration of the Gotthard Railway. Reports, po-
ems and commentaries filled the front pages. Most swiss newspapers offered com-
prehensive historical background about the railway construction to, as they said, 
refresh the readers’ minds.252 Moreover, ‘live’ reports came in from reporters of 
diverse large newspapers who travelled in the dignitaries’ trains over the Gotthard 
Railway to Milan. The reporters telegraphed their articles to their newspapers on 
a daily basis. in the newspapers, the rhetoric of the official speeches resonated. 
They hardly contested the representation of the Gotthard Railway as an important 
materialisation of European civilisation and technical superiority. yet, the newspa-
pers did more than simply diffuse the dominant official image. 

From the newspapers follows a more fragmented and contested appreciation of 
the Gotthard Railway. As in the speeches, the ‘heroic materialisation’ took differ-
ent shapes. The poem at the beginning of this chapter, written by J. Bolliger for the 
breakthrough festivities in 1880 and printed in the liberal Schaffhauser Intelligenz-
blatt, called upon people to herald the new railways as a work of peace. The poem 
praised labour and dramatized the image of progress. Bolliger asked rhetorically: 
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“What drove the workers into the heart of the mountains?” subsequently, he let 
the workers answer that they found pride in the work because they knew the whole 
world watched them, and the hearts of three nations beat to see the construction of 
the cleverest project in the world.253

Das Vaterland thanked God to have equipped humankind with intellect that 
gave it power over raw nature. it also commemorated those who gave their lives 
in service to science and technology.254 The Luzerner Tagblatt also argued that the 
human mind had conquered matter and that the Gotthard Railway presented the 
ultimate proof of the powers of united forces and human spirit and labour.255 on 
the day of the inauguration, a journalist of the Zürcher Post recalled how he had 
once travelled the Gotthard Pass during a snowstorm. An old woman had told 
him in italian: “it would be a great thing, when the mountains were no more”. 
According to the reporter, these words of that ‘simple’ woman had been visionary: 
with the inauguration of the Gotthard Railway the mountains ‘are no more’.256 He 
referred to the Gotthard Pass as a physical barrier which, in winter, had hampered 
traffic. His comment illustrates how the Alps in the written press became much 
more tangible than the ones described in the official speeches.

despite the similarity in word choice, many newspapers openly questioned how 
the international linkage through swiss territory would affect the political, cul-
tural and economic life in switzerland. in contrast to the speeches, the newspapers 
presented details about the Gotthard Railway and its history. Moreover, they paid 
special attention to the national, regional and local specificities and speculated 
about the ‘impact’ of modernisation on the swiss national character. An analysis 
of the newspaper articles yields a variety of reactions to the Gotthard Railway. The 
reporters mobilised the image of the ‘Alps’ in a variety of ways to clarify their argu-
ments. in their interpretation, the Gotthard Railway as ‘annihilation of the Alps’ 
contrasted with the existing and emerging practices, representations and narra-
tives around the Alps in switzerland. Journalists sketched the changing landscape 
of emotions along the festive train route. Four different representations of the Alps 
emerged.

Annihilation of past and future
The newspapers illustrated that the Gotthard Mountains had been a passage point 
for a long time.257 The cantonal newspaper of the conservative and catholic canton 
Uri, the Urner Wochenblatt, referred to the festivities as ‘pompous’. it noted that 
the canton longed to regain stillness. yet, its reporter realised that the stillness they 
hoped for would be stiller than the people of Uri would appreciate, since the new 
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railway formed a threat to the lively pass economy of the canton Uri. The article re-
fers to ‘our lovely little fatherland’.258 The reference to our fatherland is significant, 
since it refers here to a sense of belonging to the canton rather than to the swiss 
nation. Uri, as a member of the Sonderbund, fought for cantonal sovereignty in the 
short 1847 war. The liberal dreams associated with the railways opposed those of 
Uri, both economically and ideologically because they marginalised the canton. 

A cynical little poem revealed the regional emotions, when it described each of 
the villages along the Gotthard Railway’s northern mountain route and discussed 
its negative impact for each of the villages. The last line is a cynical reference to 
the hymn of Friedrich schiller ‘ode to Joy’: ‘Be embraced, you millions, a kiss to 
the wide world’.259 The poem adapted the text and turned the word umschlungen 
(embraced) into verschlungen (gobbled up). 

(…)
Altdorf:
We wish you luck and good weather
The congratulations might come later
(…) 
Göschenen:
Now we have the big hole,
still missing is the age of gold. 
(…)
At the Gotthard:
(in granite with golden writing)
Be gobbled up you millions!
our greetings to the whole wide world
(…)”260

other newspapers also noted the lack of enthusiasm for the railway in the canton 
Uri that showed a sharp contrast with the warm welcome the trains received in 
the canton schwyz, and the, even more colourful, welcome in Ticino. Whereas all 
other cantonal capitals along the Gotthard Railway organised festivities, the trains 
did not halt in Altdorf, the capital of canton Uri. Uri’s bitter reaction was under-
stood; most writers explained that they realised that the population of the canton 
felt offended by the festivities and the official speeches. 

in the early nineteenth century, the canton Uri invested heavily in the re-
construction of the passage road to make it accessible for the horse-drawn mail 
coach. Completed in the 1830s, the new road became obsolete with the arrival 
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of the train.261 As Uri’s inhabitants feared, the arrival of the railways led to the 
deterioration of the economic situation in Uri and many residents were forced to 
emigrate.262 However, the dignitaries and festivities silenced the existing practices, 
economy and population that had facilitated the exchange of goods and people 
over the Gotthard as a passage point since the construction the pass in the 13th 
century. With the metaphor of annihilation, the actual past and future of Uri also 
vanished which did not pass unnoticed in the newspapers’ reports.

Specifying the ‘Alps’
The reactions to the celebrations also show that the swiss expected the Gotthard 
Railway to harm other regions of switzerland. simeon Bavier, the swiss president, 
who spoke at the inaugural festivities, wrote in his diary: “The misery of the peo-
ple of Uri strengthened my conviction that the construction of Alpine passages 
mean that the alpine regions lose, whereas the centres win.”263 Before becoming a 
member of the swiss national Council, Bavier had been a fierce opponent of the 
construction of the Gotthard Railway. Rather, he advocated the building of the 
lukmanier tunnel, which would have favoured eastern switzerland and his home 
canton Graubünden. Newspapers revived the fierce debates between the cantons 
in switzerland prior to the Gotthard Railway construction. in the 1850s and 1860s, 
each of the planned tunnel projects favoured other regions (and other countries). 
The Gotthard Railway served chiefly the interests of several powerful swiss cities 
and cantons, such as Basel and Zurich.

The sentiments in the French-speaking west of switzerland were similar. The 
inauguration brought back memories of the financial crisis of the Gotthard Railway 
and the fierce opposition of the Western cantons against the governmental sub-
sidy. The Gazette de Lausanne hoped that France would support the construc-
tion of the simplon Tunnel, to give the French-speaking part of switzerland its 
own international railway line. This would “balance the commercial and political 
relationships between the cisalpine Europe and the Mediterranean basin”.264 Der 
Landbote, a democratic newspaper from the city of Winterthur, had been critical 
of the Gotthard Railway construction. during the editorship of Bleuler, the news-
paper opposed Alfred Escher’s regime and thus his Gotthard Railway.265 during 
the inaugural festivities it wrote: 

We ought to remember that the railway connects the distant canton Ticino 
geographically, politically and spiritually with switzerland. However, the 
railway removes a large part of the current alpine traffic from other can-
tons; it harms the cantons’ interests and reduces their vitality.266 
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like the canton Uri, the canton Graubünden invested heavily in the improvement 
of its road system. The inauguration of the Gotthard Railway scattered the hope 
that these investments would pay off.

The Gotthard Tunnel marginalised the regions east and west of switzerland 
but also linked the italian-speaking swiss canton Ticino at the south-side of the 
Gotthard Mountains. Moreover, the Gotthard Railway was expected to provide the 
southern canton Ticino with an economic advantage. The Journal de Genève re-
marked that railways would establish a link between Ticino and the motherland (la 
mère-patrie). it pictured Ticino as formerly deprived of information and difficult 
to reach in winter. 267 it described how the population of Ticino gathered to watch 
the trains pass and how the people chanted Viva la Germania, l’Italia, la Svizzera, 
il Gottardo!.268 Das Vaterland also argued that the breach in the wall finally linked 
the swiss northern cantons with the southern canton Ticino.269 From the tone of 
the northern swiss newspapers it is clear that Ticino formed a ‘special case’. 

The newspaper excerpts reveal the prejudice against their italian-speaking 
compatriots.270 The italian-speaking canton at the southern side of the Alps rep-
resented an outsider full of political tensions that joined the swiss Confederation 
relatively recently, in 1803. The Basler Nachrichten described Ticino as a ‘problem 
child’ that would come closer to the ‘confederation’ with the construction of the 
railways.271 “May all hopes, attributed to this achievement, come true, May it be 
as a blessing to the swiss confederation, and a reconciliation and peace-promise 
for Ticino.”272 By emphasising that the people from Ticino were ‘good swiss citi-
zens’, the writer of these lines implied that the connection to the ‘motherland’ was 
required to render Ticino a ‘civilised’ part of the swiss confederation. The case of 
Ticino illustrates the importance that newspapers attached to the connection be-
tween the cantons and the motherland, to strengthen of a sense of belonging. 

The newspaper articles articulate a view of the Gotthard Railway as it both 
linked and de-linked parts of switzerland not only to the European economic sys-
tem, but also to the swiss nation. The breach in the alpine wall that the official 
speeches described did not imply that every region in switzerland would profit 
from the axis in the same way.

Alpine sublime
The newspapers presented the Gotthard Mountains as more monumental than 
ever. The construction of the Gotthard Railway fortified the image of the Gotthard 
Mountains as a central element in the national symbolism of the Alps. The news-
papers regularly zoomed in on the Gotthard region itself and they mobilised the 
existing narratives and images surrounding the Gotthard. The Gazette de Lausanne 
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provided an example of the embedding of the Gotthard Railway in a more regional 
and national narrative. The journalist compared the construction of the Gotthard 
Tunnel to the construction of the 13th-century devil’s Bridge over the schöllenen 
Gorge that supposedly made the Gotthard Pass accessible for international traffic. 
The Gotthard Railway dethroned the devil’s Bridge, the journalist argued. To the 
author it seemed that the devil returned to build the Gotthard Tunnel.273

Newspapers mobilised not only the regional narratives but also represented the 
region as the ultimate swiss mountainous landscape. describing the beauty of the 
scene along the tracks highlighted the image of the Gotthard Railway as a success-
ful ‘taming’ of the capricious alpine nature: the Gotthard Railway made a beautiful 
new mountain area accessible. The newspapers advertised travel guides that could 
help the curious reader to discover this new area. According to a reporter of the 
Gazette de Lausanne travelling the Gotthard was worthwhile. He referred to its 
landscape in connection to his national pride. 

it seems really as if God accumulated all of nature’s beauty along the tracks 
for humankind to admire. While we see this superior beauty, we feel proud 
to be children of this country and to say that all these admirable things are 
ours, on our soil. The intelligence and energy to build this impressive work 
came from switzerland’s children.274 

despite the representation of the Alpine sublime as a swiss icon, the image could 
not smooth out all the tensions about national identity provoked by the inaugura-
tion of the Gotthard Railway. 

Breaching through the Swiss nation landscape
Newspapers juxtaposed the image of the annihilation of the Alps with the image 
of the Alps as an icon for swiss national identity. in the last two decades of the 
nineteenth century, the intensified search for icons of national identity led to an 
increasing popularity of the Alps as a binding force for the swiss population.275 
The strength of this alpine image recurred in the newspapers’ representation of 
the Gotthard Railway. Journalists used the symbolism of the Alps as a metaphor to 
comment upon the arrival of the Gotthard Railway into this symbolic space. They 
typify switzerland as a small and mountainous nation. At times, this contradicted 
the image of opening the Alps to international traffic through the annihilation of 
that same space. 

Journal de Genève, for example, described switzerland as a ‘country surrounded 
by mountains’. As a result of this depiction, it presented the Gotthard Railway as a 
project against all odds. ironically, this mountainous switzerland now positioned 
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itself on ‘the world’s major maritime route’ from the northern-European to the 
italian harbours.276 The newspaper predicted that switzerland would be trans-
formed from “an isolated country at a cul-de-sac to a country with narrow ties 
to the world because it would possess important outlets”. The newspaper reporter 
expected that this ironic change in fate would also influence swiss morals and 
spirit. Consistent with the journal’s political bent, he defined swiss values in liberal 
terms: ‘a free people and completely independent’.277 To protect these swiss values, 
he proposed to open the ‘gates’ for economic exchange but to lock them for political 
exchange to avoid compromising swiss political attainments.278 in more negative 
terms, Der Landbote also pled for safeguarding swiss independence. The newspa-
per criticized the way in which the speakers and other newspapers compared the 
Gotthard Railway to the grandeur of the suez Canal. its journalist argued that the 
magnitude of the suez Canal surpassed the Gotthard Tunnel by far. Moreover, a 
comparison between the two projects should warn switzerland, instead of filling 
its citizens with pride, since the suez Canal illustrated how foreign powers ruth-
lessly seized control over Egypt. if switzerland did not take care it would end up 
just like Egypt: under the claws of foreign colonial powers.279

Das Vaterland used the inaugural festivities to position itself politically as a 
catholic, conservative newspaper. it argued that the increasing ‘opening-up’ of the 
country endangered the swiss self (das eigene Ich). it summoned its readership 
to sharpen their patriotic feelings and to cling to the swiss ‘belligerent, brave and 
patriotic character’, with the Alps as their unconquerable fortress.

our heroic ancestors paid for freedom with their heart’s blood (….) let us 
uphold this common treasure of all confederates, the republican freedom 
of citizens and cantons (…) then our mountains will remain what they 
were, despite the hole in the Gotthard: a wall from God, who created the 
iron in our soil and wanted no servants. 280 

The journalist feared that the political relationships within Europe threatened 
swiss neutrality. Therefore, switzerland had to build up its own guaranties for 
neutrality. According to the writer, this required unity among the swiss cantons 
and a political system that would respect the rights of everybody, especially with 
regard to religious freedom and equality.281 in contrast to the fears expressed 
by Das Vaterland, Der Bund, a liberal newspaper issued in Bern, embraced the 
opening-up of the country. According to its reporter it had been worth spending 
money on the festivities because the inauguration brought switzerland out of its 
isolation.282 The reporter of the Gazette de Lausanne concurred: the festivities had 
clearly shown how much Europe appreciated switzerland now that it offered an 
international passage.283 
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The different reactions to the celebrations illustrate that the Gotthard Railway trig-
gered a discussion about the influence of modernisation on swiss society. in this 
discussion, the Alps provided an ambiguous metaphor to discuss the blessings and 
threats of modernising switzerland. The varied images of the Alps overlap and 
contradict each other. The Gotthard Railway became an icon of modernity that 
should fill the swiss with pride; consequently it threatened to harm the specifici-
ties of a swiss national identity in the making. The railways both strengthened 
switzerland’s role as mediator in Europe and made it vulnerable to international 
politics. The breaching of the Alps heralded a turning point as well as a continu-
ation of existing international cooperation. The Gotthard Railway promised to 
bring switzerland prosperity and unity, whereas it clearly marginalised many re-
gions in switzerland. 

Positioning Switzerland

The construction and final inauguration of the Gotthard Railway and Tunnel took 
place in a Europe full of tensions. The breakthrough and the inaugural festivi-
ties of the Gotthard Railway were carefully planned events that sought to imprint 
the importance of the Gotthard Railway in the minds of an international audi-
ence. Central motto of the official festivities was ‘viribus unitis’, with united forces. 
This motto celebrated the international cooperation between italy, Germany and 
switzerland to realise the construction of the railway and tunnel. The international 
party of high-ranking officials attributed agency to the Gotthard Railway and pre-
sented it as a symbol and a carrier of European modernity and civilisation. 

other nineteenth-century engineering projects provided the cultural resources 
on which to build the inaugural rhetoric. depoliticised, de-historicised and uni-
versalised language echoed the general tone of civilising rhetoric Europe at the 
time. it fit the image swiss officials wanted to evoke. The historian oliver Zimmer 
argues that the cultural politics issued by the liberal state officials were meant to 
hold up an image to the outside world. 

Thus the liberal state cultural politics (…) were not designed for domestic 
consumption. Rather they were part of the cultural and political competi-
tion amongst nation-states. Recognition was to be acquired through con-
veying an image of national authenticity to the outside world.284   

in conjunction with the image of European civilisation, the speakers presented the 
Gotthard Railway as an undertaking from which every country in Europe would 
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profit. Moreover, discussing the Gotthard Railway in a spatial void made it possible 
to project numerous promises and wishes onto it. There was no room for discuss-
ing the price the swiss had to pay for modernity and civilisation, nor for assessing 
which regions the Gotthard Railway linked or de-linked. The rhetoric overempha-
sised good intentions, in a tense period when every deed could be interpreted as 
aggressive towards other countries. it is tempting to regard the speeches as a cheap 
sauce to garnish a significant power play. still, the rhetoric served the higher goals 
of the swiss national government that tried to position itself between changing 
European powers. For the swiss dignitaries, the Gotthard Railway materialised 
the wish to play a role as modern and civilised mediator in Europe, enabling inter-
national cooperation and exchange. it gave the swiss liberal government a perfect 
occasion to present switzerland to the outside world.

Negotiated willingness to change
The reactions to the festivities in the news illustrate clashes between political pref-
erences, religious backgrounds and cantonal identities with regard to the future of 
switzerland. The national government’s aim to open up the country and to inter-
nationalise was met by a fear that switzerland would loose its independence and 
freedom. This fear was not only heard in patriotic newspapers. other newspapers 
also implicitly commented upon the rhetoric of ‘viribus unitis’ by pointing out that 
switzerland risked being overrun by Germany and that switzerland’s neutrality 
was used by Germany to create a direct linkage to its ally italy. The newspaper arti-
cles connected the railways to the landscape by describing the engineering objects 
of the railways and beauty of the landscape along the tracks. in the more patri-
otic newspapers, this image of the Alps was subsequently linked to swiss identity. 
From this patriotic perspective the Alps stood for swiss pride, freedom, independ-
ence as well as for its heritage. By creating a breach into this symbolic Alpine wall, 
these characteristics were potentially threatened. The proclaimed self-image of 
switzerland by the liberal swiss government did not always fit the sentiments else-
where in the country.

despite the different appreciation of the Gotthard Railway, the regional newspa-
pers eventually seemed willing to accept the image of the Gotthard Railway as a 
positive change. The poem, quoted in the beginning of this chapter, was published 
in the liberal Schaffhauser Intelligenzblatt some days before the breakthrough of 
the tunnel. it presented the event as a milestone for switzerland. it seems as if the 
newspapers eventually wanted to believe in the positive images created around 
the Gotthard Railway. They urged the readers to let (national) emotions overtake 
regional rationality. Even though some newspaper reporters openly doubted the 
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blessings of the railway line, these doubts were swiftly brushed away. i argue that 
the attitudes of the newspapers illustrated the willingness to believe in the prom-
ises of the Gotthard Railway or at least give the Gotthard Railway the benefit of the 
doubt. The reporter of the Basler Nachrichten described how blasé and sceptical 
people had become, yet he expressed the will to believe in the promises of technol-
ogy and science.285 He eventually judged that people might have been impatient 
and that in the course of time the promises of modernity would hold. Therefore, 
he called upon people to celebrate the Gotthard Railway as a ‘positive sign in dark 
times’. To him the Gotthard Railway was; “A sign that love is growing in people and 
that peace will reach more hearts of people, so that the spirit of dissatisfaction, of 
ignorance and rawness disappears.”286

in general, the newspapers conveyed a belief that the Gotthard Railway pre-
sented a step forward. Even the Urner Zeitung resigned itself to the new situation. 
“This is how times are changing”, the newspaper’s text ended.287 it hoped that the 
railway line would:

Heal the wounds and bring happiness and blessing to the whole country 
(Gesamtvaterland). let the Gotthard Railway not be the nail in the coffin 
of swiss freedom (Schweizerfreiheit), as the competing parties prophesied 
in 1879.288 

in a similar tone, Das Vaterland argued that the Gotthard Railway exemplified 
a ‘typically swiss solution’: subjecting self-interest to the interest of the Gesamt-
vaterland.289 This meant that, even though switzerland would be forced to change, 
the Gotthard Railway put switzerland on the path to modernity.

swiss historians characterise swiss society of the 1880s as a society willing to 
change (Wendebereitschaft).290 They often illustrate this with the swiss national 
exhibition of 1883. This was an event in which the nation could be celebrated 
explicitly as a modern society. i argue that many of the analyses apply to the at-
mosphere captured during the Gotthard Railway’s inauguration. in many ways, 
the national exhibition and the Gotthard Railway mirror each other. The swiss 
national exhibition offered an opportunity to showcase switzerland, the Gotthard 
Railway and the glory of technology in general.291 The organisers planned the exhi-
bition in 1882, with the railways opening in May, but unforeseen troubles forced a 
postponement. Finally, the national exhibition took place in Zurich in the summer 
of 1883. The previous three swiss national exhibitions had been marginal events 
devoted to industry. in contrast, the organisers of fourth exhibition wanted to offer 
an event in which a broad public could experience the swiss nation.292 
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A closer look at the sentiments surrounding the national exhibition put into 
context both the newspapers and the dignitaries’ speeches during the Gotthard 
festivities. Central themes dominated the rhetoric and lay-out of the exhibition: 
the conquering of the Alps, the victory of humans over nature and the triumph of 
technology.293 However, in contrast to the Gotthard celebrations, dignitaries linked 
feelings of national pride explicitly with the image of technological prowess. Numa 
droz, the swiss president and successor of simeon Bavier, spoke at the opening of 
the exhibition, where he glorified the era of technological progress that included 
accomplishments such as the postal and telegraphic unions, of the establishment 
of railways, the piercing of the Alps and the construction of the suez and Panama 
Canal.294 He added an element of national pride when he linked the national exhi-
bition directly to swiss prowess.

We should not shrink away from sentiments of national pride, when we 
move through the immense halls where the products of labour and na-
tional engineering are brought together. it proves how a small people, not 
favoured by nature, is capable of creating wealth, with its vigour and its 
focused attempts to favour peace and freedom.295

According to the historians Thomas Widmer and Hans-Ulrich Jost, contemporar-
ies wanted to believe that these types of events heralded a new era. Jost argues that 
the 1883 national exhibition created a moral escape from the economic crisis by 
presenting switzerland’s future as glorious.296 Technology offered a way to enter 
modern European civilisation. The newspaper accounts of the Gotthard Railway’s 
celebrations also suggest this readiness to position the swiss nation prominently 
in Europe. despite disagreement about the extent to which switzerland should 
change, change itself was seen as a necessity. This change required a strong belief in 
swiss unity, even when regional interests needed to be sacrificed for the common 
good of switzerland. Repeated newspaper references to the Gesamtvaterland and 
Schweizerfreiheit demonstrate this. The link between swiss unity, technological 
change and swiss prosperity was strong. Metaphoric use of the Alpine landscape 
helped to position the Gotthard Railway as an icon of change, thereby enforcing 
expressions of swiss national identity. To the ‘outside’ the metaphor helped to es-
tablish switzerland’s image as an important mediator in Europe; to the ‘inside’ they 
expressed a brittle swiss unity in which people wanted to believe.
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Chapter 3  
Travelling the Gotthard

The inauguration of the Gotthard Railway gave the go-ahead for the railway’s 
first summer schedule for passenger trains. The line with its longest rail tunnel 
in the world could finally be admired by everyone who could afford a train ticket. 
Curiosity, and the National Exhibition, accounted for the peak in first class traffic 
in the early years. More than a million passengers travelled the Gotthard Railway 
in 1883, its first full year of operation.297 After the initial wave of enthusiasm, the 
line operated as a successful international railway line.298 The number of pas-
sengers on the Gotthard Railway continued to increase reaching two million in 
1897.299 The tons of freight that passed on the railway exceeded all expectations. 
soon the Gotthard transit surpassed the competing international alpine transit 
lines in Austria, italy and France.300 

To advertise the Gotthard Railway, travel guides emphasised the decrease in 
travel time. it offered tourists from north-western Europe an efficient connection 
to the popular lake Maggiore, lake Como and lake of lugano as well as to the 
cities Milan, Naples and Rome. Before the opening of the Gotthard Railway a trip 
from lucerne to Milan took 32 hours. The travellers took the steam ship over the 
lake of lucerne and changed to a mail coach over the Gotthard Pass by which they 
continued further south. in 1882, the railways covered the same distance in nine 
hours and 21 minutes; in 1891, the improved connections reduced the travel time 
to seven hours and 44 minutes.301 Travel guides presented the Gotthard railway not 
only as the swiftest but also as the most impressive transit in Europe. Moreover, 
they noted the ease to plan and organise a trip: with the new railway people could 
visit italy for a short period without laborious preparations.302 

yet, the fast connection threatened to marginalise switzerland as a tourist destina-
tion because tourists would simply speed through switzerland towards their italian 
destinations. To prevent this from happening, an avalanche of leaflets, maps, post-
ers and travel guides saw the light, which recommended tourists to visit the region 
with the Gotthard Railway.303 in a popular travel guide of that time, the German 
pedagogue, theologian and writer Woldemar Kaden wrote: “What a pity would it 
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be when switzerland would sink into a transit country. No, she has to – and will – 
stay the happy and beautiful destination (...)”304 

Just before the construction of the Gotthard Railway commenced, the German 
pedagogue August Grube wrote a travel account entitled Ueber den St. Gotthard, 
‘over the st. Gotthard’.305 The experienced German travel guide writer claimed 
that travel guides had barely paid attention to the st. Gotthard Pass. in anticipation 
of the new railway line, he wanted to fix this grave ‘omission’ and present the re-
gion’s beauty to its full extent.306 After the tunnel’s breakthrough and inauguration, 
the published material about the Gotthard Railway increased. several reprints and 
translations of the most popular guides appeared for twenty years until the swiss 
Federal Railway bought the line in 1909.307 Travel guides presented the Gotthard 
region and its railways as the ultimate holiday destination.308 With the construc-
tion of the Gotthard Railway, new regions could be explored. in the attempt to cre-
ate a new tourist experience, the writers used the available narratives surrounding 
the region and the Gotthard Railway and tinkered new storylines to promote the 
Gotthard as a commendable destination. This process facilitated the appropriation 
process of the Gotthard Railway in the swiss socio-cultural landscape. 

Through the lens of travel guides

Cultural geographers hold that “sites are never simply locations. Rather, they are 
sites for someone and of something.”309 At the basis of spatial studies lies the pio-
neering theoretical work of scholars such as Robert shields, Edward soja and John 
Urry. Their works emphasise the importance of space-myths and space-images, 
as (often stereotypical) images labelled onto certain spaces. They also illustrate 
how closely spaces can be connected to the formation of collective identity.310 
Understanding the role of spaces in society requires studying the process of how 
people give meaning to spaces. Moreover, studying space focuses on both the level 
of ‘social imaginary’ (collective mythologies, presuppositions) and interventions 
in the landscape (for example the built environment).311

in line with this body of thought, scholars argue that tourist sites do not develop 
spontaneously. Their studies on tourism accentuate that, to facilitate tourism, in-
terested parties perform organisational and cultural work, ranging from enabling 
accessibility to managing expectations. sociologists and geographers devote much 
attention to the practice of tourism and travel writing. Tourism –loosely defined 
– is a leisure activity that includes movement through space towards a destination 
where one stays for a limited amount of time.312 As these studies emphasise, it is 
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a normative process which discloses information about social relationships and 
(collective) identity formation. in general, tourists visit places to find the ‘other’, 
something ‘special’ or ‘different’. To them, tourism meant a counter-experience to 
the ‘ordinary’ as experienced during work (paid or unpaid) and everyday life. By 
travelling a physical distance from the point of departure the sensation of going 
‘somewhere else’ augments. in the late nineteenth century, the majority of tourists 
came from industrialised countries and lived in cities. Tourism was presented as a 
way out of their everyday, hectic lives. Based on these views of tourism, this schol-
arship also focuses on the way in which tourist sites are produced.

Travel guides helped tourists prepare their trips. They gave practical information 
about train schedules, hotels and sites worth visiting. several studies show how 
travel guides also communicate sets of visual and textual imageries to guide liter-
ally the tourist eyes – telling them what to see, where to go, how to appreciate it 
and why. Guides offered the cultural baggage to understand the extraordinariness 
of the sight(s) and provided a language to talk about and remember travels. in 
their guides, authors mobilised visuals and texts of existing stories, practices and 
traditions to present local colour, thereby enabling the tourists’ enjoyment of the 
place. Guiding the tourist where to ‘look’ to find the extraordinary often meant 
that local images became (re)invented, rehearsed and altered. Preparing the jour-
ney with a travel guide helped to develop, what the sociologist John Urry calls, the 
‘tourist gaze’.313

Part of the charm of the tourist gaze lay in the promises of travel guides. in 
the nineteenth-century travel literature, creating a sense of anticipation became 
an essential feature to convey to the reader. Anticipation tickled the interest of a 
potential visitor for a certain place or region, as travel guides provided the fuel to 
start daydreaming and fantasising, through the sheer promise of intense pleas-
ure. Before the actual visits, the places could be “imaginatively explored through 
cultural metaphors, allegories and fabrications”.314 Travel guides made the tourist 
look forward to what their texts had promised. Another part of the pleasure of 
travelling originated from the created sense of discovery. The nineteenth-century 
guides presented tourist regions as new places, where few people had gone before, 
that the reader could explore and conquer. The opening of a new railway line, such 
as the Gotthard Railway, offered an interesting opportunity to present the newly 
accessible regions as unexplored terrain to the curious traveller.

in contrast to the created image of tourism as a voyage of discovery, the late 
nineteenth-century tourist infrastructure aimed at making tourism as comfortable 
and reproducible as possible.315 The technological and managerial infrastructure 
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facilitated and enhanced the travellers’ adventure. Tourism into the Alps made 
it possible to experience simultaneously the sublime Alps and the sublime tech-
nology. Nature and technology became objects of the sightseer and spectacles in 
themselves. Moreover, technology played a critical role in creating the tourist site, 
not only by providing a tourist infrastructure but also by highlighting technologi-
cally these tourist’s sights. Technologies made the tourist gaze possible and altered 
it. scholars demonstrate the importance of experiencing technological change to 
allow tourists to culturally appropriate both technology and identity.316

Paradoxically, travel guide writers actively participated in the production of 
the ‘unexplored extraordinary’, while at the same time they standardised it. Travel 
guides (re)produce images of tourist destinations to lure the traveller into visit-
ing and appreciating the sites. in this process they transmit stereotypes, idealised 
images and prejudices in order to create the difference between ‘home and away’, 
‘here and there’ and ‘us and them’. They offer us a lens through which to study both 
the production of a tourist site and the construction of identity. Travel guides give 
their readers, more or less, a standard package of cultural baggage and practical 
information to discover the ‘unexplored’. Tourist guides present the ‘exotic’ in an 
understandable language and in a comfortable way, to facilitate access to the new 
world. 

Hence, travel guides inform their readers about the places and the people to 
visit, but also disclose senses of identity. social, geographical and cultural stud-
ies on tourism yield insight in the importance of tourism for understanding the 
construction of identities.317 Travel writing contributes to this establishment of 
social and cultural identity by voicing relationships between the known and the 
unknown in normative terms. 

There is a sense in which all travel writing, as a process of inscription and 
appropriation, spins webs of colonizing power, but to locate travel writing 
within this discursive formation also involves plotting the play of fantasy 
and desire, and possibility of transgression.318 

Travelling to touristy destinations may change people’s appreciation of a personal 
or collective identity. demarcating the ‘ordinary’ from the ‘exotic’ also create dif-
ferences between ‘us’ and ‘them’. 

A closer look into the production of the Gotthard travel guides and swiss tour-
ism in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century increases our un-
derstanding of these processes in the swiss historical context. The next section 
explores who was involved in the production and consumption of these represen-
tations of the Gotthard. 
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Inviting tourists to the Gotthard

Tourism to switzerland developed in the early nineteenth century, when English 
tourists discovered switzerland. After the pioneering years, the flow of tourists in-
creased and demanded a suitable infrastructure that would enable them to explore 
switzerland to its full extent. Until then, switzerland lacked such an infrastruc-
ture. swiss entrepreneurs gradually developed the swiss tourist industry tailored 
to the wishes of the English. The number of hotels, restaurants, mountain guides 
and railways grew. organised travels to switzerland by the company Thomas 
Cook gave the industry an extra impetus. Cook negotiated with different swiss 
companies and organisations to offer the growing number of English tourists a 
complete travel package.319 The infrastructure facilitated the growth of tourism in 
switzerland. 

When the Gotthard Railway opened in 1882, tourism in switzerland flour-
ished. in the early nineteenth century, only the upper class could afford leisure 
travel. later, middle class civil servants, doctors, scientists and traders became in-
creasingly mobile. From the 1870s onward, the number of tourists to switzerland 
increased as luxury travel became affordable to many.320 Especially the German 
middle class profited from the economic growth of Germany after the unifica-
tion and found its way to switzerland. By 1880, German tourists outnumbered the 
English. Germans benefited from the pioneering work of the early English tourists. 
By 1900, 20% of the tourists were swiss citizens and about 33% German.321 swiss 
tourist destinations changed as well during the nineteenth century. larger swiss 
cities lost tourists to the developing tourist infrastructure in the Alps.322 Advertised 
as paradises of peacefulness, the Alps rapidly gained popularity. The expanding 
swiss railway network strengthened the development of the tourist resorts close to 
the mountains as they became more accessible. From 1888 until 1910, cities, such 
as lucerne, davos and interlaken grew in popularity. 

Guides served as a way to advertise regions and cities. since the 1870s, the role 
of travel guides changed from being transmitters of information to promotional 
material. This new trend in travel writing was a reaction to criticism about the 
pretended objectivity of early guides. Moreover, the old travel guides – full of prac-
tical information – could not keep up with the rapid changes in the tourist indus-
try. The new guides mixed personal experiences with concrete suggestions for day 
trips, places worth seeing and information about the Gotthard Railway. That the 
guides had become sales pitches was not always hidden.323 The Gotthard Railway 
Company supervised the texts and illustrations. in 1891, the Gotthard Railway 
Company published its richly illustrated brochure Switzerland, the St. Gotthard 
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Railway. in the next fifteen years, it would be translated into French and revised 
reprints of both versions appeared. ‘Compliments of the Gotthard Railway’ stated 
the cover of the brochure, making clear who paid the author, George l. Catlin.324 

The Gotthard Railway Company financed and co-financed the production of 
numerous other travel guides. it did so in close cooperation with tourist offices 
and other managing companies of tourist spots, such as the management of steam-
ships on the lake of the Four Forest Cantons or the swiss-italian lakes, and the 
companies that ran the cog wheels up the Rigi and Pilatus. The companies cooper-
ated but sometimes under pressure. The Gotthard Railway Company, for example, 
actively summoned other parties to advertise in their booklets. if they declined, 
the company threatened to remove the reference to their hotel, railway or restau-
rant from the text. it hoped to profit directly from these regions’ popularity, by 
increasing the number of its passengers. 

The Gotthard Railway Company had the same aim as many of the other tour-
ist organisations: to promote regional tourism. Throughout the second half of the 
19th century, tourists flocked to lucerne.325 The city presented itself as the ulti-
mate starting point for the exploration of central switzerland, particularly as the 
popularity of the Alps grew. lucerne hoped to become directly connected to the 
Gotthard Railway to increase its role as a tourist resort and gateway to the Gotthard 
regions.326 due to the financial crisis in the late 1870s, the Gotthard access route 
through lucerne was cancelled and lucerne had to wait until 1897 for its connec-
tion. lucerne had a famous tourist industry before the opening of the Gotthard 
Railway and becoming a transit region would leave lucerne empty-handed.327 The 
region sought ways to continue promoting its attractiveness. A tourist industry 
up the Gotthard mountain region and in Ticino still had to be developed. The 
Gotthard Railway formed a potential impulse for a tourist economy in those rela-
tively poor regions.328

Famous foreign travel guide publishers took the Gotthard Railway inauguration 
as an incentive to include the Gotthard in their series. The most famous nine-
teenth century guide, the Baedeker, mentioned the Gotthard Railway in its guide 
on switzerland (in connection to the region of Northern-italy, savoy and Tirol).329 
Tourists in the late nineteenth century also knew other popular series, such as Leo 
Woerl, the Europäische Wanderbilder series, the Rechts und Links der Eisenbahn 
and Berlepsch.330 swiss publishing houses printed the majority of the Gotthard 
guides of these publishers. The regionalised content of the guides explains why the 
swiss publishers – and often regional publishers – issued them. Well-experienced 
travel guide writers, such the German Hermann Alexander Berlepsch, who nor-
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mally published with German houses, found a swiss publisher for his Gotthard 
guide. Even though many authors came from outside of switzerland, they were 
well-informed about the region and the railway and could communicate technical 
details of interest to their readers. Moreover, they were writers who gained reputa-
tions in switzerland. 

The main target groups for the tourist guides were the middle to upper-class 
German-speaking travellers from the city because these formed the majority of 
travellers to switzerland. The bulk of the guides addressed the German-speaking 
foreigner and the German-speaking swiss citizen. For example, in the preface to 
his travel guide, Emil August Türler wrote that he hoped to “inspire swiss peo-
ple and foreigners alike”.331 The tone and style of the guides depended on the ad-
dressed audience. This becomes clear during the translation process of the work of 
Catlin, American consul to switzerland. soon after the English version came out 
in 1891, the Gotthard Railway Company ordered a French version and in 1901 
a German one.332 The Gotthard Railway Company judged that a direct transla-
tion from Catlin’s text would not suffice for the ‘well-informed’ and ‘well-educated’ 
German speaking reader. Therefore, the German text elaborates more on certain 
sights (helical tunnels for example) and offers more background information.333

The tourist organisations secured the distribution of the guides among a large 
international audience. The swiss publishing house orell Füssli printed 10,000 
copies of Catlin’s booklet. The Tourist office in Zurich distributed 500 copies 
of the first English publication in switzerland. Moreover, thousands of copies 
reached Britain, the UsA and Canada. in 1896, during the National Exhibition 
in Geneva, the Gotthard Railway Company gave out thousands of brochures to 
visitors.334 Advertisements and reviews in newspapers and journals advertised 
the latest publications about the Gotthard Railway to the swiss audience. For ex-
ample, the Basler Nachrichten recommended the work of Koch von Berneck, J. 
Hardmeyer, and J.A. Honegger as valuable travel guides to read before visiting the 
newly opened Gotthard Railway.335 For promoting Carl spitteler’s book abroad, 
the company wrote to travel agencies and cruise ships to include the book in their 
library.336 Moreover, in the nineteenth century, a system of bookstands in train sta-
tions served the traveller’s habit of reading in the train.337 Publishing houses set up 
series of travel books ranging from dictionaries to travel guides.338 Tourists could 
walk into a local bookshop and buy the Gotthard guides. 

Travel guides, as pleasant, easily-available reading material, presented the Gott-
hard Railway as more than a freight axis between industrial centres. Meticulously, 
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the writers prepared the middle class Gotthard traveller for what to expect, where 
to look and how to appreciate it. in this chapter, i analyse the travel guides to 
answer the question: to what extent do their texts link the new Gotthard Railway 
to swiss national identity? i will analyse the way in which writers prepared travel-
lers for the trip to the Gotthard. in this process, they interweave the appreciation 
of both the railways and the symbolic Gotthard landscape. This textual tinkering 
process resulted in a ‘tourist gaze’ of the Gotthard region. in the early twentieth 
century, the development of swiss domestic tourism and the nationalisation of the 
Gotthard Railway made experiencing the Gotthard into a ‘swiss gaze’ in which 
standardised elements of the nineteenth-century travel guide descriptions reap-
peared, as i will conclude at the end of this chapter. 

Left and right of the railway: the Gotthard as a destination
Many of the travel guide writers had an intellectual and often pedagogic back-
ground that sounded through in their emphasis on the educational importance of 
travelling the Gotthard.339 The basic ingredient for making the Gotthard a destina-
tion in itself formed the presentation of the trip as a ‘mental journey’. The travel 
guide writers wrapped the Gotthard in a sequence of spiritual experiences that 
promised to surpass the physical sensations of the train traveller. They prepared 
the modern tourist to more than a leisurely trip through a carefully created image 
of the Gotthard Mountains. 

Part of the mysticism of the trip derived from the Gotthard’s undetermined 
geographical location. in 1883, Woldemar Kaden published a booklet about the 
Gotthard Railway and its surroundings entitled Die Gotthardbahn und ihr Gebiet, 
which was published in italian as La ferrovia del Gottardo ed i suoi dintorni the 
same year. Kaden (1838-1907) had just quit his job as a qualified German teacher 
in Naples when his work on the Gotthard appeared. With other publications on 
switzerland, he gained renown as a travel guide writer. in his Gotthard guidebook 
he exclaimed: “But the principle thing! The Gotthard! Where is the Gotthard? (...) 
His name only floats through the air; is everywhere and nowhere.”340 The geo-
graphical boundaries of the Gotthard seem to be understood as the mountainous 
area left and right of the Gotthard railway line and the Gotthard Pass above the 
tunnel. The travel guides explain that the Gotthard is not a summit but refers to 
a group of mountains. This adds to the difficulty to locate precisely ‘the Gotthard’ 
as a geographical space. Hardly any travel guide defined the boundaries of the 
Gotthard region and this contributed to the construction of the elusive atmos-
phere that many writers attempted to create. 
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Moreover, the historical reflections in these guidebooks referred to naturalists, 
who, in the eighteenth-century, identified the Gotthard as an important water-
shed in Europe and hence the highest mountain massif in Europe. similarly, many 
guides explained this symbolic function of the Gotthard as a unique geographic 
divide.341 Catlin noted, for example: 

The Gotthard is not, indeed, the highest mountain in switzerland (…): still, 
it establishes its ranks as a mountain royal above all others, for the reason 
that the largest mountain ranges run along parallel with it, and incline to-
ward it. (….) [W]e thus find here a crossing point, from which mountains, 
and streams radiate towards all four quarters of the heavens.342 

Wilhelm Grube also picked up the image of the Gotthard as a junction, to empha-
sise it as a crossroad between German, italian and swiss peoples. The new iron rail 
would form a metaphoric ‘soft binder’ between people.343

Carl spitteler, one of switzerland’s most famous writers and later Nobel Prize 
winner, gave meaning to the Gotthard as a junction. spitteler’s work is the most 
famous, eloquent account of the Gotthard Railway. in 1894 and the years fol-
lowing, the Gotthard Railway Company commissioned him to write about the 
Gotthard Railway in the swiss newspaper Neue Zürcher Zeitung.344 in 1897, when 
lucerne finally obtained its direct connection to the Gotthard Railway, the pub-
lishing house Huber bundled and published his articles in a little booklet entitled 
Der Gotthard. it cost three swiss Francs and 4,000 were printed.345 spitteler shared 
his experiences on the Gotthard with his reader in his – at times sarcastic – travel 
accounts, in which he reflected on the twenty years during which the Gotthard 
became a tourist destination. spitteler noted that he felt more situated in Europe 
than anywhere else in the world when he visited the Gotthard. He explained that 
the Gotthard separated everything: the rivers run in all directions; to the north lies 
Germany; and to the south italian culture dawns.346 

The guides presented a visit to the Gotthard as educational and uplifting. 347 Catlin 
argued that the traveller would remember the Gotthard as “a solace for our trou-
bled, an enlivenment for our weary moments, as long as we shall live [sic]”.348 
similarly, Grube concluded: 

The image of the Gotthard has something undefined, mysterious to those 
who have not seen ‘the Mountain’ with their own eyes and those who did 
not pass its roads. (...). This mystery, this joining of ambiguous features 
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of one and the same thing increases the thrill that lies in the attempt to 
deconstruct (entwirren) and to explain, but also in the anticipation of the 
imagined images. This strengthens the urge to go and see the strange pass 
with one’s own eyes.349 

The travel guides strengthened the Gotthard region as a worthy destination in 
itself. Grube’s summons to ‘see with one’s own eyes’ reveals this final importance: 
triggering a curiosity to visit the region. Focusing on the Gotthard’s intangibility 
and symbolic geographical centrality in Europe helped to strengthen the image of 
a trip to the Gotthard as first and foremost a mental journey. 

To the ‘Urschweiz’
in Germany, travel guide publishers actively aimed at linking travelling with ex-
periencing a sense of national identity. For example, after the German unification, 
in 1871, the German series Rechts und Links der Eisenbahn acquainted explicitly 
German citizens with their homeland. The series, under supervision of the famous 
German cartographer Paul langhans, meant to strengthen the German sense of 
national identity and to ‘awaken love and enthusiasm for the German country 
and people’.350 in 1908, it commissioned Fridolin Becker, the famous swiss car-
tographer and professor at the Polytechnikum in Zurich, to write an issue about 
the Gotthard Railway for the German series. Even though there is no equally ex-
plicit claim to either German or swiss national identity, Becker did try to educate 
the readership about swiss national history.351 The trip from lucerne up to the 
Gotthard Tunnel formed an excellent trajectory to explain the importance of the 
region for switzerland.

The Gotthard Railway brought the tourist right through the heart of switzerland, 
as Jakob Hardmeyer-Jenny (1826-1917) explained. in 1882, this swiss editor of 
Europäische Wanderbilder wrote a booklet on the Gotthard Railway for the se-
ries.352 He was a well-known swiss travel guide writer and former teacher.353 His 
booklet grew to be one of the most popular Gotthard guides, as the number of re-
prints shows. Hardmeyer explained how the train passed the swiss canton schwyz, 
which gave its name to die Schweiz, switzerland. He continued to describe how the 
train moved through the canton Uri, in which two key events happened that be-
came closely related to the foundation of the swiss confederation. in the thirteenth 
century, at the feet of the Gotthard Mountains, three representatives of swiss re-
gions pledged the oath of Alliance and William Tell shot an apple off the head of 
his son.354 

Hardmeyer – with some elitist disdain – told the reader why he focused ex-
tensively on these legends and myths surrounding the region. “People vehemently 
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cling to well-known legends, even though historical evidence might have altered 
the true storyline.” He said he understood these sentiments because “For normal 
people, as for educated ones, the story has become a gospel of freedom, tightly 
linked to the Gotthard region”.355 Hardmeyer demonstrates that the popularisation 
of the Gotthard Railway paralleled the revival of historical sites and legendary 
places in switzerland. 

After the foundation of the Bundesstaat the search for historical fundaments found 
concrete shape in history textbooks, buildings and monuments. in the 1880s and 
1890s, the ‘historical’ Tell chapel was rebuilt; Richard Kissling’s famous Wilhelm 
Tell monument was erected in Altdorf; and he designed his sculpture for lucerne’s 
railway station Zeitgeist. The latter sculpture formed a direct reference to the con-
struction of the Gotthard Railway.356 The possibility to visit these places by train 
added to the attractiveness of the Gotthard and strengthened their importance. 
Even though the train did not directly pass these places, it gave the traveller the 
option to get of the train and visit them. 

The description of these possibilities gave a sense of the historical importance 
of the region crossed by train. in general, travel guides made the tourists aware that 
the region through which they travelled had a special meaning for switzerland. 
Travelling to the Gotthard meant travelling to the heart of switzerland – the 
Urschweiz. To quote spitteler: 

The Gotthard Railway takes us to the heart of switzerland, right through 
two of the most important primeval cantons [schwyz and Uri]. Tell and 
stauffacher, Rütli and the hollow road, Altdorf and Bürglen, schwyz and 
Uri are (…) names with a familiar sound.357 

A technological and natural sublime
in addition to serving the mind, travelling the Gotthard Railway pleased the senses. 
The railways played a prominent role in the Gotthard guides, if only because the 
opening of the Gotthard Railway formed the immediate cause for the majority of 
these publications. Alternative ways to travel the Gotthard, by foot or mail coach, 
became secondary to the railways. The railway line also defined the guides’ logic 
because the tracks provided the backbone to which the textual excursions always 
returned. 

The real ‘thrill’ of the Gotthard Railway started up in the mountains, if one 
believed the travel guides of the time.358 Here, the heavy steam train started its 
climb toward the Gotthard Tunnel. The guides summoned the traveller to stop 
reading and simply enjoy the view. “From this point onward, one should read the 
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description (with a pencil near at hand) either before the trip over the Gotthard – 
or afterwards. during the trip one should only look.”359 According to the guides, 
the mountainous parts offered the most spectacular views and the most cunning 
engineering solutions to overcome the differences in height between the valley 
(about 500 meters) and the Gotthard Tunnel (1,100 meters). Here, the travellers 
entered the domain of technological and natural marvel.

The guides paid ample attention to the technological details of the railway 
construction, its history and its international importance. The texts provoked a 
sense of technological wonder. Before the inauguration, a triumphant tone already 
dominated the descriptions.360 The tone and style with which the railway line is 
presented strongly resembles the dignitaries’ speeches during the inaugural festiv-
ities. The guides encompassed the major rhetorical themes that surrounded large-

Back cover of the travel guide from J.A. Honegger, Gotthard 
in Bild und Wort, 1880
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scale projects in the nineteenth century. The portrayal of the Gotthard Railway as 
the vehicle of modernity and civilisation served the audience with a recognisable 
rhetoric.361 

The construction of the Gotthard Tunnel received most attention. Judging from 
the amount of technical information about geology, tunnelling method, com-
pressed air, ventilation and drills, the guides’ authors assumed a great interest in 
technology of the part of their readership.362 Jakob Adolf Honegger, an art teacher, 
published a booklet, Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort, in which he sketched the 
new railway lines in word and visuals before the tunnel’s breakthrough in 1880.363 
He zoomed in on the technical details of the Gotthard Tunnel construction with 
multiple illustrations, showing: people feeding a locomotive with compressed air; 
a drill at work in the tunnel; and the air reservoirs in front of the compressor house 
in Göschenen.364

The Berlepsch guide Die Gotthard-Bahn und die Italienische Seen offered its 
readers a nine-page political and technical success-story of the construction.365 
The author, Hermann Alexander Berlepsch, was of German origin but had lived 
in switzerland since 1848.366 in the second half of the nineteenth century, his es-
tablished Berlepsch series published on switzerland and on some specific swiss 
regions. He had also published an article on the Gotthard Tunnel construction in 
Petermann’s Mittheilungen.367 in his Gotthard guide from 1882, Berlepsch wrote a 
separate section on the tunnel, entitled: “Trip no. 33 ‘the grand tunnel’.” it detailed 
the location, history and technical specificities of the tunnel, explaining the hard-
ship in its construction. For some guides, a shorter history of the Gotthard Tunnel 
construction sufficed but some accounts appeared in every guide.368

The travel guide writers did not confine their technological descriptions to iso-
lated blocks of texts. instead, the texts manoeuvred smoothly between the tech-
nological eye-catchers and natural sights. As Kaden put it: “Because the Gotthard 
Railway is a miraculous work (Wunderbau); and the land around the Gotthard is 
a wonderland (Wunderland), both towards the North and the south!”369 From the 
early descriptions of the Gotthard railway onward, the trip becomes presented as 
a way to enjoy simultaneously the ‘wonders of technology’ and the ‘magnificent 
mountain scenery’.370 The guides used superlatives to explain the exalted beauty 
of the Gotthard region.371 The sublime of nature returned regularly in the descrip-
tions and paralleled the tone used to describe technological prowess.372 Through 
the descriptions it seemed that the Gotthard landscape and the Gotthard Railway 
enhanced each other’s sublime.
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The guides advised the traveller where to sit to get the best view, even though 
the advice differed per guide. The wealth of nature required a constant shift of 
train seat – there is simply ‘too much’ to look at, wrote spitteler.373 According to 
Berlepsch, the railways constantly confronted the tourist with the choice to enjoy 
the beauty from the train or to explore the region by foot. He explained that the 
road offers an ‘ultra-romantic tension’, and unfortunately the train only allowed for 
a ‘short and incomplete impression’ of the impressive landscape.374 Catlin praised 
the luxurious seats, which allowed the traveller to admire rough and wild nature 
in all comfort. The arrival of the train is represented as if it unveiled the awe-
inspiring nature.

Then (…) came the Gotthard railway: piercing mountains, spanning 
chasms, bridging torrents, and scaling heights, and forming, in its entirety, 
the grandest engineering triumph of modern times. in this slow, but steady 
development from the dizzy, unfrequented footpath to the solidly con-
structed, granite-embedded railway, we can read the whole story of the 
growth and progress of science and civilisation.375 

spitteler praised the railway for solving the technical problems in such a way that it 
made milestones of the most interesting sights nature had to offer.376 in 1906, just 
after the opening of the simplon tunnel, Mikael schnyder, in a feuilleton of the 
lucerne newspaper Das Vaterland stated: “Everybody knows to what extent the 
technological wonders of the Gotthard enhance the landscape effects.”377

The travel guides represented the Gotthard Railway as a sublime spectacle com-
parable to popular tourist attractions, such as the cogwheel ride up the Mountain 
Rigi.378 since 1871, this cogwheel offered tourists a comfortable way to reach the 
top and admire the view. Viewing the Rigi panorama had been a fashionable trip 
but before the advent of the train, it required a long walk up the mountain. Tourist 
guides praised the Rigi experience as a combination of enjoying a cunning engi-
neering solution and a rewarding view of the swiss Alps. The Gotthard Railway 
came to be described as just as fashionable as the cogwheel up the Rigi.379 in the 
travel guides’ representations, it seemed as if engineers had built the Gotthard 
Railway solely for the pleasure of the landscape tourist.

Wassen; the Gotthard as a roller coaster
spitteler wrote that “after all, the Gotthard Railway is neither a mountain railway 
nor an entertainment railway (…) but rather an international traffic route”. 380 He 
merely tried to put things in perspective because the majority of the travel guides 
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Rudolf Koller, Der Gotthardpost, 1873. (c) 2008 Kunsthaus Zürich. All rights reserved
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Picture of the Gotthard Tunnel Show in the Swiss Museum of Transport. (c) Verkehrshaus 
Stefan Wäfler 2008
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Postcard of the Gotthard region (undated). Courtesy Swiss National Library 
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Two posters from the Gotthard Railway (1902 and 1932).  
Courtesy: Poster collection Swiss National Library
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described the Gotthard Railway primarily as an entertainment railway. Catlin pre-
sented the Gotthard as a ‘summer pleasure trip’.381 (…) [T]he glistening steel tracks 
of the Gotthard railway, which has conquered this wilderness and transformed its 
fastness into a pleasure ground for man.”382 The descriptions of the helical tunnels 
close to the village of Wassen exemplify this. 

in 1880, two years before the opening, Honegger described Wassen as a 
friendly village with remnants of its former culture of orchards and gardens.383 
However, the village Wassen (also referred to as Wasen) was transformed into one 
of the most commonly described and depicted scenes of the Gotthard railway. 
spitteler, seventeen years later, sighed when he came to the obligatory description 
of Wassen: “do i have to describe for the one-thousand-and-second time what 
has been described one-thousand-and-once already?”384 indeed, no travel guide 
passed up the opportunity to tell the traveller to pay notice when the train arrived 
in Wassen. 

Close to Wassen, engineers built three helical tunnels to bridge the 600-meter dif-
ference between the valley and the Gotthard Tunnel. The train entered each of the 
tunnels and continued its climb while bending 360 or 180 degrees. As a conse-
quence of these loops, a train heading north could suddenly run south for a while, 
before entering a new tunnel that would make the train revert southwards again. 
The travel guides educated the traveller in advance about how to appreciate the 
helical tunnels. The church tower of Wassen became the classical reference point 
to orient oneself during the curving of the train. The spiralling of the tracks in 
the vicinity of the same village meant that the same views could be enjoyed from 
several different angles. 

The helical tunnels resemble a roller coaster on its side, with its loops and 
curves. The descriptions and illustrations strengthened this roller coaster image 

Map of the helical tunnels close to the village Wassen in the travel guide of Hermann Alexander 
Berlepsch, 1882 (page 128)
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further: the sense of loosing direction and coming out dizzy. The Berlepsch sug-
gested the traveller getting off the train in Wassen to enjoy the amazing windings 
of the tracks from below.385 Hardmeyer noted:

The traveller, without a map at hand or an engineer nearby, looses all sense 
of direction. The train curves are hardly noticeable because it happens 
in the belly of the mountain. one feels that the train moves because the 
church of Wassen appears over and over again – above, behind, beside and 
underneath.386 

Fridolin Becker in Links und Rechts der Eisenbahn sighs when the train takes it 
normal course again: it was almost too much.387

The Wassen scenery became imprinted in the traveller’s mind: travel guides 
inserted maps of the situation around Wassen; illustrators all chose the same angle 
to depict the scene; and the textual descriptions are all alike. All these maps, draw-
ings and tips for orientation had to prove helpful tools for explaining and visualis-
ing the helical tunnels. They also enhanced the feeling of anticipation before enter-
ing the Wassen scenery. if there was anything left of the dull image of the Gotthard 
Railway as an international axis for freight, the increasingly standardised spectacle 
of the helical tunnel helped to change this image radically.  

Göschenen; the last stop before the tunnel 
Göschenen offered the travellers a moment to catch their breath. The little moun-
tain village became a melting pot during the ten years of construction work. it 
harboured hundreds of workers and engineers from all over the world. Honegger 
and Berlepsch described the little village as the ‘city of the future’388. However, 
after the tumult of the construction, Göschenen reverted to the provincial town 
it once had been. Nevertheless, it would preserve some of its fame. The buffet at 
Göschenen station offered the travellers a quick lunch before the train would con-
tinue through the tunnel. After 1900, the station buffet increased in fame because 
the famous swiss writer and poet Ernst Zahn took it over from his father.389 

in Göschenen the road and the railways separated and the traveller needed to 
make a choice of how to continue the trip.390 Catlin wrote in 1891: 

We are at Göschenen, the northern point of entrance to the great tunnel, 
through the st. Gothard, the longest tunnel in the world. Here the rail-
way, and its old-fashioned companion, the stage-coach, part company for 
a while, the former passing into the darkness of the tunnel, to emerge 
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later at Airolo, on the southern, or italian side of the mountains, while the 
latter follows its time-honoured, winding, and picturesque way, through 
the schöllenen, and over the devil’s Bridge, to Andermatt, Hospenthal, 
and the Hospice at the summit, and thence down again through the Val 
Tremola, to Airolo, where it rejoins the railway.391 

Postcard of the Gotthard region (undated).  
Courtesy Swiss National Library 

in Göschenen, the guides confront the traveller with a choice. Until Göschenen, 
the description of the travel guides combined the technological sublime and the 
natural sublime. Now, they separated and visitors could enjoy their ultimate and 
contradictory form. one of the rare italian travel guides by Boniforti recommended 
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“the walk or mail coach from Airolo to reach the Hospice on the pass as a must for 
the leisure travellers who like steep climbing.”392 Another italian guide from pro-
fessor Brusconi, member of the italian Alpine Association, described the Gotthard 
Railway from south to north but presented the north-south trip from Göschenen 
to Airolo as an interesting detour to make, either by foot or mail coach.393 This 
exemplifies the way in which this alternative route became a fixed part of enjoying 
the Gotthard Railway.

The realm of the mail coach vs. enlightenment of the tunnel
The guides described the old road as a romantic relic of a lost past.394 Train and 
mail coach became two opposing images. The guides advised the hasty traveller 
to take the tunnel and the tourists with passion for mountain sceneries to choose 
the route over the Gotthard. The road over the Gotthard became one of the most 
commonly described routes.395 The descriptions of the tunnel emphasised: speed, 
darkness, progress, science and technology, while the narratives about the pas-
sage over the mountains highlighted: high alpine nature, nostalgia, slow pace and 
silence.396 

Türler described how the lost battle of the mail coach horse with the iron horse 
(Dampfros literally means steam horse).397 Honegger predicted in 1880 how the 
lively pass road would become desolate, once the train won the battle against the 
horses; only a hiker would disturb the silence now and then.398 Hardmeyer quoted 
an old woman speaking in vernacular: “it seems as if even the birds take the tun-
nel”. He painted images of the train as a ‘fiery horse’ that turns the horse of the mail 
coach into ‘an old, faithful nag’.399 An Austrian engineer, who visited the Gotthard 
works in 1879, prophesied that the haste, connected to train travel, would destroy 
the pleasure of a tour through the mountains: “People become transit goods and 
as a consequence, the Schweizerreise in Goethe’s style will be lost”.400 Many other 
writers, presenting the arrival of the train in opposition to the mail coach, shared 
the feeling of loss.401 

 The peacefulness on the pass presented the traveller with the opportunity to 
experience alpine nature in its entirety, as the travel guides claimed. The counter 
icon of the railway became the mail coach and the coachman, Aloys Zgraggen. He 
conducted the legendary last mail coach over the Gotthard, before the Gotthard 
Railway took over the mail services. The guides describe Zgraggen as a stoic hero, 
exemplary for the nature of the people who lived and worked around the transit 
axis. The coachman travelled the Gotthard through all types of weather.402 The 
alpine men are made of ‘steel and iron’, and are able to deal with the bad weather 
conditions of the Alps. Nothing stopped them in their duty to bring people and 
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goods safely to the other side of the mountains.403 The image of the black and yel-
low mail coach with its bearded coach man would develop into a central icon of 
the region in the travel guides. 

Postcard of the last post coach with its mailman Aloys Zgraggen (1901). 
Courtesy Swiss National Library.
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When the travellers decided to continue their journey through the tunnel, the 
guides gave tips on how best to appreciate the tunnel. Kaden explained to his 
readers that, before entering the tunnel, it is important to remember the labour 
required to construct the tunnel, which now seemed such a simple dark hole.404 
Der Gotthard, einst und jetzt, Gotthard once and now, published by the famous 
German travel literature publisher leo Woerl gave its readership an idea of the 
‘immense difficulties’ encountered by architects and engineers. its anonymous au-
thor describes a winter tour through the Gotthard Tunnel during the final years 
of its construction. The colourful description confronts the reader with a ‘heroic 
battle of the workers’ against the ‘mighty Gotthard nature’.405 Catlin dramatised 
the construction of the tunnel as well. To his English speaking audience, he wrote: 
“And now, directly before us, a short distance from the station at Göschenen, 
yawns the great tunnel through which we are to pass. its history and descriptions 
form a romance in themselves.”406 Catlin then gave a short summary of the tunnel’s 
history, in which the death of louis Favre and the many workers played a central 
role. The stories made sure the traveller had a sense of the hardship with which the 
tunnel had been constructed. 

spitteler, in the section on the Gotthard Tunnel, described his feelings while tak-
ing the tunnel. “surely nobody entered the tunnel without a certain festive and 
tantalising anxiety.” According to spitteler the experience of being in the tunnel 
for half an hour would never radically change, even when one would travel the 
tunnel often. “The darkness of the tunnel resembles any ordinary cellar darkness; 
however, one feels the need to develop special thoughts in the tunnel.” ominously, 
spitteler added: “What to think when the devilish screaming of the rock kills all 
sweet thoughts?”407 Johann Victor Widmann, teacher and vicar in Bern, hinted 
at the exceptional tunnel experience in his travel account about his many trips to 
italy. He described how people fell silent in the train because of the sudden dark-
ness of the tunnel. in his account Jenseits des Gotthard (on the other side of the 
Gotthard) he comforted the traveller that the tunnel was probably the safest part 
of the tracks.408 

The artificial tunnel atmosphere brought the passengers both fear and comfort. 
Upon entering the tunnel, the guides urged the travellers to check their watch, 
to get a sense of the amazing speed with which one passed through the tunnel. 
Almost all guides told the readers to expect the ride to take approximately 20 
minutes. They also gave guidance on how to reduce the feeling of disorientation. 
lights lit the tunnel wall which gave both a sense of security and of entertainment 
during the 20 minutes in the tunnel. The travel writers advised their readers to 
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use the lights as points of reference to define their position in relation to the sur-
face. observant travellers could count the number of lights and estimate where in 
the tunnel they were. “The second light flames up directly underneath the devil’s 
Bridge”, Berlepsch explained. dividing the 20 minutes of the ride by 15 (length of 
the tunnel) indicated the position of the train relative to surface structures, such 
as the Urnerloch or the st. Anna glacier. Berlepsch thus connected the tour over 
the Gotthard Pass with the route through the tunnel to give the traveller a sense 
of orientation. 

The historian Rosalind Williams describes that for the nineteenth-century mid-
dle and upper-class people, the underground was a completely new experience, 
which, until then, had only been connected to working class labour in mining.409 
The Gotthard Tunnel was the longest train tunnel in the world at that time. The 
20 minutes of darkness must have been an alienating experience and worrisome 
prospect for the travellers. The travel guides convinced travellers that they were 
safe and attempted to entertain them during the ride through the tunnel. The ex-
perience presented a confrontation with modernity. Checking one’s watch and as-
sessing one’s location gave travellers a sense of being in control while it also gave 
a sense of the tunnel’s magnitude. dramatised historical accounts of the construc-
tion period added to these sensations. The dialectical representation of the two 
routes juxtaposed and enhanced the nostalgic experience over the mountains with 
the modernist experience through the tunnel. 

“Italy!” 
The dramatic tunnel experience enhanced the anticipation of emerging from the 
tunnel again. The majority of the travellers coming from Germany headed for 
tourist resorts in italy, like the lakes of Northern italy, the city Milan or further 
down south to Naples and Rome. With the construction of the Gotthard Railway, 
a trip to these popular resorts became easier and faster. Although many of the 
guides promoted the Gotthard as a destination, for many of the travellers it was 
merely a passage point towards the south. The majority of the guides described 
and depicted the italian lakes or Milan as the final destination. Relatively new was 
the attention the guides gave to the villages on the swiss villages on the lakes, in 
the canton Ticino: lugano (lake of lugano) and locarno (lake Maggiore).410 The 
southern side of the Alps offered the traveller different views, different people and 
different landscapes. The guides presented the Gotthard Railway as the tracks that 
carried tourists fast and safely to exotic destinations on the southern side of the 
Alps. For this purpose the texts and images emphasised the ‘apparent’ differences 
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between the north and the south. The guides joined in with the supposedly inborn 
desire for the sun, experienced by people from the north.411

The transition from the darkness of the tunnel into the light offered an added 
value to travelling the Gotthard. spitteler writes that the most beautiful part of 
the Gotthard tracks lies on the northern part but that it would feel unnatural to 
return home before seeing the southern side – to ‘balance the soul’.412 The image 
of balance and contrast recurs, for example when the text of Hardmeyer exclaims 
“immensee, Como!” immensee is symbolic for the simple, green, shadowy villages 
on the northern side of the Alps; Como represents the clear, colourful, bright vil-
lages of the south. 413 Between the two villages lies the ‘sublime’ Alpine wall with 
its impressive natural monuments and the long tunnel underneath. The carefully 
crafted opposition in culture and language was further strengthened by the em-
phasis on the difference in the landscape and weather conditions. The ultimate 
Gotthard experience became defined as departing from Göschenen in snow or 
rain and emerging from the tunnel to a sunny blue sky.414

The text in the Woerl sketches the tour through the tunnel from Göschenen to 
Airolo as a succession of encounters with the darkness of the tunnel, the sounds of 
the drills and heat of the mountain. While describing the walk towards the south 
through the – still unfinished – tunnel, the darkness slowly withdraws and the 
light takes over. The author explains how he saw the sun through the southern tun-
nel portal while it illuminated the church towers in the southern landscape: “Here 

Brochure of the Gotthard Railway from 1904.  
Courtesy Schulmuseum Bern, Köniz
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everything is light and clarity”. He continued: “in this dreamlike soft shine ap-
peared, like a Raphaelian angel painted on a golden background, – italy!”415 With 
this sentence the author ends the description of the tour. in these few lines, he 
managed to evoke a set of spiritual images that seem to reinforce the symbolic role 
of the Gotthard Tunnel as a space of transition.416

From the travel guides it is not clear where italy actually started but it did not 
really seem to matter. The Gotthard as a demarcation line between north and 
south became the trademark of travelling the Gotthard. in 1906, schnyder stressed 
that, in contrast, the simplon missed the true feeling of moving from the North 
to the south that the Gotthard so clearly offered. 417 The difference between the 
North and the south was not only represented in terms of the landscape. The travel 
guides described the people on the southern side of the Gotthard differently from 
those on the northern side of the Alps.418

The journey, as osenbrüggen described it, would lead to a region where the 
people looked like italians but still belonged to switzerland. “original is the land, 
and original are its people. They are children of Mother Helvetia, often restless 
and in need of discipline, but they are full of love and have the ability to learn.” 419 
The Berlepsch sees the tunnel as a fast way – “within half an hour” –  to get from 
one cultural sphere to the other. Nature, people, language, situation, education 
and life styles on both sides of the Gotthard differed greatly from each other. The 
italian population differed from the ‘German race’. He described them as livelier 
but clearly less hygienic. The further south, the worse it gets, warned Berlepsch.420 

The positive connotations of the south mixed with paternalism of the travel guide 
authors. Their distinction between ‘us’ from the ‘north’ and ‘them’ from the ‘south’, 
is loaded with normative values: The exotic ‘them’ is also ‘uncivilised’. This char-
acteristic added to the tourist experience and made the traveller relieved to return 
home again after the visit. spitteler compared a feeling of being at home – where 
he knew the path well – with his feelings at the Gotthard. 

Fast, in rapid succession and – what i stress especially – completely is how 
the Gotthard wants to be enjoyed – if possible within one summer – through 
multiple wanderings that are continued until the different parts merge, of 
themselves, into a whole. Then one can appreciate the immense image in 
the correct proportions. Then one can travel through the Gotthard later 
with Heimat feelings. Then the Gotthard can transform from an obstacle 
to a bridge – then italy will shine for a lifetime into one’s northern present; 
for where we know the path well, the destination is near.421 
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When Johann Victor Widmann returned home from his trip to italy, he also 
admitted that the trip from Göschenen to Andermatt made him appreciate his 
country more than ever because of its extreme alpine beauty.422 Returning home 
to civilization and the recognisable Alpine nature gave the tourist a perfect end-
ing to an exotic trip, which had brought him from lucerne through the heart of 
switzerland, on the roller coaster of the Gotthard Railway, over the pass or under 
the mountain towards italy. 

The creation of a sharp cultural boundary between the northern countries and 
italy, as well as the ease with which the Gotthard Railway allowed one to cross the 
boundary, had both negative and positive results for Ticino’s identity. in quantita-
tive terms, the popularity of Ticino as a holiday destination grew from 5.3 % of 
the swiss total in 1895 to 10.5% in 1910, bringing with it economic growth.423 
The construction of the Gotthard Railway line and the alpine railways in general 
accounted for this increase.424 The upswing of Ticino as a tourist destination also 
had negative effects. The economic dependency of Ticino on switzerland and the 
colonisation of the italian speaking canton by German-speaking guests triggered 
an identity crisis among natives in Ticino before the First World War. They feared 
the loss of their language and culture and demanded more political influence in 
swiss national affairs.425 They felt they paid a high price for wealth and a closer 
connection to the rest of the country.

The Gotthard Railway as experiencing Switzerland

in 1891, Catlin wrote that the Gotthard Railway had become a ‘household word’ 
throughout the ‘civilised world’.426 As the Gotthard Railway gained fame, the tourist 
guides developed standardised narratives of the Gotthard experience. despite some 
individual touches, the travel guides showed much consistency in their descriptions 
of the Gotthard destination. At the turn of the century, Carl spitteler also observed 
a standardised appreciation of the Gotthard trip. looking back on 15 years of travel 
guide writing and travelling, his travel account can be understood as a critical reflec-
tion upon this tourist gaze. in this section, i will draw some conclusions about the 
way in which travel guides described the Gotthard during the belle époque. later, i 
will confront this with descriptions during the 1930s. 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth-century guides proposed travelling the 
Gotthard Railway as a multilayered way to experience switzerland. Travel guides 
positioned the Gotthard Railway into the existing discourses about the attractive-
ness of switzerland, as the ultimate country for landscape tourism. Even though 
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authors rarely referred explicitly to a sense of swiss national identity, they educated 
the interested traveller about the centrality of the Gotthard region for swiss history. 
Well-informed writers – from both outside and inside of switzerland – offered their 
perspectives on the Gotthard, influenced by the taste of tourists and nationalist 
developments within switzerland. in the attempt to make the Gotthard a worthy 
destination accessible by Gotthard Railway, the authors produced a Gotthard im-
age that built upon various elements: the existing symbolism of the Gotthard as a 
geographical space, the developing icons of swiss national identity, and new sights, 
views and stories surrounding the newly constructed railway. Through this tinkering 
they embedded the Gotthard Railway within the symbolic Gotthard landscape and 
they presented the Gotthard Railway as the ultimate experience of switzerland.

scholars have argued that swiss national identity is partially based on the ability to 
tame this Alpine nature: despite the mountains, the swiss managed to create farm-
land and passage points.427 The historian of technology daniel speich concludes that 
the perception of the Gotthard Mountains as a natural sublime amalgamated with 
the sublime of modern technology. This fusion became a reproducible aesthetical 
event.428 Even though the Gotthard Railway was not constructed as a tourist attrac-
tion, the travel guides described it as such.  The mountain trains became events in 
themselves that brought tourists to exceptional places from which they could view 
the Alpine panorama.429 The Gotthard Railway even allowed two perspectives on 
the landscape: a romantic one over the mountains and a modern one through the 
tunnel. The aesthetics of technology and nature did not oppose but rather enhanced 
each other. 

i add that it became a sensual event: the eyes enjoyed the sublime view on tech-
nology and landscape; the body felt the turning through the tunnels; the tunnel air 
and sound tickled nose and ears; and the Gotthard’s intangibility as a divider and 
unifier of contrasts stirred the mind. Travel guides described the Gotthard Railway 
as a complete sensory event, which embedded the railway smoothly into the mental 
landscape of the tourist.

swiss history explicitly recurs in the historical narratives of the Gotthard guides. 
The travel guide writers wove regional narratives together with a developing his-
torical identity of the swiss nation. The construction of an increasingly fixed swiss 
national history and of swiss national icons created a crystallisation point at the 
region at the northern side of the Gotthard. Travel guide writers used this when 
presenting the Gotthard Railway as a trip to the heart of switzerland. The railway 
passed the historical birthplace of the swiss nation. References in the texts to the 
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Urschweiz are therefore not innocent remarks but rather signal important land-
marks in switzerland of that time. Contrasting the ‘German race’ with the ‘italian’ 
augmented the sense that the Urschweiz was ‘home’ and the italian region south of 
the Gotthard ‘exotic’. Travel guides presented the railway as a track that meandered 
through the swiss historical landscape.

Travel guide writers also emphasised the appreciation of the trip as a mental 
journey. The trip allowed a reflection on personal and collective identity. The exist-
ing images of the specificity of the Gotthard’s geographical space strengthened the 
sensation of being spatially and spiritually separated and far away from everyday 
life. often, the guides presented the Gotthard as an active, undefined presence 
‘floating’ through the air. This intangibility endorsed profound reflection. Apart 
from mundane descriptions, the imagery presented the Gotthard as a saint or an 
ancient spirit. By emphasising the sublime of the alpine landscape, especially when 
taking the route over the pass, the Gotthard region is presented as an anti-struc-
ture to modern life in the cities. At the same time, the Gotthard Tunnel formed 
an ultimate anti-structure through its air of modernism. These elements fed the 
feeling of anticipation and helped the traveller to experience the specificity of the 
Gotthard region in the most profound way.

The authors presented the Gotthard passage point as being in the middle of ex-
tremes: the Gotthard separated waters, alpine chains, languages and cultures. For 
travellers the tunnel marked the transition from one extreme to the other. While 
passing the Gotthard, the travellers both noticed and dissolved these contrasts – 
experiencing in this manner the symbolism of the Gotthard Mountains as uniting 
and dividing. Coming ‘home’ after a Gotthard trip meant one had accomplished a 
Bildungsreise – a trip to increase the general education. 

The travel guides gave the cultural baggage to fully appreciate the Gotthard 
as the gateway to the extraordinary italian culture. After the passage over the 
Gotthard, the travel guides promised the traveller to find balance in the soul. The 
guides’ authors contrasted northern and southern cultures, which on the one 
hand, served to present Ticino and italy as the ultimate tourist destinations, but on 
the other hand to strengthen the differences in level of ‘civilisation’. Coming home 
after a trip to italy over the Gotthard Mountains demonstrated that the people on 
the other side of the mountains were not like ‘us’ (German-speaking northerners): 
their food, landscape, women and children differed from ours. described in such 
a way, travelling the Gotthard was also a confrontation with the self. 
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The Gotthard railway as a Swiss experience 
in 2003, more than hundred years after the inauguration of the Gotthard Railway, 
Helmut stalder, journalist for the swiss newspaper Tagesanzeiger published a book 
about the Gotthard myth. His description of the journey on the Gotthard train 
bears striking resemblances to the descriptions in the late nineteenth-century travel 
guides. stalder describes the myths of the heart of switzerland, the helical tunnels 
near Wassen, the mail coach, the tunnel and the feeling while entering the southern 
cultural space. He describes the route as a typically swiss outing for children on 
school excursions or classical family trips. stalder illustrates that, in the twentieth 
century, the ‘Gotthard gaze’ – fixed in nineteenth-century practices and images – 
became a means to experience swiss national identity. in this section, i will illustrate 
and explain the shift from travelling the Gotthard as a way to experience switzerland 
to travelling the Gotthard as a typically swiss experience. 

The ‘nationalisation’ of the Gotthard Railway experience had different aspects. At 
the turn of the century, major debates went on about a state-owned swiss railway 
network. Proponents of nationalisation used nationalistic slogans, such as the ‘swiss 
railways for the swiss people’.430 The negotiations with Germany and italy about the 
Gotthard Railway turned out more difficult than the swiss government expected.431 
Eventually in 1909, after debates inside and outside of switzerland, the swiss govern-
ment bought the Gotthard Railway. it was the last railway line to be nationalised. 
The state-owned character of the swiss railways influenced their appreciation as a 
national symbol. in 1938, Manfred Graze, in his doctoral thesis, accepted by the 
Polytechnische Hochschule für Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften of Nurnberg, 
concluded that the expansion of the railways had indirectly contributed to the de-
velopment of a swiss self-image. He argued that the railway network stimulated the 
unification of different races (Stämme) and religions into one united switzerland, 
especially because of the Gotthard railway.432 in Europe, switzerland presented itself 
as Europe’s hub because of international tourism and freight exchange. Graze argued 
– clearly influenced by German nationalism – that the swiss railways functioned as 
a reinforcement of national unity. His thesis illustrated that the railways became a 
symbol for a united swiss nation.433 The nationalisation of the railways made that the 
publicity surrounding the Gotthard line became more nationalist.

After 1909, the swiss Federal Railway took over the advertisement of railway lines 
in switzerland. The number of new travel guides about the Gotthard line dimin-
ished, even though new publications appeared from time to time, for instance after 
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the nationalisation of the Gotthard line and after its electrification.434 These book-
lets presented the same highlights and storylines of the earlier travel guides. yet, 
the tone and style with which the swiss Federal Railway promoted the Gotthard 
railway line differed significantly from earlier strategies, also because of major de-
velopments in the swiss tourist industry. Train travel competed increasingly with 
car travel. Moreover, the start of the First World War caused a dramatic drop in 
foreign tourism.435 in reaction to these developments, the Federal Railway’s advertis-
ing targeted the swiss population. Between 1900 and 1930, the amount of domestic 
tourism doubled.436 in the 1930s, the percentage of swiss tourists in the city lugano 
(Ticino) climbed to almost 50% of the total amount of tourists.437 in this period, 
the posters that lured people to the Gotthard changed focus. in the first decades 
after the Gotthard Railway’s opening, the posters emphasised the internationality 
of the Gotthard Railway, as a link between the north and italy. in the 1920s and 
30s, swiss sites and icons dominated the posters. They depicted, for example, a 
bridge with a train, the church of Wassen or the tourist cities in Ticino. The title 
‘Gotthard’ sufficed on these posters for advertising the Gotthard rail track. The ad-
dressed swiss tourists needed no additional explanation.

A complete description of the changes in promotional posters is beyond the 
goals of this chapter. To illustrate my point, i will give two examples of promo-
tional posters of the Gotthard line. one is a turn-of-the-century poster, inspired by 
the Art Nouveau style, depicting a woman holding the northern European railway 
network in her hands, with the italian lakes at her feet. she embodied the Gotthard 
Railway. The international aspects of the Gotthard Railway are highlighted both 
in the image and in the railway schedule. Until 1909, the posters of the Gotthard 
Railway emphasised that the railway line brought tourists from northern Europe 
to the sunny, italian speaking south. in contrast, the posters published after the 
nationalisation of the line depict national sceneries. A clear example is the 1932 
poster which captured a very nationalist image. it depicted black electric Gotthard 
locomotive with the swiss flag at the front and cantonal flags alongside. With this 
poster the railway celebrated the Gotthard 50 Jahre, 50 years of Gotthard.  

Both posters advertised the Gotthard railway but in different decades and for 
different audiences. They also provoked different images, being so distinct in their 
colours, illustration and information. The latter image significantly depicts the 
Gotthard line as a symbol of national prowess. This type of imagery surrounding 
the Gotthard became more prominent in the 1930s and the 1940s.
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The celebration of the Gotthard railway’s 50th jubilee exemplifies the nationalisa-
tion of the Gotthard trip. i use the festivities to illustrate the process of cultural 
nationalisation. Moreover, it links the conclusions presented in the previous chap-
ters with the arguments in the next chapter. To celebrate the 50th anniversary, the 
swiss Federal Railway used the image of louis Favre as a national hero; it revisited 
the inauguration festivities in a nationalist atmosphere; it promoted travelling the 
Gotthard as the ultimate family trip to realise the swiss pride and prowess of the 
Gotthard railway. 

The swiss Federal Railway, that exploited the line since the nationalisation in 
1909, organised a number of events for a broad audience to celebrate its fiftieth 
birthday. The city of lucerne welcomed national and international guests with a 
banquet in the hotel ‘schweizerhof ’ and the following day, special trains drove the 
guests over the Gotthard rails to the villages Göschenen and Airolo, at either side 
of the Gotthard Tunnel. The swiss organisers invited representatives from both 
the German and italian governments and the former labourers (mainly italians). 
despite the international touch, the events had a more swiss character than the 

Two posters from the Gotthard Railway (1902 and 1932).
Courtesy Poster collection Swiss National Library
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celebrations fifty years before. Heinrich Walther, member of the national Council 
and in the board of the swiss federal railways, held a speech in which he called the 
Gotthard a monument of swiss community spirit.438 in Airolo the bronze relief 
of the swiss sculptor Vincenzo Vela Le vittime del lavoro was unveiled.439 The 380 
veterans of the Gotthard railway construction marched towards the monument. 
They were followed by people in regional costumes, the local gymnastics club, the 
shooting club, the male choir of Airolo and finally the invited guests.440 The swiss 
military, present with 30 men, opened and closed the parade of approximately 800 
guests. The military took up positions flanking the monument and behind them 
stood the people in regional costumes. The local clubs swung their club flags. 

The nineteenth century and twentieth century celebrations show remarkable 
differences. in 1882, the city was decorated with the flags of the three countries 
involved; in 1932 the organisation committee prescribed beautification with the 
swiss national colours: red and white. in 1882, the trains drove to the italian city 
Milan; fifty years later the trains halted in Airolo.441 

The swiss Federal Railway, in addition to the official festivities for invited guests, 
also organised events for a broad swiss audience. in its jubilee year, schools prof-
ited from reduced prices for outings to the Gotthard. Moreover, the swiss Federal 
Railway distributed a special booklet about the past and present of Gotthard 
Railway to swiss school children. The poem that accompanied the text described 
the views along the tracks and spoke of the rough Gotthard nature and the tri-
umph of technology and labour.442 swiss people could also enjoy a celebratory 
Gotthard journey, as part of the Gotthard Lichtwoche.443 special night trains passed 
illuminated objects along the Gotthard tracks, of which the church of Wassen 
was the most famous. Because of its popularity, the swiss Federal Railway de-
cided to prolong the period.444 Under the title 50 years Gotthard the swiss Federal 
Railway also published a travel brochure with trip from Basel by rail, ship and 
bus to the Gotthard. The Jubiläumsschrift zur Feier des fünfzigjährigen Betriebes 
der Gotthardbahn offered a history of the Gotthard Railway construction; it was 
translated into French and italian. 

To complete the celebrations, Radio Bern broadcasted a radio play on May 27, 
1932, written by Caesar von Arx, a famous swiss playwright. The swiss Federal 
Railway commissioned him to write this nationalistic play in which he presented 
the construction of the Gotthard Railway an important contribution of switzerland 
out of its isolation into world history.445 The festivities around the Gotthard rail-
way’s 50th anniversary indicate the popularity of the Gotthard railway and its role 
in swiss history. The organisers took the jubilee as an occasion to celebrate the 
nation. 
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This nationalist image resonated in swiss society as becomes evident in a chil-
dren’s book. in 1932, Ernst Eschman, a swiss teacher and children’s book author, 
devoted a book to swiss heroes. He added louis Favre to his list as an example of 
how “simple men with authentic powers unfolded their inborn talents through 
entrepreneurship”.446 The part about Favre starts as a monologue of a father to his 
child, while they travel to Ticino in a train full of international tourists to see the 
‘wonders’ at the other side of the Gotthard. “do you know what kind of party we 
celebrate this year?” the father asks his son. He explains it has been fifty years that 
the Gotthard Tunnel construction ended, a date which plays an important role in 
international traffic. Just when the father finishes his story about Favre, the train 
rides out of the tunnel into the clear blue sky. Everybody in the train dares breath-
ing again and starts rejoicing, according to the story. “All thanks to louis Favre, a 
man of deeds and an example for every swiss child.”447 

international elements, abundantly present during the inaugural festivities of the 
line, were pushed to the margins; national sentiments dominated. The popular 
travel on the Gotthard railway in these years was rooted in the tourist gaze pro-
duced in the late nineteenth century. The travel guide writers offered ways to ap-
preciate the line and the region as swiss, which was followed by the juridical and 
cultural nationalisation of the railway. The gaze, which initially served the foreign 
tourist, fit the promotion of domestic tourism and the renewed search for a na-
tional identity in the tense interwar period. The process of cultural nationalisation 
of the Gotthard railway continued in the period after 1932. i argue that being able 
to visit the Gotthard region and absorb the standardised typically swiss gaze influ-
enced, and was influenced by, the construction of the Gotthard as a nationalised 
image in the interwar period – which will be the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 
Re-writing history 

in 1936, oskar Maurus Fontana, the well-known Austrian journalist, theatre critic 
and writer, published Der Weg durch den Berg, the path through the mountain.448 
The novel tells the story of the Gotthard Tunnel construction in the form of a 
historical tale. Fontana explained that he stayed true to the historical facts but 
took the liberty to interpret them freely. The historical figures louis Favre and 
Alfred Escher stood model for the central characters in the book. Fontana re-tells 
the history of the tunnel construction as a national deed. Protagonist louis Favre 
is determined to construct the Gotthard Tunnel for the benefit of his country. 
He readily bears all responsibilities and risks to be able to conquer the Gotthard 
Mountain. in his battle, he met unexpected opposition from the local population 
and, as it seemed, from the Gotthard Mountain itself. However, while drilling the 
tunnel, Favre’s relation with the Gotthard Mountain changes. one day, Favre ex-
presses his increasing doubts about his work underneath the mountains. He ex-
plains to his daughter:

The Gotthard is not like chalk that transforms itself willingly or lets it-
self be changed. it is not plain building material that wants to please the 
landscape or the people. No, the Gotthard is more, it is primeval rock 
(Urgestein). But is stone not stone? Can stone be alive?449 

The novel follows Favre’s quest in finding the answer to those questions. Technology, 
national identity and the Gotthard Mountain play key roles in the unfolding sto-
ryline. in this fictional history, the tunnel construction forms the décor against 
which the writer brings idealised swiss and universal values to the fore.

Fontana’s work of fiction is just one example of multiple novels that were pub-
lished on the Gotthard before, during and shortly after the second World War. 
in this period, the Gotthard inspired many novelists and playwrights outside and 
inside switzerland. Two radio plays450, two stage plays451 and six novels452 appeared 
that all touched upon the themes of collective identity, Gotthard Mountains and 
technological change. Most of this Gotthard fictional literature falls under the 
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heading of ‘light reading’ and fits the German category Unterhaltungsromane453 
or Heimatliteratur.454 This light fictional genre was popular among the swiss. in 
later years, however, most of these ‘Gotthard’ novels sank into oblivion.455 The nar-
ratives cannot be categorised as high ‘literature’ and the nationalistic tones soon 
became out-dated. still, this body of forgotten literature offers a rich glance into 
how novelists re-wrote the history of the tunnel for a broad public. 

Literature as a lens for studying technology and culture456

There is a growing literature in the fields of both the history of technology and 
technology studies which uses novels and movies as valuable sources.457 instead 
of using fiction to garnish merely the description of social or historical events, fic-
tion is increasingly analysed as a primary source. The classical distinction between 
high-culture and low culture usually disappears in these studies. science fiction 
action movies, for example, are just as important sources as philosophical novels. 
Both sources convey an appreciation of societal developments and technological 
change.458 

The richness of the source derives from its flexibility as an art form. Writers try 
to capture sentiments and reactions to major changes in society as well to offer a 
language in which to discuss these changes. in contrast to many other non-artistic 
forms of expression, fiction can play out tensions and ambiguities, without neces-
sarily solving them.459 Novelists have the freedom to offer alternative interpreta-
tions to developments, partially because they can create fictional worlds. Fontana 
made this explicit in his novel. He respected the historical storyline of the Gotthard 
Tunnel construction and used it as a backbone to sketch and ‘unveil’ his characters’ 
lines of thought. Moreover, in fiction, writers can give things a voice. For example, 
much of the Gotthard fiction portrays the Gotthard Mountain(s) as alive and able 
to speak.  

Hence, fiction allows writers to express sentiments that might otherwise be 
harder to bring to the surface. Moreover, novels can offer an understandable lan-
guage to help people articulate their anxieties, fear or enthusiasm about tech-
nological changes. They can also become agents in societal change. important 
themes in a certain culture often stem from a long literary and intellectual tradi-
tion. Modifying or altering these themes help bridge existing traditions with new 
ones that develop with the dawning of a technological culture.460 
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it is this mutuality of ‘shaping’ and ‘being shaped by’ that makes it even more 
interesting to study the Gotthard fictional novels as agents in appropriating the 
Gotthard Tunnel into the national swiss imagery. studying recurring themes in 
stories can illuminate issues of collective identity. Novels can also be seen as a form 
to help express or construct a sense of collective belonging. in their narratives, 
technology can become such a theme for expressing national identity. Moreover, 
novels are sources to understand the appropriation of technology, especially in the 
nineteenth century. However, the publication of the Gotthard novels cannot di-
rectly be related to the tunnel construction period, since they were published more 
than 50 years after the official opening. something else must have triggered the 
sudden interest of novelists in the Gotthard Tunnel. Understanding this requires 
a short contextual sketch.

Switzerland’s withdrawal to Heimat and Gotthard

The period when the Gotthard became a popular theme in literature can be char-
acterised as one in which switzerland withdrew to a cultural island.461 swiss in-
habitants felt threatened by the increasing tensions inside and outside the coun-
try. during the First World War and the interwar period, the existing social and 
political balances in switzerland were upset, which exposed the underlying ten-
sions present in swiss society. on the one hand, the technological and economic 
modernisation had transformed swiss society, on the other hand, the bourgeoisie 
guarded more traditional values. Moreover, switzerland had internationalised po-
litically and economically, whereas swiss cultural values remained largely provin-
cial. These ‘unparallel developments’ in swiss society created anxieties among the 
population.462 The polarisation in Europe during these years segregated the swiss 
society along language borders and the gap between the different language cultures 
in switzerland widened.463 during the First World War, the German-speaking re-
gions of switzerland developed, in general, sympathy for the German viewpoint, 
whereas the italian and French speaking swiss tended to identify with the Entente 
states.464 Moreover, the well-contained tensions between the working class and the 
politically powerful bourgeoisie exploded. The national strike in November 1918 
signalled the deepened the gap between labourers and the bourgeoisie. increasing 
pressure on wages combined with growing unemployment aggravated the swiss 
situation. 
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Externally, switzerland needed to re-position itself in a warring Europe. The 
rise of totalitarian ideologies and states influenced swiss political and cultural life 
heavily. Historians characterise swiss politics between 1914 and 1945 as a series 
of attempts to ‘adapt’ the swiss political and economic situation to the new politi-
cal powers in Europe. swiss politicians perceived the spread of Communism as 
a major threat for the internal stability in switzerland because communism ex-
acerbated the tensions between workers and bourgeoisie. They also developed a 
policy of appeasement towards Fascist italy and created an unclear political at-
titude toward Nazi-Germany. Although the open criticism of the swiss national 
government towards the Nazi regime slowly grew, economically the relationship 
with Nazi-Germany intensified rather than diminished. some swiss politicians 
and swiss people sympathised with the values and aims of Germany, while at the 
same time, swiss nationalism ran high.465 

For the swiss population, the swiss government translated the ambivalent political 
agenda into a straightforward focus on swiss national identity and its uniqueness 
in the world: the swiss independence from its totalitarian neighbouring countries 
and swiss neutrality characterised the true swiss character. Foreign aggressors 
jeopardised these swiss values and the government called upon the population 
to defend these values. The swiss state accentuated the external threat to ease so-
cial polarisation. The atmosphere of nationalism appealed to other sensitivities 
in swiss culture, such as xenophobia, fascism, feelings of superiority and cultural 
provincialism. A strongly nationalist discourse dominated swiss culture on the 
eve of the second World War.466 Historians describe the general context as inward 
looking, narrow-minded and provincial.467 This stimulated the slumbering swiss 
patriotism, which the swiss government nurtured.468 

From the early 1930s, intellectuals ascribed this cultural withdrawal as geis-
tige Landesverteidigung, spiritual defence.469 it affected swiss culture and literature 
greatly.470 Central themes in the definition of swissness were: freedom, the ability 
to defend itself, Christianity, multi-lingual culture, social solidarity, love for the 
Fatherland, work ethics, smallness, neutrality and humanity.471 This spiritual de-
fence dominated cultural government policy which meant a direct intervention of 
the state in national culture.472 By formalising and stimulating swiss national iden-
tity, the swiss government explicitly asked for the voluntary help of teachers, art-
ists and novelists to diffuse these ideas to the swiss population. Many responded to 
this plea. The geistige Landesverteidigung found broad resonance among the swiss 
population.473 
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Gotthard as a focal point
in the 1930s and 40s, writers, philosophers and politicians mobilised the Gotthard 
image at crucial moments to express a sense of swiss national identity. The exam-
ples below give a sense of the intensity given to the Gotthard image. inspiration 
for the Gotthard image came from patriotic literature of writers such as Gonzague 
de Reynold, Max liehburg and Georg Thürer.474 in earlier periods, naturalists pre-
sented the Gotthard as a central place in switzerland and as the symbolic core of 
switzerland as well as Europe. The Gotthard image already encompassed a rich set 
of references that now merged into one powerful image.

The Gotthard image received a prominent place at the entrance of the swiss na-
tional exhibition, which took place from May until october 1939 in the city of 
Zurich.475 According to both contemporaries and historians, the national exhibi-
tion captured the emotions surrounding the swiss self-image in these months pre-
ceding the second World War.476 More than ten million people passed the gate to 
visit the exhibition. This is a striking number since the swiss population counted 
only 4,205,600 people. Tradition, history and national defence formed the central 
themes. No national exhibition had been as nationalist and unambiguous.477 The 
success of the exhibition illustrates that the chosen themes resonated among the 
swiss people.478 At the entrance of the exhibition, the organisers placed a large map 
of the Gotthard. The map represented the Gotthard Mountains in the heart of the 
Alpine chain and in the middle of Europe, marked by a red star. Four rivers origi-
nated from the centre, running in four directions towards the swiss borders: the 
Reuss flowing to the north; the Rhine to the East; the Ticino southwards; and the 
Rhone westward. The text on the image read Helvetia Mater Fluviorum, switzerland 
mother of rivers. switzerland became the mother of the major European rivers and 
the Gotthard formed their origin. The text explained: Gotthard: “The focus of our 
country – symbol of our history and geographical position”.479 

in the same period, the conservative-catholic Federal Council Member Philipp 
Etter held a number of programmatic public speeches characteristic of the spir-
itual defence.480 The Gotthard recurred in Etter’s speeches, in which he aimed to 
bridge the political and social differences in switzerland by creating a common 
image.481 The Gotthard image symbolically supported his ideas. Etter inspired sev-
eral influential swiss thinkers to found an organisation to guard and strengthen 
swiss national values. They called the association the Gotthardbund because the 
Gotthard encapsulated the core of what its founders deemed swiss values. 482
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The chosen military strategy reinforced and literally ‘fortified’ the imagery of 
the Gotthard, as an icon of swissness. switzerland increasingly feared war on its 
own territory in the 1930s. This forced the swiss military to rethink the national 
defence system. The central point of defence became the Alpine chain because the 
Alps, as the military argued, provided switzerland with a natural ally in the event 
the country should come under attack. The government and military official made 
the swiss population believe that this réduit national formed an unconquerable 
barrier of ‘stone and ice’, which they expanded with bunkers for thousands of sol-
diers and citizens. The military reasoned that as long as the swiss controlled the 
Alps, it could function as a base of operation to win back the rest of the country.483 
important was the perceived task of switzerland to protect the European passes 
(Hüterin der Alpenpässe).484 Geographical and military elements formed the cen-
tral building blocks of the Gotthard image. The spiritual defence and the military 
defence merged. A former member of the swiss General staff explained: 

The Gotthard bulwark reflects the notion held by the entire swiss peo-
ple, that the Alps are the natural and divine fortress, into which the army 
and the people would retreat and which they would defend with their ut-
most.485 

Georg Thürer, a well-known swiss writer, explained the Gotthard’s past as a pas-
sageway and drew lessons from it for switzerland’s present and future.486 in 1943, 
he published a programmatic article in the national newspaper the Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung that later became published by Heer und Haus, a publishing house that 
explicitly facilitated the spread of spiritual defence literature.487 direct cause for 
writing the article was, according to Thürer himself, the increasing uncertainty 
about the direction the war in Europe would take. Thürer proposed to seek guid-
ance and anchor points in swiss history because ex alpibus salus patriae.488 The 
Gotthard should function as signpost, a Wegweiser. He presented the Gotthard as 
a symbol that could offer the swiss people clues on how to stand strong in times 
of war and crises. He turned to the Gotthard because it was the “swiss mountain 
of fate, at whose feet the swiss confederation was born and which proves itself 
strong by closely guarding its gates”.489 What followed was a concise history of the 
Gotthard as a passage point.

Thürer included the role of technology in the full body of associations of the 
Gotthard. The opening of the passage road over the Gotthard meant to switzerland 
what the Nile had meant for Egypt: both a lifeline and a native ground. Thürer 
calls the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century technological improvements of the 
pass the ‘pacemaker for global peace’ (Schrittmacherin des Weltfriedens). in line 
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with progress, he presented the construction of the Gotthard Railway as the glori-
ous precision work of swiss technology: it was the ‘iron will’ of louis Favre that 
finally overcame the human and natural obstacles to unite cultures. “(…) What a 
wonderful symbol! A French-speaking swiss who creates a path between German 
switzerland and the italian canton Ticino.”490 According to Thürer, the Gotthard 
symbolised switzerland’s goal, namely to maintain its neutrality and guard the 
Gotthard as the ultimate embodiment of it. switzerland would thus impress 
Europe, Thürer predicted, and remind the European people that they are part of 
a brotherhood. Thus, he made clear that the swiss national defence played an in-
ternational role as an example to Europe. switzerland represented a small island 
in a belligerent Europe and an exemplary ‘microcosm’ of peaceful cohabitation of 
cultures.491 

despite its decline in the early decades of the twentieth century, Heimat literature 
regained popularity during the spiritual defence. At the turn of the century, writers 
of Heimat novels proposed a counter environment to the negative effects of mod-
ernisation. Experimental art by foreign intellectuals led some writers to argue that 
art had lost its valuable link with the people and the Heimat.492 in contrast to what 
they saw as incomprehensible elitist art, Heimat novelists wanted to reach a broad 
public with easy-to-read literature that could cross the bridge between the artist 
and his or her public.493 The new wave of traditional Heimat-culture expressed a 
need to invigorate a Volks (common) theatre and literature.

in general, plots developed chronologically and storylines remained straight-
forward. Moreover, the books were usually full of suspense and humour which 
contributed to their readability.494 in the Heimat novels, the Alps developed into an 
ideal refuge from modern city life. As an alternative to the increasingly ‘unhealthy’ 
world in which people lived, these novels created a fictional context in mountain-
ous nature. They appealed to ‘swiss’ national values and morality, inscribed in the 
Alpine landscape. The landscape radiated peacefulness and guarded the values of 
patriarchal bourgeois families. Furthermore, protagonists fought classical heroic 
battles against archaic mythical nature. 

during the interbellum, the Gotthard proved to be the ultimate theme to turn to: 
it fit seamlessly with the Alpine mystification and played an iconic role in swiss 
popular propaganda. in studies on the Gotthard symbolism during the years of 
the spiritual defence, the role of technology is largely absent. However, novelists 
explicitly used the Gotthard as a technological project to develop their narratives, 
because it connected nationalist sentiments to the role switzerland claimed to play 
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in Europe. switzerland wanted to serve as a perfect, peaceful example of federal-
ism, thanks to her guardianship of Gotthard.495

The Gotthard as homeland

The body of ‘Gotthard literature’ touches upon three historical periods: the con-
struction of the Gotthard Pass in the 13th century; the construction of the Gotthard 
Tunnel in the 19th century; and the Gotthard Railway during operation. All nar-
ratives address the question of how the locals of Gotthard Mountains dealt with 
the opening up of ‘their’ Gotthard region. in the stories, residents need to balance 
their lives anew because of the changes in both their material and mental land-
scape. This leads unavoidably to tensions and a redefinition of personal and collec-
tive identities. Thus, the literature discusses a perspective that does not surface in 
other sources, namely the view of the people directly affected by the construction 
of the Gotthard Tunnel. 

This chapter focuses on four different novels that explicitly deal with the con-
struction of the Gotthard Tunnel. swiss authors wrote two of them, a German and 
an Austrian novelist wrote the others. interestingly, the theme of the Gotthard in-
fluenced writers outside of switzerland. These writers construct relatively similar 
storylines as the swiss authors. 

i do not intend to discuss all storylines in the novels; the emphasis will be on 
the relation they construct between the Gotthard as a space, as a technological 
project and as identity. i will first discuss the two swiss books, then the foreign 
novels. 

in 1940, Rudolf schnetzer (1899-1984), editor and baker, published Schicksal am 
Gotthard, fate at the Gotthard.496 it became one of his most successful novels and 
was reprinted four times that year. Also in 1940, the French-speaking swiss jour-
nalist and writer Jacques-Edouard Chable (1903-1965) issued Le Saint Gothard.497 
An ‘adapted’ German translation appeared almost directly after the French ver-
sion.498 The novels focus on the planning and construction of the Gotthard Tunnel. 
The main characters in both novels are local men from the Gotthard region, who 
start working in the tunnel. The narratives follow the characters and offer glimpses 
at how they perceive life on the Gotthard Pass and in the tunnel. Even though both 
characters see the Gotthard as their Heimat, their homeland, their appreciation of 
the Gotthard differs strongly.
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Gotthard as Heimat
The main character in schnetzer’s novel is Brosi (Ambrosi Gamma). He is a young, 
poor and simple (einfach) man from Andermatt, a village on the Gotthard Pass. 
His father maintains the road over the Gotthard, but barely earns enough to sup-
port his wife and their children. As the family’s eldest son, Brosi works at the tun-
nel to support his family. The novel roughly tells his story in three parts, which 
allow the reader to acquaint himself with the work in tunnel and life on the pass.

The first part of the novel sketches Brosi’s relationship with the work in the 
tunnel. The work obsesses Brosi completely. When his friend and colleague dies 
in a tunnel accident, Brosi vows revenge to the mountain which he holds respon-
sible for his friend’s death. He swears to conquer the mountain and drive the tun-
nel through. A second reason for his growing obsession with the work is the im-
possibility of his love for seph. seph is a young woman from the nearby village 
Hospenthal, whose father arranged her marriage with the local coachman, Fidel 
Christen, because he wants to prevent his daughter from marrying Brosi. seph’s 
father does not want his daughter to marry someone who continuously risks his 
life in the tunnel. 

Jealous and frustrated, Brosi devotes himself entirely to tunnelling, working 
his way up and obtaining a high-status task on the drilling machines at the fore-
front. He soon enjoys the protection of his employer, louis Favre. life on the pass 
continues and when seph gets pregnant, she finally forgets her love for Brosi and 
devotes herself to her husband and her future family life.

in the second part of the novel, Brosi’s relationship with the work changes. 
He realises that he cooperates on a project that is devastating the economy of the 
villages along the Gotthard Pass. His absence from home and family makes him 
realise how much he loves his Heimat, the region where he has grown up. He has 
trouble finding where his loyalties lie and slowly becomes alienated from both 
worlds. symbolically and literally the tunnel work marks him for life. He burns 
part of his face while trying to save design drawings for new drills from a blazing 
fire in Ferroux’s workshop. Fidel’s death forms the dramatic turning point in the 
novel. Fidel Christen dies following an accident on the pass during a snowstorm. 
He leaves his pregnant wife behind. soon afterwards, she gives birth to a son whom 
she names after his father. seph’s father then realises that marrying his daughter off 
to a mail coachman did not prevent her from misfortune. Brosi seizes the oppor-
tunity to win back seph’s love. Both seph and Brosi carry a burden. However, in 
contrast to Brosi, seph has found peace with her fate. Brosi still struggles with his 
loyalties and has difficulty accepting that his love for seph would include accepting 
the child of his former adversary.
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in the final part of the novel, Brosi celebrates the breakthrough of the tunnel. 
By drilling the tunnel he avenged his friend’s death and can return home with a 
clear conscience. He is now better able to accept seph’s child as he realises that 
it embodies the future of the region. The former lovers finally can be together. 
Moreover, Brosi gets a job at the new railways as soon as it is operational. He 
combines his work for the railways with his life on the pass. Brosi’s personal fate 
is settled and new economic possibilities breathe life into the region on the pass. 
People find employment in tourism and the silk industry. As a result, Brosi’s fam-
ily does not depend on his income anymore. This releases him from the duty to 
support his own family and he can start a family of his own by marrying seph. All 
ends happily.

The novel’s straightforward and uncomplicated storyline creates a sharp opposi-
tion between the traditional life on the pass and the modernity heralded by the 
tunnel. The novel opens with the description of a grey and silent autumn land-
scape near the construction site of Göschenen. The serenity and greyness contrasts 
with the next scene in which schnetzer presents the protagonist, Brosi, during his 
work in the tunnel. Here rule noise, movement and darkness.499 These two repre-
sentations of the ‘Gotthard’ above the pass and underneath the mountains recur 
throughout the novel.

Brosi encounters the Gotthard Mountain through the construction work in 
the tunnel. in these descriptions the mountain is capricious and temperamental; 
it kills workers and hampers the work. in the novel it is often unclear what wields 
power. is it the work itself or the mountain that bewitches the workers?500 local 
people on the pass blame the ‘dark powers of the mountain’ for Brosi’s increasing 
work obsession. Trying to save the drawings for the newest drilling machines from 
the fire illustrates how reckless his determination to finish the tunnel has become. 
The work in the bowels of the mountain influences the workers and brings out 
the best and worst in the men. Moreover, the Gotthard represents the economic 
lifeline of the villagers above the pass, such as Brosi’s father and Fidel Christen. 
The people of the region perceive the pass as the decisive element of their life and 
fate.501 For them, the pass is like a living being which can be loved, hated, mourned 
for and as such it can also die. The tunnel construction killed the pass, depriving 
the locals, who depended on it, of their identity.

Brosi embodies both ‘Gotthards’. The love for his region and his loyalty to Favre’s 
work tear him apart. Full of doubt, he explains to a co-worker: “And the valley, my 
Heimat, i never realised that it meant so much to me. you know how i love the 
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project for which we work, and still sometimes i suddenly hate it.”502 Both emo-
tionally and physically, he vacillates between the pass and the tunnel. He tries to 
go home as often as possible but he always returns to his work when Favre needs 
him. His work in the tunnel and his love for the pass isolate him from both social 
worlds: his old friends in the village despise him because of his work in the tun-
nel; and his co-workers in the tunnel do not understand his love for the Gotthard 
region. 

The novel eventually synthesises the opposing two worlds. The final synthe-
sis between the pass and the tunnel occurs through the construction of paral-
lels. The development of the plot makes the characters recognise that there are 
more similarities than differences between the pass and the tunnel. in schnetzer’s 
novel labour plays a crucial role to bridge these differences. Repeatedly, the tunnel 
workers refer to a sense of manliness.503 The vehement fight against the mountain 
awakes the man in the workers. The characters in the book appreciate masculinity 
achieved through labour as a crucial characteristic for an adult male.504 For exam-
ple, after having severe doubts about the tunnel construction, Brosi’s father wel-
comes his son back after the tunnel breakthrough. He proudly concludes that the 
work has turned his son into a ‘real man’. The father realises that Brosi has achieved 
manhood in the same manner as he would have through traditional work on the 
pass. 

loyalty to work plays a central role as well. Brosi explains his loyalty to Favre 
as a typical feature of mountain people in contrast to the ‘other’, italian workers. 
“i am from this region, and we mountain people are of a different kind than most 
people who work here in Göschenen today.” According to Brosi, mountain people 
have a sense of duty and to the general good above their individual interest. They 
have developed this character because for ages they have had the responsibility 
to safely carry across passengers and mail across the pass. labour in the tunnel 
evokes the same sense of loyalty that Brosi would have had working on the pass. 
The labour in the tunnel becomes a metaphor for life in general. By working his 
way through the mountain, Brosi conquers both the mountain and himself. At the 
end of the novel, Brosi sighs: “The tunnel is like life, one has to tunnel through 
both of them”.505 To reach manhood Brosi had to experience hardship, pain and 
misery while fighting against the mountain and for his life. This finally enables 
him to marry seph with her child. 

labour bridges the dichotomies and dissolves the tensions between modernity 
(the tunnel) and traditionalism (the pass). By creating parallels, the transition 
from a traditional community into a modern community can take place without 
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losing the region’s identity. The characters find a balance between the traditional 
values of the community of the pass and modernity brought by the tunnel. Brosi 
is eventually capable of loving seph’s child because he sees the child as the incor-
poration of the past and the future. Fidel, as a coachman, embodied the old pass. 
He died and with his death he made the reconciliation between seph and Brosi 
possible. Brosi accepts Fidel’s child, because it embodies both worlds and thus the 
fate of the Gotthard region, Schicksal am Gotthard.

Gotthard as a mystic home
Chable’s Le Saint Gothard is less virtuous than schnetzer’s novel. in 1940, it was 
published and immediately translated to German as Sankt Gotthard.506 i take both 
the French and German novel as a point of departure. in the German translation, 
the subtitle characterises the novel as a: ‘swiss tale about labour and adventure’. 
The backflap explains: “We see a people working on one of the most adventur-
ous, arduous of all works that demanded so many lives.”507 it advertises the novel 
as an example showing how the separation of races is overcome by the peaceful 
cooperation of German and French-speaking workers. According to the back flap, 
the novel puts louis Favre on a pedestal. The publisher advertised the German 
translation to meet the tastes of German-speaking swiss readers. As will become 
clear, the German translation defied many of the publisher’s claims. The translator 
adapted the novel substantially and left out certain passages, especially where the 
original French text is violent and has a sexual slant. 

The reader remains largely uninformed about the personal background of the main 
character sebastien (sebastiano Righini). He comes from the italian-speaking can-
ton Ticino and lives in the Gotthard Mountains as a bon vivant and anarchist. He 
acts manipulatively, superstitiously, opportunistically and unreliably. His life style 
defies the authority of the church, the laws of the country and the logic of science 
and technology. He has no fixed place to live which enhances his intangibility as a 
character and connects him strongly to the mountain environment. The local peo-
ple fear him as a sorcerer and bearer of the evil eye. sebastien earns his money as a 
Strahler, a swiss-German word for someone searching and selling precious stones. 
For his work, he scrutinises every rock on the Gotthard. in reality, this is merely an 
excuse to search for gold.508 From his childhood, he heard rumours that gold lies 
buried inside the mountain. it obsesses him and he is determined to find it. 

The construction of the Gotthard Tunnel threatens profoundly sebastien’s ex-
istence because he is convinced that digging the tunnel is just a gold search. This 
renders the tunnelling enterprise a direct competitor. Therefore, he distrusts and 
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despises the people of the Gotthard Railway Company. Peter Ab ibegg, a repre-
sentative of this company, becomes the target of sebastien’s antagonism. Peter – 
the novel always refers to him by his full name – is a refined and academically-
educated geologist from Zurich, who is sent to the Gotthard to gather informa-
tion for the planning of the tunnel. Peter advocates the tunnel as a triumph of 
science and technology. While studying the Gotthard, he enters the domain of 
sebastien. Moreover, Peter makes advances on Ursula, a local farmer’s daughter 
whom sebastien is courting. one day, in blind jealousy and rage, sebastien tries 
to kill Peter. 

The murder attempt forces sebastien to leave the region. He flees to the French-
speaking part of switzerland and seeks work as a brick-layer. Here, he also comes 
into conflict with the law. Homesick, sebastien returns to the Gotthard anony-
mously. He finds work in the tunnel which offers him the opportunity to return 
to the Gotthard and avoid being charged for murder. His life’s mission does not 
change by enrolling himself to the hated tunnel work: he still wants to find gold, 
this time from inside. obsessed by this search, he takes many risks and becomes 
more violent. He even betrays his friends to acquire the ancient secret of how to 
find gold. He learns that the glow of burning human fat reveals it. This knowledge 
drives him insane and he crosses all ethical boundaries to achieve his goal. one 
day, alone in the mountain, he manages to burn a candle with the required human 
fat. He sees the gold shining just in front of him, but the mountain walls enclose 
on him and burry him with the secret of the gold. soon after sebastien’s death the 
breakthrough of the tunnel is celebrated. 

The novel juxtaposes two views on the Gotthard, one embodied in the character of 
sebastien and the other in Peter. sebastien stands for a romantic worldview; Peter 
defends enlightenment rationalist ideals. sebastien knows the Gotthard through 
years of experience by smell, form, taste and colour. Peter regards the Gotthard as 
an object of study, which can be measured, calculated and mapped. Peter does not 
understand the opposition of the local population and scoffs at their attitude. “you 
will see that soon, opposition will cease, and intellect and science will triumph 
over ignorance.”509 Ursula’s doubts also illustrate their differences: sebastien’s mas-
culinity and body attract her; Peter’s knowledge and elegance intrigue her. Chable 
sketches Peter’s character straightforwardly, but explicates sebastien’s view on the 
Gotthard in its full complexity and ambivalence. 

in sebastien’s eyes, the Gotthard lives as something bigger than himself.510 To 
sebastien the Gotthard exists as a saint511, a meeting point512, a hospice, a route, 
a pass, a living being – giant, monster, human and woman – 513, a landscape, a 
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watershed, and a place to find stones and gold. The intimate relation that sebastien 
developed with the Gotthard while living on the mountain deepens during the 
work in the tunnel. He describes the boring as if he is penetrating a living being, 
determined to worm out its secret (the gold).514 

in Chable’s novel there is no reconciliation between Peter’s modernist ideals 
and sebastien’s romantic ones. sebastien clings to traditional worldviews, but mo-
dernity outruns him. Ursula is left empty handed at the conclusion: Peter left after 
his work was done and sebastien died because he loved gold more than her. The 
characters hardly develop and they hold on to fixed ideas and positions. sebastien 
continues his search for gold; Peter remains stubborn and arrogant in defend-
ing the need of science, technology and progress; and Ursula cannot rationalise 
her self-destructive love for sebastien. in this novel, the Gotthard’s mystique and 
secrets die with sebastien and give way to the rationality and arrogance of moder-
nity.

The novels of Chable and schnetzer differ strongly, yet they contain interesting 
similarities. in the first place, both novels sketch diverging worlds in the tunnel 
and on the pass. The tunnel represents modernity, obsession, enclosed space and 
isolation. The world on the pass represents tradition, purity, freedom and tradi-
tional values. Both protagonists experience the tunnel as a threat to the values of 
identity and economic survival. At the same time, however, the work in the tunnel 
exerts a powerful attraction to both central characters. They physically connect 
these two worlds and thereby experience the similarities between them. sebastien 
denies both the traditional values of the community on the pass as well as the 
values of modernity the tunnel people convey. For him, the close relationship with 
the mountain intensifies because he finds mystic qualities both in the mountains 
and above. Brosi connects the two worlds by reaching manhood through his la-
bour. 

Both novels clearly refer to the sense of belonging. sebastien and Brosi go back 
‘home’ to the Gotthard Mountains which plays an important role in the identity of 
both men. After his exile, sebastien returns homesick to the Gotthard Mountains 
and Brosi to his family in Andermatt on the pass. ‘Home’ is defined differently by 
the protagonists, but the will to return and intensify the relation is equally strong. 

schnetzer’s novel fits in with the typical Heimat literature of the 1930s and 40s. 
it embraces the morality of family values, the work ethic and the idealisation of 
alpine people. it is difficult to place Chable’s novel in the same category. sebastien 
incorporates many ‘undesired’ characteristics and meets the cliché image of the 
outsider: italian speaking, non-conformist, unreliable, immoral. still, the novel 
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offers a very rich image of the Gotthard and the many meanings it encompasses. 
This romantic description of the Gotthard is reduced to its economic function in 
schnetzer’s novel. interestingly, the German translation of Chable’s novel tries to 
transform it to the alleged taste of the German-speaking audience. The expurgated 
German version of the novel attempts to sell the book to the German-speaking 
audience that apparently preferred themes such as ‘Gotthard’, ‘Favre’, and ‘unifi-
cation of cultures through labour’. Not surprisingly, these themes are central to 
schnetzer’s Heimat novel as they circulated as central swiss tropes in the years of 
spiritual defence. 

Projecting Heimat onto the Gotthard

The Gotthard theme did not only inspire swiss writers. The Austrian writer oskar 
Maurus Fontana (1889-1969) and the German Paul Bühler (1903-1966) saw the 
swiss construction of the Gotthard Tunnel as an historical setting upon which 
to project their focal themes: ‘freedom of the mind’ and ‘brotherhood’. Fontana 
published his novel in 1936. in the autumn and winter of 1941, the German writer 
Paul Bühler wrote Der Gotthard Tunnel. Die Tragödi Louis Favre. Drama in sechs 
Bildern, the Gotthard Tunnel. The tragedy of louis Favre, a play in six scenes. 
Bühler published his play in st. Gallen, switzerland.515 during the second World 
War, he wrote multiple dramas that dealt with people’s problems in times of war. 

Given the wartime context of the publications, it is tempting to see these works 
as a criticism of the war and the loss of values in respectively Austrian and German 
society. To conclude this would require a thorough analysis of their complete oeu-
vre and the novelists’ background; this would exceed the limits of this chapter. 
in Bühler’s play, anti-italian and anti-German sentiments can be identified. From 
1935, Fontana’s works stood on the number one list of ‘harmful and undesira-
ble literature’ of the Austrian government. His contested position within Austria 
might have led him to choose a historical setting in switzerland to express his 
ideas.516 However, central to this chapter is how the novels’ storyline and their 
messages function. Both authors re-write the Gotthard history, well-aware of the 
cultural tendencies and favourite themes in swiss society. The authors employed a 
swiss background to criticise larger issues in European society. 

Drilling for freedom
Paul Bühler embroiders on the themes of the defence of freedom and the inde-
pendent mind. The playwright chose the life of Favre to illustrate this theme. The 
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narrative starts in 1878, when the tunnel construction is endangered by the fi-
nancial crisis of the Gotthard Railway Company. The German and italian repre-
sentatives of the Gotthard Railway Company decide to saddle Favre’s tunnelling 
company with the financial burdens. it is clear from the text that the italians and 
Germans have no heart for the work; they only care about prestige and profits the 
tunnel will yield. louis Favre is not interested in their politics; his sole aim is to 
build an international swiss pathway. The political foul play, however, forces Favre 
to compromise. The representatives threaten to replace him if he does not comply 
with their new strict regulations. They force him into a corner because they make 
him choose between giving up his freedom or his life work. Favre is unable to 
abandon his beloved project or to become a servant under another ruler. He agrees 
to the new rules although he knows they protect the interests of the international 
stakeholders and harm the greater cause of constructing the tunnel. The new rules 
will ruin Favre personally and slow the work. He is not able to bear this loss of his 
freedom; he eventually dies of a heart attack in the tunnel.

The dialogues between Favre and a local dairy farmer from the Gotthard are cru-
cial for the reader’s understanding of freedom. The old farmer, a strong opponent 
of the Gotthard Tunnel, explains his fear to Favre. By listening to the farmer’s 
reasoning, Favre tries to understand his position. According to the farmer, the 
tunnel construction violates the peacefulness of the Gotthard landscape and 
its construction robs the local people of their identity. The farmer sees the tun-
nel as the ultimate evil of modernism: it forces the Gotthard region to fuse with 
technology (Technik), international traffic (Völkerverkehr) and world economy 
(Weltwirtschaft).517 The farmer preaches humility to God and prophesizes the ar-
rival of saint Mikael, who will come to pass judgment over Favre’s work, in 1879.518 
in his aversion to the Gotthard Tunnel, the farmer distances himself physically 
from the tunnel by climbing higher up the Gotthard Mountain with his cows. This 
also widens the gap between him and his son, Thöny.

Thöny admires modernity brought to the Gotthard region by Favre’s tunnel. He 
works in the Gotthard Tunnel and fully commits himself to its construction. He be-
lieves that “The one who crept through this night has accomplished something.”519 
His father regards Thöny’s tunnel work as a betrayal of his roots. According to his 
father Thöny is ‘caught by the darkness’ and has become blind to the secrets of the 
Gotthard Mountains.520 Therefore, he questions whether Thöny will ever be able 
to return to a life above the Gotthard because the two lives are irreconcilable. The 
farmer thinks that the unrest of the tunnel work and the life in Göschenen contrast 
too sharply with the peacefulness of the Gotthard landscape and the values of its 
community. Favre tries to reconcile the farmer with his son.
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To bring father and son together, Favre dissolves the contrasts between the tra-
ditional life on the pass and the work in the tunnel. He explains that the symbol-
ism of the Gotthard Mountains equals the symbolic deed of the tunnel construc-
tion. He explains to the father that Thöny is a good worker and that he is tough 
(zäh). Favre argues that a father should be proud to have a son like him, since 
he participates in a grand project to connect darkness and light. Favre explains 
that the construction work is an expression of the most honourable possession of 
those workers in the tunnel: freedom. Giving up the work would mean to sacri-
fice this freedom. This, according to Favre, would cause the Gotthard to collapse. 
Moreover, Favre explains that the tunnel has to be built. switzerland simply cannot 
close itself off. A tunnel will bring economic prosperity and, more importantly, 
Menschlichkeit und Kultur des Geistes.521

in 1879, the controversies between father, son and Favre dissolve when Favre 
dies in the tunnel. Before his death, Favre witnesses screams of the Gotthard and 
he realises that the Gotthard is alive, as the farmer had told him. in these last mo-
ments, the Mountain values Favre’s faith and fight for freedom, by appreciating the 
tunnel as the outcome of enlightenment, truth and righteousness. After this rev-
elation, Favre falls to the ground and sees saint Mikael, whose arrival the farmer 
had prophesied. Favre sees it as the final proof that God supports the construction 
of the tunnel. The farmer observes the scene of Favre’s death and the arrival of 
the saint. in contrast to his prophesy, the angel does not doom Favre. Hence, the 
farmer concludes that Favre’s fight and victory must have been God’s will.522 in 
the eyes of the farmer, God sent saint Mikael as a proof that Favre actually built 
a bridge between the darkness of the tunnel and God’s light above the pass. “Am 
Gotthard steht ein Wächter” concludes one of the other characters upon Favre’s 
death.523 Favre becomes the guardian of the Gotthard Tunnel and thereby a sym-
bolic guardian of freedom. For the décor during the theatre performance, Bühler 
suggested projecting the portrait of Favre on the tunnel portal in the last scene. 

in this drama, the protagonist Favre sacrifices his individual freedom to protect 
and save the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel. He becomes the guardian of 
both the values of life on the pass and modernist tunnel values. The novelist cre-
ates parallels between these values by emphasising love, dedication to freedom 
and following one’s divine mission. The reconciliation between the farmer and 
his son is possible through this synthesis. it is clear that the representatives of the 
Gotthard Railway Company have nothing to do with these sentiments. This makes 
the higher stakes in the Gotthard Tunnel construction a predominantly swiss af-
fair. The closing scene refers directly to the acclaimed role of switzerland as the 
main guardian of European passes and values.524 The word choice is literally that 
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of the swiss spiritual defence, yet used in this novel to call attention to universal 
themes. 

Favre’s combat with the Gotthard
oskar Maurus Fontana’s novel Der Weg durch den Berg presents the fictional lives 
of louis Favre and Alfred Escher in parallel even though they become alienated 
from each other. Both men sense their mission to build the Gotthard Railway and 
Tunnel. Their quest isolates them from their families, the swiss people (Escher) 
and the Gotthard Railway Company (Favre). Their obsessive dedication ruins 
Favre financially and Escher politically. However, it brings them closer to the work 
at the Gotthard. Eventually, louis Favre dies in the tunnel; Alfred Escher steps 
down as the president of the Gotthard Railway Company. The novel ends with the 
reconciliation of the two unfortunate figure heads of the Gotthard Tunnel con-
struction. 

From the start of the novel, the tunnel construction is defined as a swiss affair. 
Character development and plot strengthen its swissness further. The novel por-
trays Favre and Escher as swiss citizens who work for the swiss cause which be-
comes clear in the scene in which they sign the agreement to build the tunnel. 
Here, Escher reveals why he chose Favre as the tunnel entrepreneur.

Escher stood still and glanced at the treaty. Then he pointed at the three 
signatures. ‘you see, Favre, now i can tell you the secret reason why i chose 
you. (…) look, the signature in the right corner. you read schweizer. This 
is the name of my secretary. But that is what we all are Schweizer: swiss. i 
wanted switzerland to strive for the Gotthard and to realise it. i persisted 
and i am content.525

in the novel, Escher focuses all his attention on organisational issues. He stays 
behind his desk in the city of Zurich to deal with the bureaucratic and diplomatic 
aspects of the construction. despite all his well-intended efforts, the swiss pub-
lic blames him for the financial debacle. Escher feels misunderstood by his own 
people when they force him to resign. He does not develop a relationship to the 
Gotthard as a mountain. His remoteness from the physical work also distances 
him from Favre.

in contrast to Escher, Favre dislikes official procedures. He fully engages him-
self in the practicalities of the tunnel construction. He describes himself as an 
Alpenbub, a boy of the Alps, who is determined to ‘give’ the Gotthard Mountains a 
tunnel.526 He jeopardises his personal fortune because he is convinced that modern 
technology will allow him to keep the deadline and construct the tunnel within 
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eight years. More experienced engineers warn Favre that the mountain should not 
be underestimated.527 According to them, the mountain is alive and has a will of its 
own. They emphasise that the Gotthard will always be mightier than humankind 
and technology.528 Favre brushes aside their advice, maintaining that a mountain 
cannot live.529

Nevertheless, Favre seeks to establish a relationship with the mountain. He 
wonders why the Gotthard remains cold, silent and dead, despite his attempts to 
make the mountain comply with his wish to tunnel it. increasingly frustrated by the 
Gotthard’s disobedience, Favre gives an all-out effort with all possible technological 
force. This effort also is fruitless. only gradually does Favre perceive the Gotthard 
as a living being and he comes to admit that he is fighting against something larger 
than himself. He realises that he has to overcome the solidity of something older and 
more resistant than just rock. He refers to the Gotthard as primeval rock (Urgestein). 
That is the moment he doubtfully asks his daughter, Marie, who visits the works one 
day: “is stone not just stone? Can stone be alive?”530

The character Gubbio represents this ‘stone’, when he returns from his hermit’s life 
on the Gotthard to lead an aggressive rebellion against the tunnel construction. 
He proclaims that the Gotthard does not want to be tunnelled. A direct confronta-
tion with Gubbio on the pass, where Gubbio tries to kill Favre, leads to a dialogue 
between the two men. Favre does not comprehend the animosity of this local. 
Gubbio explains that the Gotthard dislikes Favre because he is boring a “Hole 
through the mountain, which God purposely filled with stones” and prophesies 
that Favre will have to pay for this violation with his own blood. Favre offers a 
peace treaty: he is willing to pay any price to stop Gubbio’s sabotage but demands 
a confrontation with the mountain without Gubbio as intermediary.531 Gubbio ac-
cepts this. Consequently, the Gotthard draws Favre closer into the battle. 

The turning point occurs when Favre visits the chapel on the Gotthard. 
Contemplating there, he realises he has been fighting the Gotthard instead of lov-
ing and caring for it. After this revelation, Favre doubts the purpose of his battle. 
others reassure him and legitimise the construction as a way to unify Europe and 
to create a foundation for peace. Nevertheless, Favre seems battle-weary. during 
what will become his last visit to the tunnel, Favre suddenly perceives a stone body 
next to him in which he recognises the Gotthard. it comes to Favre full of light, 
as if it sings to him, speaks to him and finally loves him.532 Favre dies while his 
hand reaches for the mountain of light.533 soon after his death, labourers continue 
Favre’s mission “to bring light from one end of the tunnel to the other.”534 Finally, 
the Gotthard gives up its resistance and even appears to help the work towards the 
breakthrough. 
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in the last scene Favre and Escher renew their bond. during the breakthrough 
festivities, the Gotthard witnesses something the other people do not see. Two 
shadow figures, Escher and Favre, embrace each other in a ‘dazzling light’. The two 
forces Wille und Tat, will (Escher) and deed (Favre), celebrate the successful tunnel 
construction.535 This embrace also symbolises the success of the mission of these 
two swiss citizens who combined their forces and sacrificed themselves for a greater 
good.

in Fontana’s novel, Favre accepts his own death because shortly before he was able 
to reconcile himself with the Gotthard and to feel the love of this mountain. in this 
novel, Favre sacrifices himself to reconcile the Gotthard Mountain with the tun-
nel. significantly, the mountain allows itself to be subjugated, without which the 
conquering of the mountain would have remained impossible.536 Favre’s reference 
to Urgestein earlier in the novel makes clear that he sensed that the Gotthard 
Mountains represented something fundamental that formed an impregnable, solid 
core. Parallels play an equally central role in this novel as in the other Gotthard 
novels. Both Favre and the Gotthard strive for brotherhood and peace. Gubbio 
wrongly assumes that the Gotthard and the tunnel opposed each other and did not 
recognise the possibility of reconciliation. 

Bühler’s and Fontana’s narratives call up the tension between the Gotthard Tunnel 
and the traditional community on the pass. in both cases, reconciliation between 
tradition and modernity is only possible through a large sacrifice: Favre’s life. in 
both cases Favre volunteers because he is convinced he is dying for a greater good 
(freedom, cultural exchange between people, brotherhood). Moreover, he acquires 
respect for the Gotthard and the traditional values it incorporates, which appease 
him with his own values. Favre’s insight and voluntary sacrifice commands admi-
ration from the local population. They realise that Favre’s modernist aims did not 
differ much from their own traditional ones. Finally, Christianity plays an impor-
tant role. in Fontana’s novel Favre comes to see the Gotthard as a mountain of a 
loving God and sees the light. in Bühler’s play, God sends saint Mikael as a sign 
that Favre bridged darkness and light. 

The co-construction of Swiss identity and the Gotthard Tunnel

during the interbellum, the second World War and even into the Cold War, the 
Gotthard circulated in swiss society as an actively mobilised, central image of 
swiss national identity. in this period the construction of a passage over or through 
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the Gotthard Mountains became a popular theme among writers. Many of these 
novels and plays were published and reprinted throughout this period. The previ-
ous chapters illustrated the different phases in which the Gotthard Railway and 
Tunnel became popularised. Engineers, officials, newspapers nor travel literature 
foregrounded the mutual construction of swiss national identity and the construc-
tion of the Gotthard Railway. However, the Gotthard fiction embedded the railway 
construction into contemporary swiss nationalist claims. Chable’s rebel novel was 
an exception even though the German translator tried to fit the novel better into 
the dominant nationalist discourse. All novels illustrate how the Gotthard became 
a central icon that expressed swiss uniqueness. Moreover, they actively included 
technological elements in the image of the Gotthard as a bulwark of swissness, a 
passage point, a natural fortress, the centre of Europe and the core of swiss spir-
itual defence. Novelists did cultural work to fit the Gotthard as a technological 
project into the dominant image of the Gotthard as a geographical centre.

The novelists made conscious choices in setting, characters and style. on the 
one hand they maintained to the basic historical timeline, persons and events. on 
the other hand, interpretative liberties that they took rendered the tunnel con-
struction a swiss affair. All the main characters are swiss nationals, ranging from 
the tunnel workers to the Gotthard Railway Company engineers. Their motives 
to construct the tunnel relate strongly to their sense of belonging to the swiss 
Gotthard Pass (Brosi and sebastien) or to switzerland (Escher and Favre in both 
foreign novels). Moreover, by simply choosing the Gotthard as a theme for their 
novels, the authors provoked a rich set of associations by their swiss readership. 
The novels interlocked with the well-known history of the Gotthard Tunnel con-
struction and the Gotthard’s rich symbolism in swiss society. Favre and Escher had 
already become swiss national heroes, but the tunnel construction knew many in-
ternational aspects. yet, the novels re-write the story as exclusively swiss.

The personification of the Gotthard is also a central element in all novels: the stone 
is alive. The narratives represent the Gotthard as a mountain that can bewitch, 
fight and love. The protagonists thus develop a close relationship with the moun-
tain. in all cases, the characters experience the Gotthard as mightier than they 
are (despite the technological tools they bring). only by recognising this power, 
can the tunnel be built. The novelists created this fictive setting within the same 
storyline of the Gotthard Tunnel construction that was communicated in other 
media to the swiss, for example in history books and travel guides. This historical 
setting gave authenticity to the plots in addition to which the novelists used their 
artistic freedom to voice and interpret the story to accentuate different elements. 
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in response to the nineteenth-century modernisation processes, the first wave of 
Heimat literature highlighted the classical dichotomies between modernity and 
tradition, technology and nature, and younger and older generations. The Gotthard 
literature reverted to the same themes, in a period when swiss inhabitants felt that 
swiss national identity and unity was threatened. Hence, the lonely battle of a male 
character against mighty nature and the importance of family values.537 on the one 
hand the characters embraced and defended modernity, on the other hand they 
realised how technological change might destroy traditional values. Clearly, the 
Heimat feeling did not necessarily lead to an anti-modern statement.538 Reverting 
to Heimat themes and styles made it possible to re-write the Gotthard Tunnel his-
tory as a story about the struggle to appropriate the Gotthard Tunnel within the 
symbolic Gotthard landscape.

The classic tensions between modernity and tradition dissolve in the course 
of the fictive appropriation process.539 in Chable’s novel this leads to the defeat 
of the romantic mysticism, in the other novels to reconciliation between moder-
nity and tradition. The reconciliation comes at a price. in the narratives of Bühler 
and Fontana, the character louis Favre sacrifices his life to reconcile the Gotthard 
landscape and the tunnel. in the other two novels the protagonists struggle to bal-
ance modernity and tradition: Brosi has to pay for it with burns in his face and 
sebastien dies. These sacrifices for a greater cause merge seamlessly with war rhet-
oric, in which the state asks people to sacrifice their lives in defence of the nation, 
the Heimat. 

The love for the Heimat drives all main characters in the novels. in the first set 
of novels, the characters’ reference to the Heimat is not the swiss nation, but the 
Gotthard region. in many respects, the Gotthard region stands for switzerland. 

The image of the Heimat advertised a sense of national belonging. 540 Especially 
in the popular literature of this period, the Alps and its inhabitants symbolise the 
‘real swiss’. Moreover, the appreciation of the Gotthard as the spiritual and military 
core of switzerland makes loyalty to the Gotthard equal to loyalty to switzerland. 

still, there is a difference between the narratives. Chable’s character sebastien 
rebels against authority, so his deeds are selfish, rather than nationalistic. in 
schnetzer’s novel, Brosi struggles for his region, his homeland and defends tra-
ditional values through this struggle. This plot is clearly nationalistic and based 
on the spiritual defence rhetoric. in the second set of novels, the construction 
of the Gotthard Tunnel becomes a background from which values ascribed to 
switzerland can emerge. louis Favre sacrificed his life for freedom and brother-
hood as an example to swiss – and European – citizens. The novelists created nar-
ratives in which the fundamental values inscribed in the Gotthard paralleled those 
of switzerland and humanity.
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To the existing national imagery of the Gotthard Mountains and its inhabitants, 
the novels added the central role of technology. swiss values survived the transi-
tion from tradition to modernity and they materialised in the tunnel, especially 
those themes central to swiss national identity such as freedom, Christianity, so-
cial solidarity, love for the Fatherland and work ethic. The novels also alluded to 
the popular image of the swiss as an idealised, simple and true dweller in the 
Gotthard Mountains. The novels adapted this traditional image to the modern, 
technological world, without losing the key values.541

This occurs not only in the novels focused on the Gotthard Tunnel construc-
tion but also in all the novels about the Gotthard as a material passage point pub-
lished in this era (also those not discussed here). Thürer, for example, wrote in his 
early play about the Gotthard: “The swiss Confederation came about through a 
deed of technology.”542 Without the construction of these passages, switzerland’s 
existence would have been impossible.543 The novels illustrated and strengthened 
this conclusion by focusing on the construction and appropriation of the Gotthard 
as a human-made passage point. 

By constructing bridges and tunnels, switzerland facilitated physical and spir-
itual international traffic, thereby reaching guardianship of this major European 
passage point. in this manner, the novels present the Gotthard as a regional mi-
crocosm for observing the production of swiss and universal values. Celebrating 
the fight for creating these passage points the Gotthard became a ‘signpost’ for 
switzerland and an example to Europe at war. 

The main characters of the novels i discussed here experienced the shifts in the re-
lations between the Gotthard as a symbolic space, the construction of the Gotthard 
Tunnel and their feelings of belonging. Balancing these three elements anew elimi-
nated the tensions between them. Through the narrative structures and the use 
of characters and themes, a triad was created between these three elements: the 
construction of the new passage way affected perceptions of Gotthard Mountains; 
the new technological project influenced the awareness of the Heimat; and the 
connection between Heimat feelings and the Gotthard became redefined. The 
seamless union of the Gotthard space with the Gotthard Tunnel and swiss identity 
was exemplified by the dramatic events in the novels. saying that ‘The Gotthard 
needs a guardian’ encompassed the complete image: Favre, as the representative 
of modernity and nationalist sentiments, became the guardian of the Gotthard 
symbolism the moment he died in the tunnel. This image of guardianship had a 
military connotation that fit seamlessly the Gotthard as the last stronghold in the 
swiss réduit national. 
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For the novelists, the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel formed a point of 
departure to address larger themes. By rewriting the Gotthard Tunnel’s history 
they convey an image and a message about swiss national identity. The Gotthard 
landscape with its ambiguous symbolism, its practices and materiality, its past, 
present and future all crystallised in the reference to the ‘Gotthard’. The novels 
mirrored, altered and enhanced the Gotthard myth. Fifty years after the tunnel 
construction, the stories suggested a co-construction of swiss national identity 
and the Gotthard Railway. The novels represent the Gotthard Tunnel as the ulti-
mate materialisation of swiss national identity.
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Conclusion 

Curiosity about the Gotthard as a swiss national image gave me the impulse to do 
this research. in today’s switzerland, the Gotthard metaphor represents a nine-
teenth-century railway project, a symbolic alpine space and national identity. The 
construction of the Gotthard Railway took place between 1872 and 1882, a period 
in which national identity formation increased in Europe. After the foundation 
of several large nation states, such as italy and Germany, people in switzerland 
– founded as a nation state in 1848 – intensified their search for a swiss national 
identity. For the swiss the Alps became a major national icon. At the same time, 
the construction of the Gotthard Railway and especially its Alpine tunnel stirred 
the minds of engineering experts, politicians and a large interested audience in 
switzerland and Europe. in the late nineteenth century, contemporaries com-
monly emphasised the blessings of large technological projects as fulfilments of a 
country’s dreams. These parallel developments through which people searched to 
give meaning to both large technological projects and national identity made in-
teraction possible. Hence, this research started with the hypothesis that the power 
of the Gotthard image in swiss society resulted from the co-construction of tech-
nology and identity. 

in my research, i moved away from the majority of existing Gotthard studies 
that focus either on the history of the Gotthard Railway or on the Gotthard’s geo-
graphical importance. The interaction between the construction of a large tech-
nological project and expressions of swiss national identity has remained largely 
unexplored and herein lies the novelty of this study. it offers insight into the mul-
tilayered process of the mutual construction of technology and identity. This is a 
subject barely touched upon in historical case studies on technology.

The co-construction of technology and identity played out differently than i as-
sumed. Reference to swiss national identity did not enter any of the major engi-
neering debates about the chosen construction method of the Gotthard Tunnel. 
Even though a patriotic, Austrian tunnel engineer started the polemic, the team of 
engineers working on the Gotthard Tunnel construction did not respond with na-
tionalist arguments to his allegations. They did not seize the opportunity to claim 
the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel as a swiss endeavour or as a choice for a 
swiss construction method. in the debate, no evidence suggested that engineers 
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used a sense of swiss national identity or swiss engineering tradition in defence of 
their technical choices. 

Remarkably, about seventy years later, before and during the second World 
War, novelists took the construction and appropriation of the Gotthard Tunnel by 
the local population of the Gotthard Mountains as their major theme. in these nov-
els, the words and deeds of the protagonists, both engineers and workers, explicitly 
rendered the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel a swiss accomplishment. The 
novelists presented the tunnel as the materialisation of swiss national identity by 
rewriting its history. in the intervening years, several actors helped constructing 
this intimate link between the technological project and swiss identity; therefore, 
i conclude that it is a retrospective construction rather than the result of mean-
ing production during the construction phase. The cultural work done in years 
between the building and the second World War gradually made the Gotthard 
Railway into a national project; the Gotthard Mountains into a national space; and 
the Gotthard into an icon of swiss national identity. 

My research goals shifted from a search for explicit references to swiss identity in 
discussions about the Gotthard Railway construction (and vice versa) towards an 
understanding of the extent to which swiss inhabitants and foreigners appropri-
ated the line by creating linkages between swiss national identity and the Gotthard 
Railway in their speeches, newspapers and travel guides. in the tinkering hands of 
dignitaries, newspaper journalists, travel guide writers and novelists, the interrela-
tionship between swiss national identity and the Gotthard Railway took shape. in 
these different phases, actors added, revisited and combined sentiments, memo-
ries and practices into the increasingly rich Gotthard symbolism. Finally, this un-
orchestrated and contested process resulted in an imagery in which swiss national 
identity overlapped with the symbolism evoked by the Gotthard Railway. in the 
following sections, i will revisit the preceding chapters to point at several recur-
ring aspects that help to understand the strength of the Gotthard as a national 
image. i will also propose some themes for further research.

The Gotthard: metaphoric synthesis of tensions

After the completion of the tunnel, the official opening took place in May 1882. The 
‘official’ inaugural speeches of the Gotthard Railway triggered different reactions 
in the newspapers. The festivities formed an opportunity to express either hopeful 
or pessimistic sentiments about the change the Gotthard Railway would bring to 
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swiss society. in the speeches and celebrations, dignitaries positioned switzerland 
as a modern European country that, with the construction of an international rail-
way line, contributed to European civilisation. swiss newspapers reporting on the 
event contrasted this image with critical notes. several writers of the newspaper 
articles expressed their fear that opening the country might lead to a loss of spe-
cific swiss features and swiss national identity. Moreover, only few regions would 
gain from this new transit. The protests against the universalised tone of the digni-
taries demonstrate how regional newspapers reflected on their country’s identity. 
during the Gotthard Railway’s inauguration, two images of switzerland collided, 
one emphasising switzerland’s openness to a modern Europe, the other claiming 
the potential loss of swiss national and regional attainments. yet, despite these 
contrasts, the belief in national unity helped the swiss to accept change as neces-
sary for switzerland’s future as a confederation, even when it required regional 
sacrifices. 

After the period of heightened attention, the Gotthard Railway turned into 
a functional international traffic axis supplying the industries of North-Western 
Europe and Northern italy. it reduced travel time substantially, since it allowed 
fast freight transport through switzerland and the Alps. The Gotthard Railway 
Company (after 1909, the swiss Federal Railways) profited from the increase in 
international traffic and trade. From this moment onward, tourists could reach 
the famous tourist destinations near the italian lakes without changing modes 
to pass the swiss mountains. The effectiveness of the transit made switzerland a 
passage country through which tourists could move fast. in an effort to prevent 
the marginalisation of swiss regions, the tourist industry marketed the Gotthard 
region as switzerland’s latest tourist magnet. Travel guides prepared the Gotthard 
gaze, which tourists could easily adopt. in doing so, they emphasised the Gotthard 
as one of switzerland’s most attractive regions: a ride on the Gotthard rails meant 
a comfortable and spectacular means to cross ‘the heart of switzerland’, which 
included sensational and educational moments galore. 

in this phase of popular appropriation, renowned travel guide writers mixed 
references to Alpine nature with images of the technological sublime and swiss 
national characteristics. The writers, both swiss and foreign – often pedagogues 
and teachers – mobilised the pool of existing and new images, legends, stories 
and practices surrounding the Gotthard to turn it into a worthy destination for 
swiss and foreign tourists. They did so with sensitivity to the taste of the modern 
tourists and travellers. The Gotthard Railway strung together sites of interest, ex-
isting mythology, new landscapes and developing swiss history. it accumulated 
into a typical encounter with switzerland. Travel guides offered tourists the tools 
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and ideas to enjoy the Gotthard properly and to recognise it as the very heart of 
switzerland. 

Each of these phases added to the Gotthard as a national image. Finally, during the 
national defence, novelists embedded the Gotthard’s railway and tunnel in the dis-
course about national identity. They drew on elements that others had developed 
before, to place them into a stronger nationalist light. Aside from the Gotthard’s 
spatial myth developed and mobilised by the swiss elite, others used the power of 
the Gotthard image as it had developed in discourses surrounding the Gotthard 
Railway for a broader audience.

The figure of louis Favre presented as a pragmatic, caring, energetic man re-
curred in the novels and the newly written or re-issued biographies of important 
swiss heroes. in the 1870s, the tunnelling debate already showed the roots of this 
characterisation of Favre, by some celebrated and by other despised for his anti-
theoretical attitude towards tunnelling. in retrospect, the swiss tunnel engineer, 
Charles Andreae, deemed Favre’s tunnelling method a typical, pragmatic swiss 
mix of different tunnelling styles. Moreover, the international and modernising as-
pects of the Gotthard Railway construction, as both celebrated and feared during 
the inaugural festivities, became increasingly represented as a milestone in swiss 
history and as an example of swiss national unity and prosperity. The festivities 
around the Gotthard’s 50th anniversary revealed this. Furthermore, the standard-
ised tourist gaze as it developed during the belle époque fit the swiss domestic 
tourist market. during the interwar period, travelling the Gotthard became a typi-
cal swiss outing, which conveyed the abstract notion of a national identity. At the 
same time, travelling the Gotthard was presented as a metaphysical experience 
during which people entered the birth ground of the swiss nation and travelled the 
ultimate passage point from grey civilised Northern (German-speaking) Europe 
to the sunny and backward (italian-speaking) southern Europe. The Gotthard 
Railway not only made this trip physically possible but also formed part of the 
ritual during which swiss values could be experienced or swiss national identity 
performed. 

The Gotthard image served the felt need for an image that would represent 
the unity of the swiss people, endangered by major tensions in switzerland and 
Europe. The defenders of swiss national virtues made use of all these elements 
to strengthen the Gotthard image as both a bulwark of swiss identity and a sign-
post for Europe. By identifying the Gotthard Tunnel, the Gotthard Mountains and 
its people as typically swiss both the Gotthard’s spatial and material myths be-
came bundled as a metaphor for freedom and exchange between peoples. Writers 
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presented the Gotthard as an ideal microcosm representing universal values that 
had to be guarded by the swiss. The images of the Gotthard crystallised, and still 
crystallise, what switzerland wanted to stand for in Europe. The discourses sur-
rounding the Gotthard Railway contributed to the construction of swiss national 
identity and vice versa, because the railways offered ways to perform swissness. 
it allowed simulateneously to admire the swiss workers who built the tunnel, the 
mythical swiss landscape and sites of swiss national history. 

yet, the polyvocality of images of the Gotthard circulating in swiss society today 
emphasise that the creation of the Gotthard image cannot and should not be told 
as a linear story in which the image of the Gotthard railway developed from a 
multi-interpretable to a univocal national image. The Gotthard image refuses to be 
captured in one visual image or text. Rather, the different images of the Gotthard 
evoke a similar set of associations. 

National identity and its ‘bricoleurs’
Academic literature on the construction of the alpine myth emphasises the impor-
tance of the ‘outsider’s eye’ for the construction of the alpine myth in switzerland. 
These outsiders built up and idealized image of the Alps and its inhabitants. The 
image of a romantic, peaceful, harmonious alpine environment with virtuous, 
modest cowherds became constructed and reconstructed in, for example, travel 
guides, advertisements and novels. The alpine image offered (and offers) a valu-
able counter-image to an imagined audience of people in cities of the lowlands.544 
The medievalist Guy Marchal argues that through the ages, these urban elites con-
structed the Gotthard as an image within the swiss nationalist Alpine myth.545 
yet, studying the discourses around the Gotthard from the angle of the railway 
demonstrates the production of an image on a popular level.

in none of the phases, historical actors consciously aimed at producing a link 
between the two discourses. other political, commercial or social issues were at 
stake, such as discussions about modernisation processes, about opening a tourist 
region or about swiss national identity. The producers of the image consisted of, 
among others, engineers, journalists, politicians, travel guide writers and novel-
ists who aimed to generate a clear message to reach as large an audience as pos-
sible. i argue that the construction of these popular images aimed at a middle class 
strengthened the Gotthard as a metaphor of swiss national identity.

A critical look shows the dominance of the Gotthard as an image created by 
and for people outside of the Gotthard region: engineers from abroad who inter-
nationally discussed the tunnel progress; international dignitaries who celebrated 
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modernity; city dwellers who wrote travel guides for (foreign) tourists; and novel-
ists who gave voice to local Gotthard inhabitants by romanticising their lives to 
the taste of the readers outside of the region. The local population appeared almost 
only as supernumerary actors within the Alpine myth. The different historical ac-
tors discussed in the previous chapters somehow projected dreams and values 
onto the Gotthard to underline their various messages. 

Therefore, the construction of a national image is also an act of power, to which 
not every swiss citizen has equal access.546 The construction of the Gotthard im-
agery tells a story about winners and losers, gains and losses, regions and countries 
linked and de-linked, and centrality and margins. 

yet, the intriguing question is: what made the Gotthard image so popular as an 
expression of swiss national identity despite its one-sided and constructed nature? 
i argue that the strength of the imagery lies in its ‘pliabilty’ and potential to obsorb 
tensions without erasing them. Actors used the Gotthard as it embraced the di-
chotomies of the national and the international, the regional and the national, na-
ture and technology, war and peace, bulwark and passage point, north and south, 
and unifier and divider. it helped to strategically position switzerland between 
major nation states, while the swiss government juggled between legitimizing na-
tional autonomy and keeping good relationships with its powerful neighbours. 
internally however, switzerland remained religiously and politically divided in 
culturally distinct regions. All these historical actors communicated the Gotthard 
image in its capacity to synthesise differences, tensions and styles. The Gotthard 
image encompassed the ambiguities in swiss culture thereby strengthening its po-
tential to serve as a national image. The Gotthard image expressed switzerland’s 
acclaimed ability to mediate; actors used it in those periods in which this dreamed 
ability was most threatened. 

Revisiting the Gotthard myth
The Gotthard myth cannot be understood without understanding the history of 
Gotthard Railway and its appropriation. it does not suffice to argue that the arrival 
of the railways simply attracted more attention to the existing spatial symbolic of 
the Gotthard Mountains. My study reveals unexplored discourses and perspec-
tives that illustrate that the arrival of the railways allowed people to appreciate 
the mythical Gotthard landscape differently. it illustrates that the Gotthard myth 
cannot only be appreciated as a political and elitist alpine space but also as a space 
altered by the arrival and popular appreciation of the Gotthard Railway. including 
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the arrival of the railway in studying the Gotthard myth allows a different perspec-
tive on the Gotthard’s mythical spatiality.

in the period under study, various actors presented the construction of the Gott-
hard Railway as a major scientific and technological endeavour with which hu-
mankind tamed the capricious swiss Alpine nature. The taming of nature recurs 
as a classical theme in the construction of swiss national identity, exemplified by 
the Gotthard Pass. The pass over the Gotthard Mountains allegedly opened in the 
13th century. The swiss image of creating passages through the mountains has be-
come a key element in the construction of a swiss national identity. The Gotthard 
Tunnel became presented as one of the most impressive examples of taming the 
Alps that reinforced the unity of the swiss confederation. This image allowed both 
for celebrating switzerland’s power to create breaches in the Alpine wall and for 
showing swiss vulnerability to external influences. As a spatial image, the swiss 
Alps incorporated technological progress, alpine beauty and swiss national iden-
tity. it illustrates how an economically marginalised region became increasingly 
symbolically centralised. The Gotthard Railway deprived the Gotthard region 
of its pass economy, yet region re-emerged as the nationally celebrated core of 
switzerland and even the ‘heart’ of Europe. 

This research contributes primarily to scholarship on the maintenance of national 
identity, as it shows that national identity is never self-evident and needs constant 
reinforcement.547 This body of literature understands a national sense of belonging 
as materialised in daily life, in which abstract notions of the state become tangible. 
in their material form, these abstract notions gain power as omnipresent, even 
though not necessarily consciously linked to expressions of the nation. i argue 
that through the creation of national heroes, such as louis Favre, and collective 
memories, such as ‘travelling through the heart of switzerland’, swiss citizens were 
offered ways to articulate and experience swissness.548 The museum displays to 
which i referred in the introduction revive these elements even today, although the 
message is not solely nationalist anymore. 

despite the importance of the discourses surrounding the Gotthard Railway, the 
power of the Gotthard image cannot be understood without considering the spa-
tial myth. The Gotthard landscape played a role in both the appropriation of the 
Gotthard Railway and in the expression of swiss national identity. Throughout 
the phases of ‘bricolage’, the developing Gotthard Alpine myth and the Gotthard 
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Railway image became connected. This research illustrates how people, while 
striving for different goals, tinkered with images of the Gotthard’s materiality in 
the shifting context of its spatial symbolic. The railways as a technological endeav-
our mixed with the existent elements of the Gotthard as a spatial myth. My investi-
gation of the interlinkages between the spatial and the material sheds light on how 
a technological project can play role(s) in the construction of national identity. it 
also shows how the Gotthard space became the locus of symbols with regard to 
both the technological project and swiss national identity. it is possible to under-
stand how the image of co-construction took shape by studying the constructed 
nature of identity, technology and space. studying both the symbolic and material 
aspects of spaces make historians more sensitive to the role of identity formation 
in technological developments.

Internationality nationalised
Reflecting on my first encounters with the Gotthard image, i realise my research 
reveals another important, yet unexpected, aspect. Although i started by observ-
ing the Gotthard as a national image, my empirical work illustrated that interna-
tional issues played a far more important and formative role in the production of 
meaning than i anticipated. i conclude that, in the period between the Gotthard 
Tunnel construction and the second World War, the Gotthard Railway shifted 
from being a symbol of a (contested) major international technological endeavour 
that positioned switzerland in modern Europe, to being an icon of swiss national 
identity that expressed switzerland’s uniqueness in Europe. in time, the interna-
tional aspects of the history of the Gotthard Tunnel construction were silenced, 
modified and nationalised. To render the international aspects of the tunnel con-
struction and the railways useful for a nationalist discourse, the internationality 
became presented as a national feature, silencing the international aspects. 

in the late nineteenth century, the Gotthard Railway’s construction and its in-
auguration created an atmosphere of internationality. its construction began as 
an international, rather than a national, project. (Foreign) governments played 
out their national interests in realising a passage point through switzerland. The 
project was only feasible through international cooperation because the construc-
tion of a tunnel through the Alps was a highly political affair that required major 
investments. international investors financed the construction of the swiss rail-
way network and primarily foreign engineers built them. For decades, different 
international coalitions fought to realise ‘their’ crossing over the swiss Alps. The 
young swiss nation had neither the financial means nor the political power to 
end the fierce battle between the different projects. Powerful German and italian 
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governments put their cards on the Gotthard Tunnel construction through neutral 
swiss territory. An international tender, international investments, internationally 
renowned engineers and italian workers made the construction possible. 

during the opening festivities, none of the dignitaries talked about unequal in-
ternational power relations. The festive inauguration of the Gotthard Railway took 
place during a tense period in European and swiss relations. switzerland tried to 
position itself as a strategic passage point in international rail traffic hoping to gain 
a position as mediator between other national powers. For Germany and italy, the 
Gotthard axis meant a fast and convenient railway link from major industrial areas 
over swiss neutral territory. Hence, freight could circumvent France and Austria. 
The construction of the new Alpine passage was also a geo-political move that 
strengthened the alliance between Germany and italy, as well as with their small 
neighbour. 

Rather than mentioning political problems, the dignitaries articulated success-
ful international cooperation and the universal blessings of technology and sci-
ence. in the rhetoric, the Gotthard Railway became the ultimate materialisation of 
(inter)national cooperation, heralding peace for the future of Europe as a whole. 
The swiss dignitaries rejoiced that switzerland now played a significant role in 
this European civilising mission. The newspapers granted Gotthard Railway as an 
international railway axis the benefit of the doubt because it promised to improve 
the economic situation in switzerland. Moreover, the officially presented images of 
switzerland were consistent with the discourses about building a switzerland that 
would function as a neutral mediator in Europe.

in the subsequent phases of appropriation, the image of the Gotthard Railway 
became increasingly linked to the Gotthard Mountains and swiss national terri-
tory. yet, the image was presented to an audience of German-speaking tourists 
from Germany, Austria and switzerland. To make the region internationally at-
tractive, the travel guides emphasised the authenticity of the Gotthard space and 
railways as the ultimate junction in Europe. The Gotthard linked international 
railway networks, cultures and alpine chains on an ultimately swiss territory. in 
time, travelling the Gotthard became increasingly nationalised. in the 1930s and 
40s, the Gotthard became the metaphor that could become a national icon of swiss 
identity: the Gotthard, as the swiss core, needed protection against foreign influ-
ences. The space became fortified to defend the Gotthard as a strategic European 
passage point and as the symbolic core of swiss identity. The Gotthard symbolised 
freedom, independence and unification of cultures and served as an example for 
a war-torn Europe. switzerland’s own acclaimed role as mediator returns in the 
pre-war rhetoric. Georg Thürer represented switzerland as peaceful micro-Europe 
that guided the European countries into peaceful co-habitation. 
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As a swiss icon of internationality, the Gotthard could give direction to peace 
in Europe, as Thürer mentioned. Paradoxically, while the Gotthard image gained 
its full strength as a swiss icon, the war economies of Germany and italy profited 
from the Gotthard Railway. swiss neutrality allowed freight trains between italy 
and Germany throughout the second World War. This led to the contradictory 
situation that the bulwark of swiss spiritual defence served the war economy.549 in 
this period, novelists chose the Gotthard Tunnel construction as their subject mat-
ter. Their fictional narratives nationalised the construction process of the Gotthard 
Railway. They rewrote the construction featuring swiss characters and swiss vir-
tues.

The Gotthard changed from an internationally celebrated symbol of coop-
erative nation states to a symbol that internalised internationality. This research, 
therefore, also shows how internationality became part of the discourse on na-
tional identity. The case of the Gotthard Railway shows that, through the process 
of tinkering, an infrastructure project can obtain meaning as both international 
and national. This conclusion relates this research to recent interests in the history 
of technology that focus on transnational infrastructures to explain an emerging 
Europe. 

A special issue of the journal History and Technology argues for adding a tech-
nological perspective to the existing histories of Europeanization.550 The articles 
emphasise the importance of studying materiality in the process of the construc-
tion (and deconstruction) of Europe. studied from the perspective of infrastruc-
tures, the creation of Europe is not only a political or economic process centred 
on institutionalisation but also a result of material infrastructures. The research on 
the Gotthard contributes to this question because it points out the importance of 
meaning production surrounding large technological projects constructed across 
borders.551 it shows how the production of meaning takes place through back-
grounding and foregrounding references to national and international aspects. 

Historical research on national identity, international projects and symbolic 
spaces is highly topical. The European Commission encourages the construction 
of new ‘missing links’ in international infrastructures that often cross natural bar-
riers that form borders between countries. The link between creating an inter-
national linkage and creating a European identity is often implied. This research 
shows that the production of meaning surrounding these infrastructure projects 
turns out more capricious than can be foreseen. What makes infrastructure ‘in-
ternational’ depends strongly on the appropriation of the technological project. it 
also points at the simultaneity of images, which, in the Gotthard case, illustrates 
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how international and national aspects can be appreciated without being seen as 
dichotomous. The meaning production surrounding technology, space and iden-
tity interlocks in unpredictable ways.
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Epilogue

‘Ambiguity’ is the best word with which to conclude. Throughout my search to 
understand the Gotthard as a national image, i saw the Gotthard image recurring 
as often as i saw it slipping away. When i thought i understood, it changed face, 
meaning or intensity. it was everything and nothing; alive and dead; powerful and 
laughed at; used and abused. Through my Gotthard research, swiss friends started 
to accuse me smilingly of being more swiss than they themselves. Those types of 
comments were just as ambivalent as the Gotthard image. They made me reflect on 
my position as an outsider, studying a classical swiss image: maybe the vehement 
search for the Gotthard image lured me into believing that the Gotthard image 
was omnipresent and thus i believed in its strength more than the average swiss 
citizen; or did i become super-swiss because i could tell the swiss details about 
their national image they barely knew? 

A lot of research about the Gotthard’s context had to be done before i grasped 
the richness of the Gotthard image, whereas for many swiss, the icon had gained a 
sort of self-evident ‘feel’ that had no need for nuanced scrutiny. For those swiss the 
Gotthard figures as some faint, but nevertheless well-known set of associations, 
which, in a positive or negative way, evokes a feeling of ‘something typically swiss’. 
By deconstructing, historicising and contextualising the Gotthard as a national 
image, i re-constructed an image that might not circulate prominently in swiss 
society today. or does it? 

in 2007, the Gotthard Railway celebrates its 125th jubilee year. during the prepara-
tion for this celebration, the swiss debate about the future of the railway line. The 
swiss government ordered the construction of a new major rail tunnel under the 
Gotthard Mountains to link to the European high speed railway network.552 To 
create an environment-friendly transit of goods through switzerland, the swiss 
people agreed in a referendum to support rail infrastructure rather than the de-
velopment of roads. The old Gotthard railway line, with its curves and steepness, 
cannot carry the projected increase in European demand for freight and speed. 
in contrast to the old line, the new one will create ‘a flat rail link for future travel 
through the Alps’. Passenger trains will bridge the distance between Zurich and 
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Milan in two hours and fifty minutes when the Gotthard Base Tunnel is open for 
traffic, a time reduction of an hour or more. With the construction of two ad-
ditional tunnels in switzerland, the travel time will be reduced even further. The 
line’s 57-km base tunnel – the largest tunnel in the world upon completion – forms 
the major technological and scientific challenge.553 once again, the Gotthard re-
gion forms the decor for one of the world’s largest technological undertakings. 

When, in approximately ten years, this new link will be fully operational, the 
old railway line will become obsolete. The situation for the Gotthard region is par-
adoxical. on the one hand, the construction of the new tunnel will help improve 
the environmental situation in the valleys, as it promises to reduce the number 
of cars and trucks. since 1980, when the Gotthard car tunnel opened its gates, 
the traffic rapidly increased, leaving the valley regions with growing noise and air 
pollution. on the other hand, the majority of transnational freight and passenger 
transit will pass under the mountainous region. Peace will likely return to the val-
leys, but might also deprive the inhabitants of a substantial part of their income. 
in that respect, history seems to repeat itself. Koller’s nineteenth-century painting 
of the Gotthard mail coach, which i described in the introduction, represents the 
transition from the mail coach era to train era. The mail coaches over the Gotthard 
Pass could not to compete with the speedy trains that started running through the 
Gotthard Tunnel from 1882 onward. The last mail coach became the Gotthard 
mountain region’s romantic counter image in the age of the railway, while leaving 
the pass economy ruined. Today, similar questions and fears arise. What will be-
come of the old Gotthard railway track and its neighbouring regions now that the 
high speed train will soon enter their domain?

Anno 2007, initiatives to turn the tide for the region are in full swing. The different 
cantons combine their powers and strive to realise ambitious projects.554 The pro-
moters of ‘Porta Alpina’ draw much attention because their idea sounds too uto-
pian to be true. They propose to use one of the vertical work shafts of the current 
tunnel construction after completion. An extra stop and station in the base tunnel 
should enable tourists to take an elevator up from the tunnel station directly into 
the alpine region above them. Even though critical voices ridicule the idea, the 
plan receives serious attention. Proponents, mainly from the canton Graubünden, 
use switzerland’s pioneering history of constructing audacious tourist facilities to 
reinforce their arguments to invest in the ‘alpine elevator’.555 They refer to some 
major tourist attractions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, such as 
the cogwheel train up the Mountain Rigi, the trains up to the Jungfraujoch and the 
helical tunnels of the Gotthard line. ‘Porta Alpina’, they argue, fits into this swiss 
tradition of constructing audacious tourist magnets. 
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Aside from profiting from the new infrastructure, the villagers along the old 
Gotthard line are trying to salvage the Gotthard line as industrial heritage. Plans 
are in full swing to have it declared a UNEsCo world heritage site and thus an in-
ternational tourist attraction. The successes and failures of the Austrian semmering 
Railway (on this list since 1998) offer a valuable point of reference for these efforts. 
Another, partially related, idea is to use the old Gotthard Railway for leisure and 
education. There are plans to make a nature park of the canton Uri, a theme park 
of the Erstfeld shunting-yard and an Experience Platform in Wassen, with a view 
of the three helical tunnels. Moreover, a nostalgic steamboat trip from lucerne to 
the Gotthard should heighten the attractiveness of the region. All these initiatives 
aim at securing the region’s tourist potential.556 

All plans require united action. To make a strong case and to focus the various 
initiatives, the villages and cantons surrounding the Gotthard realise they need to 
cooperate. A clear definition of what geographically confines the Gotthard region 
is missing which means that the region’s borders are easily adapted to economic 
interest. The four cantons Ticino, Uri, Graubünden and Wallis that neighbour 
the Gotthard Mountains want to be involved. The idea is to market the Gotthard. 
A recently published report emphasises the need to brand the region under the 
name Gotthard (or Gottardo). This name has to provoke positive connotations 

Promotional drawing of the planned ‘Porta Alpina’ in comparison to other major constructions.
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that render the region an attractive place to visit and from which to buy goods and 
services. The website www.gotthard.ch claims:

The Gotthard is an Alpine region at the heart of Europe. it was, and is, the 
most important freight link between north and south. The most important 
Western-European rivers, such as the Rhine, Rhone, Po and donau, origi-
nate in the Gotthard region. Therefore, Gotthard is a source (Ursprung) 
of fertility and energy. The Gotthard is the centre and the backbone of 
switzerland and is anchored strongly in the collective consciousness of the 
swiss population. it is the central mountain (Berg der Mitte) and counts 
as a solid rock in swiss history (Fels in der Brandung) – even world his-
tory. For centuries, the Gotthard linked different cultures, without which 
switzerland would be unimaginable. Business travellers and tourists know 
the Gotthard; its name has become a household world all over Europe. 

This website explains the motives and goals of the Marke Gotthard©. According to 
this bilingual (German and italian) site, the citizens from the Gotthard region have, 
until now, hardly profited from the use of the imagery of the Gotthard. The inhab-
itants themselves are motivated to recognise the commercial power and potential 
of the Gotthard image. To market its products and services, the brand Gotthard 
is meant to equate quality and sustainability. Hence, these Gotthard products and 
services offer a counter-image to the fast and cheap food culture. They may only 
be labelled ‘Gotthard’ when 50% of the product is made in the region or 50% of the 
money flows back to the region. 

The construction of the new Gotthard base tunnel adds an ironic chapter to the 
development of the Gotthard as an image. The current debate that develops around 
the future of the Gotthard region marks the living sentiments of the Gotthard 
myth. The canton Uri, that refused to celebrate the inaugural festivities in May 
1882, will now use the Gotthard Railway’s jubilee year to plea for the conservation 
of the railway line.557 in a conscious attempt to market the Gotthard, people living 
in the region mobilise elements of the national Gotthard myth for local purposes. 
This marketing strategy organises the Gotthard imagery around a new cause. To 
help this cause, it uses the standardised and nationalised imagery that has devel-
oped around its region, to regionalise it again. ironically, the proponents have to 
mobilise an imagery that has been developed and maintained largely by people 
outside the region. The claims to render the image profitable for the Gotthard re-
gion are explicit reactions to the feeling that the Gotthard image has been used by 
other people, but that the region itself never profited from the image’s fame. 
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The attention drawn to the Gotthard because of its railway jubilee will intensify 
the discussion about the Gotthard’s material, symbolic and economic importance 
for switzerland and the Gotthard region. The journalist Thomas Bolli observes: 
“somehow the Gotthard myth has become a myth itself.”558 indeed, the discussion 
will put to test the mobilising strength of the Gotthard image. Has the existing 
set of associations enough power to convince people in switzerland to invest tax 
money in the regional plans? Will the Gotthard image absorb the new associations 
of sustainability and quality? Will the support of the swiss for this new Gotthard 
image suffice? Will the foreign tourist or investor be convinced by the existing 
Gotthard rhetoric? My study shows that the Gotthard image developed from an 
international to a national image, and more recently to a regional image. For the 
foreign eye, the Gotthard trademark is hard to perceive. The classical swiss images 
of the red and white flag, the traditional cow bells and the pointy Matterhorn are 
easier to convey than the image of the Gotthard, so full of meaning, references, 
symbolism and history. The Gotthard can hardly be captured in one image. This 
is the paradox of the Gotthard image: its strengths and its weaknesses lie in the 
complex ambiguity of the image, which makes it both appealing and difficult to 
communicate it convincingly as an international trademark.
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order by the amount of their contribution, from high to low. see: Thiessing, Ein Jahrhundert 
schweizer Bahnen, 98

31 Kuoni, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 151
32 Joseph Zingg was a farmer’s son from lucerne. see for a short biography on Zingg: Waldis, 

Alfred, Es began am Gotthard – eine Verkehrsgeschichte mit Pionierleistungen, luzern, 
2001, 162

33 see lanfranconi, Die Bahn durch den Gotthard, 91
34 For quantatative data about the exploitation of the line until 1908 see: Kalt, Robert, ‘der 

Verkehr auf der Gotthardbahn gestern-heute-morgen’, in: Eggerman, Die Bahn durch den 
Gotthard, 217-233, 219

35 Karl J. lanfranconi discusses other parts of the line as well. His article is an exception. see: 
lanfranconi, Die Bahn durch den Gotthard, 112 ff

36 see for biographies on louis Favre: Mathys, Männer der Schiene, 202: Richard, Eugène, 
Schweizer eigener Kraft. Nationale Karakterbilder für das Volk, Neuenburg, 1906; ineichen, 
Joseph, Louis Favre. Der Erbauer des Gotthardtunnels, luzern, 1907; Reinhart, Joseph, 
Hart wie Granit: Bilder aus dem Leben von Louis Favre, Aarau, 1934; dehaas, ‘louis Favre, 
der Erbauer des Gotthard Tunnels’, in: Schweizer Pioniere der Technik. Acht Lebensbilder 
grosser Männer der Tat , Zürich, 1944, 275-317; spaeni, Alois, Louis Favre – Lebensbild 
eines schweizerischen Unternehmerpioniers, Winterthur, 1982; Vogel, lukas, ‘der Gotthard 
hat sein Haar gebleicht. legenden und Wahrheiten um louis Favre’, in: Bärtschi, Kohle, 
Strom und Schienen, 181

37 see for the main biographies on Alfred Escher: Jung, Joseph, Alfred Escher 1819-1882. 
Der Aufbruch zur modernen Schweiz, Zürich, 2006; Gagliardi, Ernst, Alfred Escher, vier 
Jahrzehnte neuer Schweizergeschichte, Frauenfeld, 1919-1920

38 in recent years, more attention has been payed to the social circumstances. see: Kuoni, 
Kohle, Strom und Schienen; Binnenkade, Alexandra, ‘leben in Göschenen – Vivere alla 
Casinotta. Alltag im Eisenbahnerdorf um 1875’, in: Bärtschi, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 
191. Häberli argues that Felix Moeschlin in his historical novel Wir durchbohren den 
Gotthard (published 1947-1949) offered a first attempt to address the deporable circum-
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stances and to name the ones responsible. Häberli, Hans P., Hinein in diesen Drachenschlund. 
Die Gotthardbahn in Literatur und Kunst, Zürich 2007, 57 

39 The original titles: stalder, Mythos Gotthard; Waldis, Es began am Gotthard; stamm, Peter 
and P. Bühler, Gotthard, die steinerne Seele der Schweiz, Zürich, 1997; Wyss-Niederer, 
Arthur, Sankt Gotthard, Via Helvetica, lausanne, 1979 (English translation: The Gotthard, 
Switzerland’s lifeline, 1979; French translation Le Saint-Gothard, Via Helvetia, 1979; italian 
translation San Gottardo, Via Helvetia, 1980); Müller-Jabusch, M., Der Gotthard: die sehr 
merkwürdige Geschichte des Berges, der einen Staat gebar, düsseldorf, 1958

40 Häsler, Gotthard. Als die Techniek Weltgeschichte schrieb, 22; Wyss-Niederer, Sankt 
Gotthard, Via Helvetica, 11-47 

41 stalder, Helmut, analyses this legend. see: stalder, Mythos Gotthard, 43-52 
42 see for example: Wyss-Niederer, Sankt Gotthard, Via Helvetica, 7 
43 see Waldis, Es began am Gotthard, 12-13
44 see for example: stamm, Gotthard, die steinerne Seele der Schweiz; odermatt, Jean, 

Himmelsland, Zürich, 1997
45 Enklaar, Jattie and H. Esther, ‘Vivat Helvetica. die Herausforderung einer nationalen 

identität’, in: Duitse Kroniek 48, Amsterdam 1998, 6
46 stalder, Mythos Gotthard, 10 ,14
47 Zimmer, oliver, ‘in search of natural dentity: Alpine landscape and the reconstruction of 

the swiss Nation’, Comparative Study of Society and History 40(4), 1998, 637-665; Marchal, 
Guy, ‘la naissance du mythe du saint-Gotthard ou la longue découverte de l’ « homo al-
pinus » et de l’ « Helvetia mater fluviorum » (XVe s. -1949), in: Itinera 12, 1992, 35-53; 
schauffelberger, Walter, ‘das “Réduit National” 1940, ein militärhistorischer sonderfall’, in: 
Marchal, Guy and A. Mattioli, Erfundene Schweiz. Konstruktionen nationaler Identität/ La 
Suisse imagineé. Bricolages d’une identité nationale, Zürich, 1992, 207-216, 207 ff; lasserre, 
André, ‘le people des bergers dans son “Réduit national”’, in: Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 
191-206 

48 Zimmer, Comparative Study of Society and History, 653
49 Marchal, Itinera, 36
50 Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 44 
51 Marchal, Itinera, 42-44
52 Gonzague de Reynold in 1914, cited in: Marchal, Itinera, 46 
53 Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 17; Marchal, Itinera, 45 
54 see: Gugerli, david, Redeströme Zur Elektrifizierung des Schweiz, Zürich, 1992; Nye, david, 

Narratives and space. Technology and the construction of American culture, New york, 
1997; Nye, david, America as second creation: Technology and narratives of new beginnings, 
Cambridge, 2003; Hård, Mikael and A. Jamison, The intellectual appropriation of technol-
ogy: discourses on modernity, Cambridge, 1998 

55 Zeller, Thomas, Straße, Bahn, Panorama. Verkehrswege und Landschaftsveränderung in 
Deutschland von 1930 bis 1990, Frankfurt, New york, 2002; Zeller, Thomas, ‘landschaften 
des Verkehrs. Autobahnen im Nationalsozialismus und Hochgeschwindigkeitsstrecken 
für die Bahn in der Bundesrepublik’, in: Technikgeschichte 64(4), 1997

56 Hecht, Gabrielle, The radiance of France. Nuclear power and national identity after World 
War II, Cambridge, 1998 

57 Hecht, The radiance of France, 1
58 see for analyses of these trends in scholarly research on technology: sørensen, Knut and 

W. Robin, Shaping technology, guiding policy. Concepts, spaces and tools, Cheltenham, 2002, 
51; staudenmaier, John M. s.J., ‘Rationality, agency, contingency: recent trends in the hi-
story of technology’, in: Reviews in American History 30, 2002, 168-181, 176

59 Pioneering work has been performed by Thomas P. Hughes (on large technological sy-
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stems) Wiebe Bijker (social construction of technology) and Bruno latour (actor network 
theory).

60 Hall, stuart, ‘The work of representation’, in: Hall, stuart, Representation: Cultural represen-
tation and signifying practices, london, Thousand oaks, 1997, 15-64, 44

61 Hall, Representation. Cultural representation and signifying practices; Hall, stuart and P. 
duGay Doing cultural studies. The Sony walkman story, london, 1997. in cultural studies, 
scholars have discussed the tensions between semiotics and materiality at length. see for 
example: Thomas, Julian, ‘The socio-semiotics of material culture’, in: Journal of material 
culture 3(1), 1998, 97-108 

62 see for examples the theoretical introductions in: Gugerli, Redeströme, 14 (‘discursive 
Prozesse’); Hecht, Radiance of France, 11 (‘linguistic approach’); Hård, The intellectual ap-
propriation of technology, 14 (‘discursive framework’); Edwards, Paul, The closed world. 
Computer and politics of discourse in Cold War America, Cambridge, 1998, xiii (‘dis-
course’) 

63 Hecht, The radiance of France, 11
64 Edwards also points to the importance of discourse analysis in technology studies. 

Edwards, The closed world, 30, 34, 40
65 For a critical overview of theoretical work on discourse analysis and its use for historians 

see: sarasin, Philipp, Geschichtswissenschaft und Diskursanalyse, Frankfurt, 2003
66 Anderson, Benedict, Imagined communities. Reflections on the origin and spread of natio-

nalism, london, 1983
67 see for a recent overview of studies on nationalism: Zimmer, oliver, Nationalism in Europe 

1890-1940, New york, 2003
68 im Hof, Ulrich, Mythos Schweiz. Identität - Nation - Geschichte 1291-1991, Zürich, 1991; 

Altermatt, Urs (ed.), Die Konstruktion einer Nation. Nation und Nationalisierung in der 
Schweiz, 18.-20. Jahrhundert, Zürich, 1998; Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz; Crettaz, Bernard, 
Ah Dieu, que la Suisse est jolie!, lausanne, 1997

69 Zimmer, A contested nation
70 Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 5 
71 Confino, Alon, The nation as a local metaphor. Württemberg, imperial Germany and natio-

nal memory 1871-1918, london, 1997
72 original titel Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz. Konstruktionen nationaler Identität/ La Suisse 

imagineé. Bricolages d’une identité nationale.
73 Marchal used the idiom of the swiss sociologist Bernard Crettaz who elaborated this con-

cept from the anthropologist Claude levi-strauss. see: Crettaz, Bernard, ‘Nouveaux bri-
colages d’ altitude. Fin, commencement et épuisement des Alpes’, in: Marchal, Erfundenen 
Schweiz, 51-62 

74 “Es ist zunächst nicht etwas naturhaft Gewachsenes, sondern eine je aktuelle imagination, 
die aufgrund gewisser Vorgaben und in einem gewissen zeitbedingten Kontext möglich 
geworden ist. Näher betrachtend erscheint so ‘nationale identität’ als jene imagologische 
‘Bastelei’, die Bezug auf die ‘Nation’ nimmt und durch die Konstruktion von sinn-Bildern 
für die Mitglieder von national verfassten Gesellschaften identitätsstiftend wirkt.” Marchal, 
Erfundene Schweiz, 12

75 The national archives in Berlin have a manuscript collection on the Gotthard Railway. 
Unfortunaely, the old German handwriting hindered detailed study there. The Bernese 
archives offered a broad range of collected items, (grey) literature, newspaper articles and 
primary source material. The archives’ collections played a significant role in the way i 
defined my research. 
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Chapter 1
76 Ržiha, Franz, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, Separat Abdruck aus der 

Zeitschrift des österr. Ingenieur- und Architekten-Vereins IV und V, Wien, 1875, 2
77 Mathys, Männer der Schiene, 230
78 Vogel, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 190
79 Andreae, Charles, Hundert Jahre schweizerischer Tunnelbau, Zürich, 1948, 14
80 Ržiha Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues
81 see in this respect the pioneering work of Thomas P. Hughes and the many studies his 

work inspired. Hughes, Thomas P., Networks of power. Electrification in Western society, 
1880-1930, Baltimore, 1988 

82 Kranakis, Eda, Constructing a bridge. An exploration of engineering culture, design and re-
search in nineteenth-century France and America, Cambridge, 1997

83 Hecht, The radiance of France
84 see: Hård, Mikael, ‘German regulation: The integration of modern technology into natio-

nal culture’, in: Hård, The intellectual appropriation of technology, 33
85 see: dinhobl, Günter, ‘Eisenbahnen und Kulturtransfer zur internationalität von 

Eisenbahnen am Beispiel der studienreisen von Eisenbahntechnikern in der Mitte des 
19. Jahrhunderts’, in: Internationalität der Eisenbahnen 1850-1970, Burri, Monika and K. 
Elsasser, d. Gugerli (ed.), Zürich, 2003; dinhobl, Günter, Die Semmeringbahn. Der Bau der 
ersten Hochgebirgseisenbahn der Welt, München, 2003. on workers’ identity and tunneling 
in the nineteenth century see: Turner, Morton J., ‘digging tunnels, building an identity: 
sandhogs in New york City, 1874-1906’, in: New York History Jan., 1999, 29-70 

86 dinhobl, Internationalität der Eisenbahnen, 157
87 König, Wolfgang, ‘Funicular versus suspension railways: swiss mountain railway engi-

neers in conflict with a foreign competing technology, 1900-1940’, in: ICON (4), 1998, 
57-65. see for his work on mountain railways and tourism: König, Wolfgang, Bahnen und 
Berge. Verkehrstechnik, Tourismus, und Naturschutz in den schweizer Alpen (1870-1939), 
Frankfurt, 2000

88 Elsasser, Kilian T., ‘Hoffnungen in die Bohr- und sprengtechnik’ in: Bärtschi, Kohle Strom 
und Schienen, 178; Kovári, Kalman and R. Fertig, Historical Tunnels in the Swiss Alps. 
Gotthard Simplon Lötschberg, Zürich 2000, 16 

89 With an average of 0.7- 0.8 meter per day, Favre deemed these drills inefficient. see: saitz, 
Tunnel der Welt-Welt des Tunnel, 36 

90 Elsasser, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 174
91 Kuoni, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 154
92 Kuoni, Allein ganz, 67
93 The historian Tom F. Peters argues that time and money constraints led to heavy pressure 

on the work practice and on the engineers in charge in Building the nineteenth century, 
Cambridge, 1996, 102 

94 Favre built up experience during the construction of the Credo Tunnel for the line lyon-
Geneva, the Grandvaux Tunnel and the Cornallaz Tunnel between lausanne and Fribourg. 
Mathys, Männer der Schiene, 190 

95 sautter de Beauregard, a Geneva banker, for example, sent a letter of recommendation to 
the Gotthard Railway Company. Kuoni, Allein Ganz, 51

96 Mathys, Männer der Schiene, 183; Peters, Building the nineteenth century, 139; Vogel, Kohle, 
Strom und Schienen, 190 

97 Elsasser, Kohle Strom und Schienen, 175
98 Ernst von stockalper (1838-1919) was the first graduate from the canton Wallis at the 

Polytechnikum in Zurich. Mathys, Männer der Schiene, 230
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99 see for the history of the Rhone River Correction: speich, daniel, ‘Herren über wildes 
Wasser. die linthingenieure als Bundesexperten im 19. Jahrhundert’, in: Schweizer Pioniere 
der Wirtschaft und Technik, 82, Zürich, 2006; speich, daniel, Linth Kanal. Die korrigierte 
Landschaft, 200 Jahre Geschichte, Glarus, 2002

100 see: Elsasser, Kohle Strom und Schienen, 175. Elsasser says nothing about the background 
of seguin and his potential relation to the famous seguin nephews, pioneers of railway 
construction in France.

101 Treichler, Bahnsaga Schweiz, 51-52
102 Kuoni, Allein ganz, 69
103 Koppe, Carl, Die Vorarbeiten für den Bau der Gotthardbahn. Absteckung und Durchschlag 

des Gotthard-Tunnels. Sammlung populäre Schriften herausgegeben von der Gesellschaft 
Urania zu Berlin am Polytechnikum in Braunschweig, Berlin, 1894, 34

104 see for example: Königl. Polytechnische schule zu Hannover, Studien-Reise der Bau-
Ingenieure nach der Gotthard-Bahn, Hannover, 1878; Ethelson, C.G., Notes of a visit to 
the works of the St. Gothard Railway, london, 1881; Hymans, louis, Le Mont Cenis et le 
Saint Gothard, Verviers, 1882; J.d., Der St. Gotthard- Pass. Einst und Jetzt. Ein Bild aus der 
Schweizer Geschichte, Wien, 1879 Engineering journals published regularly on tours in the 
tunnel and on lectures given about the Gotthard Tunnel after visits. 

105 Ržiha himself praised the welcome in his lecture.
106 dinhobl, Die Semmeringbahn, 37
107 see a short (and rare) biography of Ržiha under www.wissenschaftskalender.at (october 

2007)
108 Ržiha, Franz, Lehrbuch der gesammten Tunnelbaukunst, Berlin, 1872 
109 see for the reception of Ržiha’s influence: Andreae, Charles, ‘Wandlungen im Tunnelbau 

seit Ržiha’, in: Festgabe der GEP zur Hundertjahrfeier der Eidgenössischen technischen 
Hochschule in Zürich, Zürich, 1955, 63-78

110 on average 2,600 people worked in Airolo and Göschenen, of which 94% came from italy, 
mostly from the little villages of northern italy and only 2% from switzerland. The ave-
rage age was 28, the youngest employee 12. The daily salary was approximately 3.50 sFR. 
Favre paid the workers relatively well; the swiss salaries for unskilled labour were higher 
in switzerland than in italy. However, he deducted a fee for health care. Moreover, workers 
bore the costs of clothing and oil for the mining lamps. . Favre opened special stores where 
workers had to buy their food; the profit flowed into Favre’s coffers. see; Kuoni, Kohle, 
Strom und Schiene, 144-164

111 see for example: Hymans, Mont Cenis et le Saint- Gothard, 115
112 The Association of Engineers and Architects in Zurich visited the works in september 

1874, the swiss engineering journal Eisenbahn published a report of this visit of engineer 
Von Muralt. The report explained and discussed the working procedures. Because this visit 
took place around the same time as Ržiha’s i use it here for the description of the work. To 
explain details, i added some secondary sources about tunnelling practices. Von Muralt, 
‘Beschreibung der Bauten am Gotthardtunnel’, in: Eisenbahn (Second attachment no. 8), 
26-02-1875. see for additional secondary literature: Beaver, Patrick, A history of tunnels, 
london, 1972, 5-6; Peters, Building the nineteenth century, 147; saitz, Tunnel der Welt-Welt 
des Tunnel; striegler, Werner, Tunnelbau, Berlin, 1993; West, Graham, Innovation and the 
rise of the tunnelling industry, Cambridge, 1988; Andreae, Hundert Jahr Schweizerischer 
Tunnelbau For a recent coverage of diverse older and newer tunnelling projects see: stine, 
Jeffrey K. and H. Rosen, Going Underground. Tunnelling past, present and future, Kansas 
City, Missouri, 1998

113 in addition to this description: The drilling and blasting took two and a half hours; the 
clearing of the debris took another three and a half. People worked in the Gotthard Tunnel 
around the clock in different shifts. see: Beaver, A history of tunnels, 76 
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114 At the time, manual construction was still much cheaper than mechanical drilling. see: 
Andreae, Festgabe der GEP, 74

115 sometimes, the water flowed 200 liters per minute, the temperature rose up to 330C. 
Eventually the workers’ shifts changed from 8 hours to 5 hours. Compare: saitz, Tunnel 
der Welt-Welt des Tunnel, 36; Beaver, A history of tunnels, 76

116 For the description of the life of men and women in the workers’ towns of Göschenen 
and Airolo see: Binnenkade, Kohle, Strom und Schiene; Kuoni, Kohle, Strom und Schiene, 
144-164

117 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues. in this chapter, as in the others, i trans-
lated the German, French and italian quotes into English.

118 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, 2
119 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, 5  
120 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, 5
121 in the late nineteenth century, reference to the Austrian identity did not overlap with re-

ferences to the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary. since 1867, the Habsburg monarchy 
bound two parliaments: the Hungarian and the Austrian. Bohemia, the region in which 
Ržiha was born and studied, belonged to the Austrian part- dominated by German-
speaking inhabitants. R.R. Palmer and J. Colton, A history of the modern world, 1992 (first 
edition 1950), 559

122 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, 2
123 Ržiha, Beurtheilung des St. Gotthard-Tunnelbaues, 10
124 Ržiha, Lehrbuch der gesammten Tunnelbaukunst, 135; see for this argument: Andreae, 

Festgabe der GEP, 75
125 Ržiha explained that the mechanical construction of a heading was always the most expen-

sive part. Hence, when the construction method required two headings, this would double 
the costs. 

126 Austrian engineers, in contrast to their German colleagues, strongly engaged themsel-
ves in national politics, which however did not raise their self-esteem. see: Mikoletzky, 
Juliane, ‘der “österreichische Techniker”, in: Plitzner, Klaus, Technik-Politik-Identität. 
Funktionalisierung von Technik für die Ausbildung regionaler, sozialer und nationaler 
Selbstbilder in Österreich, stuttgart, 1995, 111-124, 118

127 other works of Ržiha, published in the same period, give a comparable image of the way 
in which Ržiha positioned and legitimised the position of engineering and tunnelling in 
Austria. He accepted the invitation to write an addition to the tunnelling exhibition at the 
World Exhibition in Vienna because he wanted to underline the importance of the scienti-
fic discipline of railway technology, especially because the Austrians built the semmering 
Railway and the exhibition had taken place in Vienna. Ržiha, Franz, Officieller Ausstellungs-
Bericht Eisenbahn Unter- und Oberbau, Wien, 1876, Vorrede

128 see for a similar critical tone the publication: Von Muralt, Eisenbahn
129 Gerwig lived from 1820 to 1885. see: Eggerman, Die Bahn durch den Gotthard, 62; see 

also: Kuntzemüller, Albert, Robert Gerwig, Freiburg i. Brsg, 1949
130 see for this argument Könyves- Tóth, M., ‘der durchschlag des Gotthardtunnels’, in: 

Technische Mittheilungen des schweizerischen Ingenieur und Architekten Vereins (17), 1880, 
3

131 Häsler put words into Favre’s mouth in response to Gerwigs criticism: “ich baue den 
Tunnel, wie ich will!” He also argues that the differences in language caused major pro-
blems: Favre spoke no German and an interpreter translated all conversations. see Häsler, 
Gotthard, 134, 137

132 The Monitore delle strade ferrate e degli interessi materiali: lavori pubblici, commercio, fi-
nanza was issued between 1868-1803 in Turin, 28.04.1875

133 Monitore delle strade ferrate, 28.04.1875 [sBB GB 212.7 bd 12]
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134 Häsler, Gothard, 151
135 Published letter of May 5, 1875 by daniel Colladon entitled ‘i lavori alla galleria del 

Gottardo’, in: Monitore delle strade ferrate, 19-05-1875, 325-327 [sBB Historic GB 212.7 bd 
12]

136 Colladon, Monitore delle strade ferrate, 19-05-1875, 327 [sBB Historic GB 212.7 bd 12]
137 Gerwig published a response in the Journal de Genève denying all accusations. He stated 

that he held no grudge against his former employee and he had only wanted to open a 
discussion on an important topic. Published letter of May 20, 1875, by Robert Gerwig in: 
Journal de Genève, 23-05-1875 [sBB Historic GB 212.7 bd 12]

138 see for this argument: Könyves- Tóth, Technische Mittheilungen, 3
139 Häsler, Gotthard, 150
140 Two weeks after the lecture, on February 14, 1875, the swiss department of Railway and 

Trade received a letter from the swiss ambassador in Vienna. The ambassador wrote that 
he had personally contacted Ržiha, after the negative press coverage about the Gotthard 
Tunnel. He sketched Ržiha’s severe criticism that had shocked him. The ambassador 
promised to send a copy of Ržiha’s lecture to the department of Railway and Trade as 
soon as possible. see: handwritten correspondence [schweizerisches Bundesarchiv E53 
(Eisenbahn) bd 83]. Maraini, engineer and envoy for the Gotthard Railway Company in 
Rome, notified Escher about Gerwig’s publication and the stir it caused in italian politi-
cal circles. Maraini advised Escher to counterbalance the negative press with trustworthy 
information about the progress of the works. Escher transmitted in a telegram the latest 
tunnel advancements to rectify the numbers used by Ržiha. see: correspondence Maraini 
to Escher, 2-5-1875. [sBB Historic GB 212.7 bd 12 ] 

141 Ržiha in his handbook referred to Kauffmann’s work on the swiss Hauenstein tunnel. see: 
Pressel and J. Kauffmann, Der Bau des Hauensteintunnel, Basel/Biel, 1860. Cited in: Ržiha, 
Lehrbuch der gesammten Tunnelbaukunst

142 Kauffmann, J., Bau des Gotthardtunnels, Zürich, 1875 
143 The government’s chief inspector, Koller, sent Kaufmann’s reports to the swiss con-

sulates in Turin, Paris, Rome, Naples, london, Washington, Milan, Venice, Genoa, 
livorgno, Brussels, Trieste, Amsterdam, Bremen, Hambourg and leipzig, on 3-7-1875 
[schweizerisches Bundesarchiv E53 (Eisenbahn) bd 83].

144 Kauffmann, Bau des Gotthardtunnels, 1 
145 in 1878, Tunnel inspector Kauffmann published his ideas in the Deutsche Bauzeitung, 

1878, no. 3, 12, 22, 29
146 Moeschlin, Wir durchbohren den Gotthard, 458, 
147 see Hellwag’s obituary in Der Eisenbahn,14-01-1882
148 Kuoni, Allein ganz, 93
149 Hellwag, Wilhelm, Technische und finanzielle Vorbedingungen zur Rekonstruction der 

Gotthardbahn: Ansichten und Vorschläge, Zürich, 1878
150 Hellwag’s report cited in: Häsler, Gotthard, 162
151 despite the Hellwag’s report, Escher refused to discharge Favre. see: Kuoni, Kohle, Strom 

und Schienen, 157
152 during the Gotthard Tunnel construction, the swiss engineering journal Die Eisenbahn 

published the tunnel’s progress reports and articles. during 1874 and 1875, several long 
articles appeared see: Die Eisenbahn 14-06-1874; 25-08-1874; 15.09-1874; 01-10-1875

153 Von Muralt,  26-02-1875; Vögeli, Albert, ‘Eine kritische skizze über den Bau und gegen-
wärtigen stand der Arbeiten am grossen Gotthard-Tunnel’, in: Eisenbahn, 1-10-1875, 121

154 lorenz, Alfred, First- oder Sohlenstollen bei Tunnelbauten?, Zürich, 1875
155 see: Könyves-Tóth, M., ‘First oder sohlenstollen’, in: Technische Mittheilungen des schwei-

zerische Architektenvereins 17, 1880, 201
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156 Compare: striegler, Tunnelbau. striegler argues that, although tunnelling has a basis in 
theoretical principles, it remains an ‘Erfahrungswissenschaft’, or scientific experience. 

157 Peters, Building the nineteenth century, xiii
158 Peters, Building the nineteenth century, 354
159 Favre’s death was added to a long list of tunnel constructors who died during the con-

struction period of nineteenth-century tunnels: Germain sommeiller (1815-1871) died a 
few months before the opening of the Mont Cenis tunnel; Alfred Brandt (1846-1899) died 
before the simplon tunnel opened (1906); Julius lott did not live to see the completion of 
the Arlberg Tunnel (1884) in Austria and died in 1883.

160 Kauffmann cited in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ), 04-03-1880
161 For a biography of Gustave Bridel see: Bridel, Gustave, ‘ingenieur Gustave Bridel 1827-1884’, 
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331 Thürler, Emil, A, Die Berge am Vierwaldstätter-See für Touristen und Alpenfreunde, luzern, 
1888, preface. The book cover presented Türler as a Member of the swiss Alpine Association 
(Schweizer Alpenclub). A Gotthard Railway brochure was planned but never printed. Die 
Berge und Täler der GB [Gotthardbahn]. The publisher, doleschal’s Buchhandlung, adver-
tised the guide in general terms for tourist and friends of the Alps. Türler’s booklet served 
locals, swiss and foreign travellers and focused on ‘explorers’ of the Alps.
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332 in 1893, the brochure of Catlin was re-issued under the title Over the Alps via the Saint 
Gotthard Railways. it would be reprinted in 1894, 1896, 1899 and 1901. in 1901, Jakob 
Hardmeyer-Jenny, a famous swiss teacher and writer, translated Catlin’s brochure into 
German Nach Italien mit der Gotthardbahn. By then Hardmeyer had obtained fame 
through his writings about the Gotthard for the series Europäische Wanderbilder and was 
well-acquainted with the Gotthard. The French version: A travers les Alpes par le chemin de 
fer du Saint-Gothard, was reprinted six times between 1895 and 1906.

333 see: Correspondence Materialverwaltung 7-03-1901 [sBB Historic GB 228 bd. 98 map 
405] 

334 [sBB Historic 228 bd 95 map 401]
335 Tissot, Tissot, La naissance d’une industrie, 86
336 [sBB Historic GB03 228 bd. 98 mp. 405]
337 schivelbusch, Wolfgang, The railway journey, leaminton, 1986; Haug, Christine, ‘“Ein 

Buchladen auf stationen, wo sich zwei linien kreuzen, müsste gute Geschäfte machen...” 
der deutsche Bahnhofs- und Verkehrsbuchhandel von 1850 bis zum Ende der Weimarer 
Republik im internationalen Vergleich’, in: Burri, Die Internationalität der Eisenbahn, 
71-89

338 see for example leo Woerl, whose publishing house issued a travel library, pleasant litera-
ture, dictionaries and travel guides.

339 Background information about the travel guide writers is difficult to find. They gained 
little fame outside of the genre. yet, the internet offers a rich source for finding reliable 
information. The staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg as well as the University of 
Ulm and the digitalisation of Meyers Konversationslexicon give some details. see: Verlag 
des Bibliographischen instituts, leipzig und Wien, Vierte Auflage, 1885-1892

340 Kaden, Die Gotthardbahn und ihr Gebiet, 40
341 Boniforti, luigi, Il Lago Maggiore e gita al S. Gottardo: nuovissima guida compendiosa e 

pratica, Milano, 1880, 86; spitteler, Der Gotthard, 187
342 Catlin,  the St. Gotthard Railway
343 Grube, Ueber den Gotthard, 6
344 The Gotthard Railway Company found one of the most famous swiss writers for this 

job, Carl spitteler. Between 1894 and 1896, it offered spitteler several first class tickets to 
‘study’ the Gotthard Railway. see: Graf, Barbara, ‘Eine Reise durch den Gotthard mit Carl 
spitteler’, in: Treichler, Bahnsaga Schweiz, 63. in 1895, NZZ published excerpts of spitteler’s 
wanderings. in 1897, publishing house Huber, in close cooperation with the railways com-
pany, printed 4000 copies of spitteler’s booklet Der Gotthard. see: [sBB Historic GB 228 99 
map 407] 

345 [sBB Historic GB 228 99 map 407]
346 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 7
347 osenbrüggen, Eduard, Der Gotthard und das Tessin mit den oberitalienischen Seen, Basel, 

1880 (first edition 1877), preface, x
348 Catlin, Over the Alps, the St. Gotthard Railway, 24 
349 Grube, Ueber den Gotthard, 1
350 in the German edition of this series, the introduction explicated that goal of the series 

was to enlighten the travel about the beautiful German landscapes and to strengthen the 
‘Heimatgefühl’. see for the quote: http://www.hs-merseburg.de/~nosske/Epocheii/rs/e1r_
rlde.html (october 2007)

351 in 1908, the German series ‘Rechts und Links der Eisenbahn’ asked the famous swiss car-
tographer and professor at the Polytechnikum in Zurich, Fridolin Becker, to write about 
the Gotthard Railway. Becker, Fridolin, Rechts und Links der Eisenbahn: Die Gotthardbahn, 
(heft 73), Gotha, 1908
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352 in 1882, the series Europäische Wanderbilder commissioned Jakob Hardmeyer-Jenny to 
write a Gotthard publication. Hardmeyer-Jenny, Jakob, Die Gotthardbahn, Europäische 
Wanderbilder 30,31,32, Zürich, Paris, london, 1888 (first edition 1882, second 1883, 
sixth 1907, 1979), 7; in 1885, Eugène Rambert translated and edited the guide for French-
speaking tourists in: La ligne du St-Gothard, Zürich, 1885. Johann Weber illustrated all 
editions. in 1883, the swiss publishing house orell-Füssli issued a second edition.

353 Historisches lexikon der schweiz: http://www.hls-dhs-dss.ch/textes/d/d28215.php 
(october 2007)

354 in 1291, as the legend goes, representatives of the regions Uri, schwyz and Unterwalden 
swore an oath to help each other defending their territory against aggression from the 
Habsburgs. This ‘oath of Alliance’ took place on the Rütli meadow. From 1891, the swiss 
officially celebrated this event as the foundation of their federation. see: Kreis, Georg, 
Mythos Rütli. Geschichte eines Erinnerungortes, Zürich, 2004. Wilhelm Tell has a similar 
mythical appeal in swiss society. in the village Altdorf, governor Gessler forced Wilhelm 
Tell to shoot an apple from his son’s head with a bow as a punishment for Tell’s disob-
edience. despite Tell’s flawless shot, he was taken into custody because he planned to kill 
the governor with a second arrow, should he miss the apple and kill his son. The clever 
Tell managed to escape and awaited Gessler in a hollow road to murder him. The legend 
became popular in switzerland, tightly interwoven with the foundation myth.

355 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 27-28
356 Compare: Messmer, Geschichte in der Zentralschweiz, 41 ff
357 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 17
358 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 40; Türler, Die Berge am Vierwaldstätter-See, 54
359 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 40
360 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 215
361 Der Gotthard. Einst und Jetzt, title page. it contains a little rhyme.
362 see: Koch Berneck, Max von, Führer auf der Gotthardbahn und deren Zufahrtslinien, 

Zürich, 1882, 24; Honegger, Jakob A., Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort, Trogen, 1880, 44 
363 Honegger, Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort
364 Honegger, Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort, 35, 11
365 in 1882 or 1883, a booklet on the Gotthard appears: Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn 

und die Italienischen Seen: Beschreibendes Reisebuch für alle Eintrittsrouten nach dem 
Vierwaldstätter-See und dem Tessin, Zürich, 1882

366 Berlepsch lived in switzerland since 1848. since that time, Berlepsch already published 
on switzerland in general and about specific swiss regions. see: Ursula, Berlepsch, and K. 
Berlepsch, Hermann Alexander von Berlepsch, von seiner Flucht aus Erfuhrt im Jahre 1848 
bis zur Einbürgerung in Graubünden, 2001 

367 see his article about the technical details of the Gotthard Railway construction: Berlepsch, 
Hermann A., ‘die Gotthard-Bahn: Beschreibendes und Geschichtliches’, in: Petermann’s 
Mittheilungen 65, Gotha, 1881. He also wrote about the breakthrough of the Gotthard 
Tunnel in the Deutsche Zeitung, 05-03-1880 [sBB Historic GB 2002/009_049_01; sBB 
Historic GB 2002/009_050_01; sBB Historic GB 2002/009_051_01]

368 General guides to switzerland added a detailed description about the construction work, 
like for example Gsell-Fels, Die Schweiz Volks-Ausgabe, Zürich, 1881, 50

369 Kaden, Die Gotthardbahn und ihr Gebiet, 9
370 Der Gotthard-Pass einst und jetzt, viii
371 Türler, Emil, A., St. Gotthard, Airolo und Val Piora Pittoreske Beschreibung der Natur und 

Landschaft des St. Gotthardgebirges: Mit Berücksichtigung der geschichtlichen und militä-
rischen, sowie der geologischen, botanischen und zoologischen Verhältnisse. ..., Bern, 1891; 
Türler, Die Berge am Vierwaldstätter-See, 54
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372 Hardmeyer’s travel guide, from 1888, for example, ties Gotthard’s natural sublime 
(Erhabenheit) to the magnificence (Großartigkeit) of technology. Hardmeyer, Die 
Gotthardbahn, 41-42

373 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 48
374 Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn und die Italienischen Seen, 126
375 Catlin, Over the Alps, the St. Gotthard Railway, 7
376 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 7-8
377 The published version: schnyder, Michael, Gotthard und Simplon, luzern, 1906, 5
378 leo Marx writes in this respect: “(…) the affecting object was not so much the machine 

itself, but rather the spectacle of the machine in the natural landscape in his The railroad 
and the space program, 209

379 With the construction of the Rigi cogwheel in 1871, an era of mountain railways commen-
ced. They brought tourists comfortably to the mountains. For example Pilatus Railways 
(1889), Monte Generoso Railways (1890). see: Moser, Patrick, “So wird die Jungfrau zur 
Demoiselle gemacht.” Projektierung und Bau der Jungfraubahn, Zürich, 1997, 9; König, 
Bahnen und Berge, 1892; Burri, Monika, Bergbahnbau, Touristindustrie und bürgerlicher 
Naturgenuss im ausgehenden 19. Jahrhundert. Die Vitznau-Rigi-Bahn als Prototyp der tou-
ristischen Zahnradbahn, unpublished, 2002, 42 ff; Frey, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 89

380 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 128 
381 Catlin, St. Gotthard Railway, 15-16
382 Catlin, St. Gotthard Railway, 17; Türler, Die Berge am Vierwaldstätter-See, 54
383 Honegger, Jakob A., Der Gotthard - Le Gothard - Il Gottardo, Trogen, 1882 (first edition 

1880)
384 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 50
385 Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn und die Italienischen Seen, 128. The italian guide, written 

by professor Brusoni, member of the Como alpine association, referred to the church of 
Wassen as a perfect place to admire the superb railway. Brusoni, Edmondo, Da Milano a 
Lucerna, Bellinzona, 1901, 406

386 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 41
387 Fridolin Becker cited in: speich, daniel, ‘Alpenblick mit Geländer Technisch hergestellte 

landschaftserlebnisse in der Moderne’, in: Ganz normaler Bilder. Historische Beiträge zur 
visuellen Herstellung von Selbstverständlichkeit, Gugerli, david and B. orland (ed.), Zürich, 
2002, 47-65, 62

388 Honegger, Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort, 1880, 18; Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn und die 
Italienischen Seen, 130; Kaden, Die Gotthardbahn und ihr Gebiet, 67

389 see on Zahn: www.svbbpt.ch/literatur/deutsch/treschT26a.htm (october 2007). other 
positive features were attributed to Goeschenen. spittler mentions the healthy Alpine na-
ture. spitteler, Der Gotthard, 53

390 For example, osenbrüggen’s guide consists of two major parts: ‘Ueber den Gotthard’ and 
‘durch den Gotthard’. osenbrüggen, Der Gotthard und das Tessin, 33. The Berlepsch of 
1912, offered the route ‘die Gotthardstrasse von Göschenen über Andermatt und den st. 
Gotthard nach Airolo’ in his general guide to switzerland. spitteler’s travel account con-
sists of two parts: one describes the Gotthard by railway, the other the Gotthard by foot. 
The first sections focus on the Gotthard Railway. in the back of the book, a map of the 
Gotthard Railway is inserted. The Woerl describes the long journey through the tunnel-
under-construction and later in the text offers the description of the route ‘4. Göschenen-
Airolo’.

391 Catlin, St. Gotthard Railway, 15
392 Boniforti, Il Lago Maggiore e gita al S. Gottardo, 93
393 Brusoni, Da Milano a Lucerna, 417 
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394 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 28
395 see: spitteler, Der Gotthard, 135; Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 66
396 Velocity had negative side effects, according to the guides. The guides described a lack of 

time to enjoy the scenery: the train is speeding on, entering new tunnels that take away their 
sight repeatedly. Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 25; Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn 
und die Italienischen Seen, 124. see for full accounts on the appreciation of velocity and 
train travel the famous work of schivelbusch; stein, Timespace

397 Türler, Emil A., St. Gotthard Airolo und Val Piora. Pittoresque Beschreibung der Natur und 
Landschaft des St. Gotthardgebirges. Mit Berücksichtigung der geschichtlichen und militäri-
schen, sowie der geologischen, botanischen und zoologischen Verhältnisse. Für Alpenfreunde 
dargestellt, Bern, 1891, 34

398 Honegger, Der Gotthard in Bild und Wort, 14
399 “A mi me pas ch’i üsei anch’a lur passan la galleria.” Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 

66
400 Der St. Gotthard- Pass. Einst und Jetzt, 28-29
401 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 35
402 osenbrüggen, Der Gotthard und das Tessin, 32; Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 28 
403 Hardmeyer, Der Gotthard und das Tessin, 1888, 64
404 Kaden, La ferrovia del Gottardo, 84
405 Der Gotthard-Pass einst und jetzt, 24
406 Catlin, St. Gotthard Railway, 16
407 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 53
408 Widmann, Joseph, V., Jenseits des Gotthard. Menschen, Städte und Landschaften in Ober- 

und Mittel-Italien, Frauenfeld, 1888, 9. Widmann (1842-1911) from Austro Hungarian 
origin was an influential editor of the swiss newspaper Der Bund.

409 Williams, Notes on the Underground
410 osenbrüggen, Der Gotthard und das Tessin, preface. see for a historical account lupi, La 

ferrovia del Gottardo
411 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 3-6 
412 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 76
413 Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 89
414 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 84
415 Der Gotthard einst und jetzt, 31
416 Der Gotthard einst und jetzt, 30; see Hardmeyer, Die Gotthardbahn, 1888, 67
417 schnyder, Gotthard und Simplon, 3
418 Kaden, Die Gotthardbahn und ihr Gebiet, 77
419 osenbrüggen, Der Gotthard und das Tessin, preface
420 Berlepsch, Die Gotthardbahn und die Italienischen Seen, 155-156; Koch von Berneck, 

Führer auf der Gotthardbahn, 75
421 spitteler, Der Gotthard, 9
422 Widmann, Jenseits des Gotthard, 343
423 Frey, Und wenn wir, 346
424 lupi, La ferrovia del Gottardo, 54
425 sandro, Guzzi, ‘die Nation als fixe idee. Vom schwierigen Umgang des Tessiner Kultur 

mit den helvetischen sinnbildern’, in: Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 353-367, 359; compare: 
Graze, Die Eisenbahnen der Schweiz, 84

426 Catlin, Over the Alps, 6
427 see for these arguments a number of works: Jost, Hans-Ulrich, Nation, Politik und Kunst, 

in: Enklaar, Duitse Kroniek, 13-29; König, Bahnen und Berge, 92; schumacher, Beatrice, 
Ferien. Interpretationen und Popularisierung eines Bedürfnisses. Schweiz 1890-1950, Wien, 
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Köln, Weimar, 2000; Moser, So wird die Jungfrau zur Demoiselle gemacht. Enklaar, Duitse 
Kroniek, 6; Bärtschi, Hans-Peter, ‘die Eisenbahn als landschaftsgestalterin. Einblicke in 
die Baugeschichte der schweizer Hauptbahnen’, in: Bärtschi, Kohle, Strom und Schienen, 
14-62; Bärtschi, Hans-Peter, ‘durchmessene Räume- durchmessene Zeiten. die Eisenbahn 
als landschaftsgestalterin’, in: Gugerli, david, Vermessene Landschaften. Kulturgeschichte 
und Technische Praxis im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, Zürich, 1999, 79-88; König, Bahnen 
und Berge, 92; Bieri, susanne, “Als regne es hier nie…” Ansichtkarten/Cartes Postal. Bern, 
2003, 45-46. For a similar argument about the Alps and alpine research: Eichelberg, Anja, 
‘Alpensymbolik und Alpenforschung im jungen Bundesstaat von 1848’, in: Gugerli, david, 
Vermessene Landschaften, 181-193

428 daniel speich argues, in relation to nineteenth-century travel guides, that the assumed di-
chotomy between aesthetics and technology does not hold for the appreciation of the swiss 
landscape. Engineering objects become related to the admiration of the modern landscape 
only in the late nineteenth century. speich, Ganz normale Bilder, 47-65, 62

429 König, Bahnen und Berge, 14
430 Treichler, Bahnsaga Schweiz, 127
431 see: Bosshard, Felix, Der Gotthardvertrag von 1909. Ein Beitrag zur schweizerischen Innen- 

und Aussenpolitik vor Ausbruch des Ersten Weltkrieges, Zürich; 1973; Wegelin-Zbinden, 
sibylle, Der Kampf um den Gotthardvertrag: Schweizerische Selbstbesinnung am Vorabend 
des Ersten Weltkrieges, Bern, 1974

432 Graze, Die Eisenbahnen der Schweiz, 62
433 see also: schütz, Eduard, Unsere Eisenbahnen im Dienste des Landes, Aarau, 1944
434 see: Publizitätsdienst der schweizerischen Bundesbahnen, Von Nord nach Süd durch den 

Gotthard, Bern, 1909 and 1911; landa, Myer Jack, From north to south by the electric St. 
Gotthard line, Berne, 1922, 1926, 1930, 1936

435 Trüb, Walter, ‘die Entwicklung des Betriebs auf der Gotthardstrecke’, in: Eggerman, Die 
Bahn durch den Gotthard, 43

436 lupi, La ferrovia del Gottardo, 57
437 lupi, La ferrovia del Gottardo, 122
438 speech Nationalrat Heinrich Walter ‘50 Jahre Gotthardbahn’ [sBB Historic Gotthardbahn 

232 bd 107]
439 Vela presented this monument during the swiss National Exhibition in Zurich in 1883. By 

then, the monument commemorated not only the workers, who died during the construc-
tion work in the tunnel, but also louis Favre. Favre’s bust, originally present in Vela’s work, 
disappeared in the work unveiled near the railway station in Airolo, in 1932.

440 see: Schema für die Jubiläumsfeier der Gotthardbahn in Airolo [sBB Historic Gotthardbahn 
232 bd 105]

441 Detailprogramm und Anordnungen zur Erinnerungsfeier an den 50 jährigen Betrieb der 
Gotthardbahn am 31. Mai und 1. Juni 1932 [sBB Historic Gotthardbahn 232 bd 105]

442 Hilber, Paul, 50 Jahre Gotthardbahn Gedenkschrift für die Schulen, Bern, 1932, 25
443 see posters Gotthardbahn, Museum für Gestaltung, Plakatsammlung (1889;1932)
444 letter of the schweizerische Bundesbahnen Kreisdirektion ii to the people involved in the 

spectacle (lucerne, 06-06-1932) [sBB Historic Gotthardbahn 232 bd 106]
445 Arx, Caesar von, 1882-1932 Hörspiel zum Jubiläum der Gotthardbahn, Bern, 1932, 26
446 Eschmann, Männer und Taten
447 Travelling the Gotthard as an educative trip continued into the 1940s as in the youth se-

ries Schweizerisches Jugendschriftenwerk: Angst, Walter, Mit 12000 ps durch den Gotthard. 
Technische Reise eines jungen Eisenbahnfreundes, 1944
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Chapter 4
448 Fontana, oskar M., Der Weg durch den Berg, Berlin, Wien, leipzig, 1936, 6 
449 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 183
450 Arx von, Hörspiel zum Jubiläum der Gotthardbahn; Bührer, Jakob, Stimmen über dem 

Gotthard. Hörspiele und Anderes, Aarau, 1936
451 Bühler, Paul, Der Gotthardtunnel: Die Tragödie Louis Favre. Drama in sechs Bildern, 

st. Gallen, 1942; Bührer, Jakob, Dramatische Dichtung: Gotthard, Zürich, 1952; Thürer, 
Georg, Das Spiel vom St. Gotthard. Ein Gleichnis des jungen Schweizers in der werdenden 
Eidgenossenschaft, Glarus, 1934

452 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg (1947, Berlin) (1959, Hamburg, Wien); Chable, Jacques-
Edouard, Saint-Gothard: Roman, lausanne, 1940 (second edition in the same year) 
translated as: Chable, Jacques-Edouard, Sankt Gotthard: Arbeits- und Abenteuer Roman, 
Zürich; 1940; schnetzer, Rudolf, Schicksal am Gotthard Roman, Basel, 1940; Geiler, Emilio, 
Gotthard- Express 41 verschüttet. Eisenbahner-Roman, Rüschlikon, 1942 (second edition in 
the same year) translated in French Le drame de l´express du Gothard: Roman, lausanne, 
1942 (in 1947 published with preface from Chable). in the same year translated in italian: 
l’espresso del Gottardo 41 è scomparso: un ferroviere presenta il suo romanzo, Bellinzona, 
1942. in swedish as Ekspres 41 forulykket, København, 1945 in dutch Gotthard-expres 
41: Een Zwitserse spoorweg-roman, Antwerpen, 1947. Also by Geiler, Emilio, Lokomotiv 
Führer Lombardi Erzählungen aus dem Eisenbahnerleben. Translated into italian as well 
in Il macchinista Lombardi: dalla vita di un ferroviere, Bellinzona, 1945; Moeschlin, Wir 
durchbohren den Gotthard (second edition 1957 and 1965).

453 Hans-Werner Niemann introduces this type of literature as an interesting source, espe-
cially because it differs from the so-called high literature. Unterhaltungsliteratur is written 
to entertain a large audience and, to reach high sales figures, more sensitive to the interests 
of its middle class readers. see: Niemann, Hans-Werner, ‘der industrielle in der deutschen 
Erzählliteratur der Jahre 1890 bis 1945’, in: segeberger, Harro, Technik in der Literatur, 
Frankfurt am Main, 1987, 174- 232 

454 Lexikon der Schweizer Literaturen, Basel, 1991
455 The only exception is the work of Felix Moeschlin, a well-known swiss writer. He pu-

blished a thick descriptive novel full of details about the Gotthard Tunnel construction. 
His plans for writing the novel originated in the 1930s. He wrote to the General direction 
of sBB that he had been planning to write a novel about the construction of the Gotthard 
Railway for some time already. (Uetikon am see, 03-07-1934) [sBB historic GB 232 bd 
105]. Unfortunately, he put no references in his work, which makes it too untrustworthy as 
secondary literature because fact and fiction blur.

456 i use the word ‘literature’ here. in general terms literature encompasses textual ways by 
which people give meaning to the world around them. Heusden, Barend, van, Literaire 
cultuur, Nijmegen, 2001, 26. in other chapters, i deal with this broad definition of literature 
as an almost unlimited source of practically all texts, produced by people. However, in this 
chapter, i focus on the literature in a more classical definition when i relate to novels, plays, 
poems and radio plays. 

457 daly, Nicholas, Literature, technology, and modernity 1860-2000, Cambridge, 2004. see for 
examples in relation to railways: david Nye; Ginette Verstraete; Rosalind Williams, John 
stilgoe; Michael Freeman; Wolfgang schivelbusch

458 daly, Literature, technology, and modernity, 2, 3. A vast body of theoretical academic work 
exists on literature analysis. it is not the aim of this chapter to give an overview. 

459 Williams, Notes on the underground, 19
460 Hård, The intellectual appropriation of technology, 66
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461 Historical studies on this period describe the swiss society as grotesque. The focus on 
‘swiss identity’ was enormous and there was little space for contrasting opinions. 

462 Hans Ulrich Jost uses here the word Ungleichzeitigkeit (non-synchronism) borrowed from 
Ernst Bloch, a German philosopher, to explain the tensions in his ‘Bedrohung und Enge 
(1914-1945)’, in: Geschichte der Schweiz und der Schweizer, Basel, 2004, 750 (first published 
1986)

463 The divide became known as the ‘Röstigraben’ The Röstigraben is named after a popular 
swiss German potato dish ‘Rösti’

464 Historians describe the pro-German attitude by looking at the numerous social relations 
swiss-Germans had with Germans in the form of friendship, family ties, language and 
education. Moreover, many Germans lived in switzerland and held influential positions. 
The French and the italian speaking swiss feared a possible ‘germanisation’. 

465 Jost, Geschichte der Schweiz und der Schweizer, 2004
466 see for this argument also: im Hof, Ulrich, Mythos Schweiz. Identität-Nation-Geschichte 

1291-1991, Zürich, 1991, 245
467 Möckli, Werner, Schweizergeist Landigeist? Das schweizerische Selbstverständnis beim 

Ausbruch des Zweiten Weltkrieges’, Zürich, 1973, 7
468 Jost, Geschichte der Schweiz und der Schweizer, 758; “im Hause muss beginnen, was 

leuchten soll im Vaterland”. Gotthelf and Keller have potentially said this. imhof, Mythos 
Schweiz, 253

469 Hartmann, Karl, Staat und geistige Landesverteidigung. Staatsrechtlichte und bundesstaatli-
che Probleme der geistigen Landesverteidigung, Aarau, 1967, 25

470 Kulturbotschaf cited in: Pezold, Klaus, Geschichte der deutschsprachigen Schweizer Literatur 
im 20. Jahrhundert, Berlin, 1991, 77

471 imhof, Mythos Schweiz, 254
472 lasserre, Erfundene Schweiz, 191 
473 The most famous example of a critical and reflexive attitude was the cabaret Cornichon 

in Zurich. yet, larger audiences in switzerland appreciated this attitude less. The cabaret 
formed the exception to the rule. schult, Klaus-dieter, ‘literatur und Gesellschaft unter 
den Konstellation der Geistigen landesverteidigung’, in: Pezold, Geschichte der deutsch-
sprachigen Schweizer Literatur, 78

474 Mattioli, Aram, ‘“Aux Pays des Aïeux. Gonzague de Reynold und die Erfindung des ne-
ohelvetischen Nationalismus (1899-1912)’, in: Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 275-289; see 
also: Reynold, Gonzague, Grandeur de la Suisse, Neuchâtel, 1940

475 originally, the organisers planned the exhibition for 1933 - 50 years after the first national 
exhibition in 1883. The economic crisis prevented it. The organisers postponed it several 
times until they finally chose the 6th of May 1939. Amidst the increasing aggression of 
Hitler’s Germany, the gates closed for some days after the swiss government ordered the 
mobilisation in september 1939. see: Zimmermann, Werner, ‘l’exposition nationale de 
1939 à Zurich’, in: Artellaz, Gérald, Les Suisse dans le miroir. Cents ans expositions nationa-
les, lausanne, 1991, 87

476 lasserre, Erfundene Schweiz; Möckli, Schweizergeist Landigeist?; Artellaz, Les Suisses dans 
le miroir

477 Artellaz, Les Suisses dans le miroir
478 Möckli, Schweizergeist Landigeist?, 2
479 Marchal, Itinera , 37 
480 The speeches in: Etter, Philipp, Sinn der Landesverteidigung, Aarau, 1936. see for a full ana-

lysis of Etter’s text: sarasin, Philipp, Geschichtswissenschaft und Diskursanalyse, Frankfurt, 
2003, 177-190

481 Jost, Geschichte der Schweiz und der Schweizer, 758
482 Gasser, Christian, Der Gotthard-Bund, Bern, 1984
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483 schauffelberger, Erfundene Schweiz, 211
484 schauffelberger, Erfundene Schweiz, 212
485 Cited in schauffelberger, Erfundene Schweiz, 213
486 The Gotthard had fascinated Thürer before. in the early 1930s, Thürer published a 

play based on the history of the Gotthard Pass in which the opening of the pass by the 
schöllenen Bridge formed the central element. Thürer, Das Spiel vom St. Gotthard

487 As an outcome of the Botschaft ‘Pro Helvetia’ was founded as an independent private foun-
dation to stimulate and guard swiss national culture. only in 1949, it became an institute 
formally linked to the swiss state. The foundation flourished after the war during the Cold 
War. Another institution, which grew influential during the war, was Heer und Haus. it was 
a military unit charged with the education of soldiers and citizen. during the war its work 
was largely fused with the work of Pro Helvetia. see: Schweizer Lexicon, 243; Hartmann, 
Staat und geistige Landesverteidigung, 174

488 Thürer, Georg, Der Gotthard als Wegweiser, Bern, 1943 
489 Thürer, Der Gotthard als Wegweiser, 4
490 Thürer, Der Gotthard als Wegweiser, 12
491 André laserre describes the Landi as the swiss answer to a war-torn Europe. The orga-

nisers presented switzerland as an example for Europe and isolated from international 
politics. lasserre, Erfundene Schweiz, 193

492 Jost, Geschichte der Schweiz und der Schweizer, 754
493 Thürer had clear mission when he wrote his play for amateurs on the national holiday, 1st 

of August 1933. in 1934, in the early days of the spiritual defence, he and Fridolin Hefti 
published a series of amateur plays under the title Reihe schweizerischer Volksspiele. The 
editors hoped that amateur plays would again become part of swiss culture. According to 
them, ‘spoiled radio listeners and film viewers’ blemished swiss culture (p. 38). The ‘un-
spoiled’ theatrical performances would offer both entertainment and critical composure 
for amateur-theatre companies and their audiences. Thürer and Hefti envisioned perfor-
mances within small family circles, in church or at school. Cäsar von Arx, Fridolin Hefti 
and Georg Thürer wrote the five first issues. The series continued promoting swiss theatre 
plays until the 1960s, when the 23th volume appeared.

494 schult, Geschichte der deutschsprachige Schweizer Literatur, 104
495 Näf, Karl, ‘die schweiz, das Herz Europas’, 1945 cited in: lasserre, Erfundene Schweiz, 

195
496 see for this information: Project historischen Roman: http://histrom.literature.at/cgi/

wrapcgi.cgi?wrap_config=hr_au_all.cfg&nr=26130 (october 2007)
497 Nicollier, Alain and H.-C. dahlem, Dictionnaire des écrivains suisses d’expression française, 

vol. 1, Genève, 1994, 167-169
498 Francillon, Roger, Histoire de la littérature Suisse Romande, lausanne, 1996-1999, 244
499 Project historischen Roman : schnetzer, R. 1899-1984. Editor and baker. http://histrom.

literature.at/cgi/wrapcgi.cgi?wrap_config=hr_au_all.cfg&nr=26130
500 schnetzer, Schicksal am Gotthard, 18
501 schnetzer, Schicksal am Gotthard, 71
502 schnetzer, Schicksal am Gotthard, 177-178
503 schnetzer, Schicksal am Gotthard, 19, 66
504 in the novel, references to femininity strengthen the image of masculinity. Female charac-

ters reach true femininity through giving birth and being a mother.
505 schnetzer, Schicksal am Gotthard, 233
506 Chable, Saint-Gothard
507 Chable, Sankt-Gotthard, backflap text
508 Chable, Saint-Gothard, 39
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509 Chable, Saint-Gothard, 87, 80
510 Chable, Saint-Gothard, 47-49
511 saint Gotthard lent his name to the Gotthard Massif and in his memory the Church built 

the saint Gotthard Hospiz on the pass. For the priests on the pass, the saint stands for cha-
rity and peace, which drives them to provide shelter and help for travellers. in the novel, 
the presence of this hotel run by the priests also gives the travellers a sense of security.

512 The pass itself is the meeting point for people coming from the north and the south. in the 
novel, this meeting point evokes a contemplative atmosphere and marks two stages, not 
just two stages of the journey, but two stages of people’s lives. Chable, Saint-Gothard, 9

513 The Gotthard is not only a saint; it is also the personification of the mountain massif. 
sebastien referred to it as a giant when he describes the Gotthard: Chable, Saint-Gothard, 
47, 190, 244

514 Chable, Saint-Gothard, 131 
515 We know little about the author and the play. 
516 The doctoral thesis of A. Reininghaus does not refer to Fontana’s novel about the 

Gotthard. Reininghaus Alexandra, Oskar Maurus Fontana. Das Profil eines österreichischen 
Journalisten. salzburg, 1983

517 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 47
518 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 66
519 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 75
520 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 107
521 These concepts do not have a proper English equivalent because they are strongly embed-

ded in German culture. They mean as much as humanity and spiritual culture. Bühler, Der 
Gotthard Tunnel, 86

522 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 121
523 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 124
524 Bühler, Der Gotthard Tunnel, 115
525 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 44 
526 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 11
527 in the novel Germaine sommeiller (constructor of Mont Cenis tunnel) and, later in the 

novel, Pasquale lucchini (early backer of the Gotthard Tunnel construction) appear to 
warn Favre.

528 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 64
529 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 12
530 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 183
531 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 223
532 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 311
533 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 312
534 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 319
535 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 1959, 335
536 Fontana, Der Weg durch den Berg, 321
537 see: Rutschmann, Verena, Fortschritt und Freiheit. Nationale Tugenden in historischen 

Jugendbüchern seit 1880, Zürich, 1994
538 Confino argues that this has been ignored by scholars, who interpreted Heimat sentiments 

as anti-modern statements made by those who refused to accept modern reality. Confino, 
The nation as a local metaphor, 121. see also Hecht, who argues that the local became a 
metaphor of the national in her The radiance of France, 236

539 Hecht also demonstrates that technological spectacles revealed themes such as: salvation, 
redemption and liberation, in an attempt to link the themes of modernity and tradition. 
Hecht, The radiance of France, 209; in contrast, darian-smith argues that the protection 
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of the Kentish garden equalled the symbolic protection of English traditions. The English 
people persisted that the construction of the Channel Tunnel harmed the ‘Garden’, as it 
featured tradition and civilisation. see: darian-smith, Eve, ‘legal imagery in the “Garden 
of England”’, in: Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 2, 1995, 395-411  

540 Confino wrote about the formation of national identity and about the relationship between 
the regional Heimat-feelings in Baden-Württemberg and the German nation.

541 im Hof, Mythos Schweiz, 254; Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz
542 “Eidgenossenschaft durch Tat der Technik!” Thürer, Das Spiel vom St. Gotthard, 1
543 in a special issue of the Duitse Kroniek on switzerland, the editors Jattie Enklaar and Hans 

Esther show the interrelatedness between the way in which historians present swiss his-
tory and swiss mountainous nature. Enklaar, Duitse Kroniek, 6

544 Bergier, Jean-François, ‘la montagne imaginaire: réalité d’en-haut, perception d’en bas’, in: 
Marchal, Erfundene Schweiz, 63-69; stremlow, Die Alpen aus der Untersicht

545 Zimmer discusses the work of the swiss historians Ulrich im Hof and Guy Marchal in: 
Zimmer, Contested nation, 12-13

546 Compare: Morley, david, ‘Belongings. Place, space and identity in a mediated world’, in: 
European Journal of Cultural Studies, 4(4), 425-448, 427

547 Palmer, Journal of Material Culture, 176; Confino, The nation as a local metaphor
548 see for a focus on collective memory the work of Confino, The nation as a local metaphor 
549 Wylie, Neville, ‘le rôle des transports ferroviaires en suisse, 1939-1945: les aspects mili-

taire, économique et politique’, in: Relations Internationales, 95, 1998, 361-380
550 schot, Johan, W. and T. J. Misa, ‘inventing Europe: Technology and the hidden integration 

of Europe’, in: History and Technology, 21(1), 2005, 1-19, 9
551 The construction of the Channel Tunnel has attracted scholarly attention as a transborder 

infrastructure. several studies, among which darian-smith’s stands out, reveal the socio-
cultural complexities involved in transborder infrastructure planning and construction. 
see for example the work of laurent Bonnaud, Richard Rogers and Eve darian-smith. 
Bonnaud, laurent, ‘The Channel Tunnel, 1955-1975. When the sleeping beauty woke 
again’, in: The Journal of Transport History 22/1, 6-22; Bonnaud, laurent, ‘le tunnel sous 
la Manche, des origines a nos jours: innovation et institutions’, in: Michèle Merger (ed.), 
Les entreprises et leurs réseaux: hommes, capitaux, techniques et pouvoirs, XIXe-XXe siècles, 
1998, 643-658; Rogers, Richard, England and the Channel Tunnel, Amsterdam, 1998 

552 www.alptransit.ch/pages/img/projekt/The_new_Gotthard_rail_link.pdf (oktober 2007)
553 www.alptransit.ch/pages/e/projekt/index.php (october 2007)
554 Aargauer Zeitung, 05-07-2006 
555 www.visiun-porta-alpina.ch (oktober 2007)
556 www.swissinfo.org/ger/startseite/detail/Gotthard_Bergstrecke_hat_nur_als_Marke_

eine_Zukunft.html?sitesect=105&sid=6835948&cKey=1151303455000 (october 2007)
557 Regierungsrat Uri (26-01-2006) 
 see: www.ur.ch/dateimanager/vorstoesse/file_antwort_209.pdf (october 2007)
558 Bolli, Thomas, ‘der Gotthard soll als Marke lanciert werden’, in: Erstfeld Tages-Anzeiger, 

21-06-2006
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summary

in swiss society today, references to the ‘Gotthard myth’ are omnipresent and mul-
tifaceted. For many swiss, the myth evokes a complex set of images in which both 
technology and swiss national identity play a powerful role. Curiosity about the 
assumed co-construction of these two aspects drove the research for this book. 
Through a social constructivist, in-depth historical case study of the Gotthard 
Railway, this book explores the appropriation of the nineteenth-century Gotthard 
Railway in the formation of swiss national identity. 

The existing historiography on the Gotthard is distinguished by two main sto-
rylines. The first focuses on the technological aspects of the Gotthard as a nine-
teenth-century railway project. in the 1850s and 1860s, the urge to plan an inter-
national swiss railway passage through the Alps was strong. However, the swiss 
national government, installed in 1848, lacked the political power to enforce a 
decision favouring one specific tunnelling project. When, in the 1860s, powerful 
governments of Germany and italy put their cards on the Gotthard Tunnel, the 
swiss powers sided with them to create a breakthrough in the battle between re-
gional interests. The standard historiography positions the Gotthard Railway as a 
successful political and technological endeavour, and a milestone in swiss history. 
The second body of historiographical works reflects on the Gotthard Mountains 
and the Pass as a mythical space and their function in the construction of swiss 
national identity. in the same period as the Gotthard Railway construction, the 
swiss tried to build a sense of national identity in which Alpine nature and the 
Gotthard Mountains featured increasingly prominently as important national 
icons. Especially in the interwar period, the Gotthard came to symbolise the core 
of swiss history, swiss values and swiss defence. in this second body of literature, 
the nineteenth-century railway construction plays a minor part in the centuries-
old, value-laden history of the Gotthard space.

Even though, the Gotthard receives ample scholarly attention, neither the 
swiss perception of the arrival of the Gotthard Railway into this mythical land-
scape nor the extent to which the formation of national identity influenced the 
construction of this major international railway line have been studied in depth. 
To address these issues, this book analyses the discourses of groups of actors such 
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as engineers, politicians, newspaper journalists, tourist guide writers and novelists 
in their respective debates, speeches, journals, travel guides and novels. Each of 
the four empirical chapters focuses on one crucial period between the 1870s and 
1940s during which the Gotthard Railway received heightened attention. This dis-
sertation explores the extent to which these actors interlaced a sense of national 
identity with the meaning production surrounding the railway project. 

in chapter one, the engineering discussions about the Gotthard Tunnel con-
struction illustrate that national building practices influenced the development of 
tunnelling methods. yet, references to national identity hardly played a role in the 
discussion about the tunnel method chosen by louis Favre, the tunnel’s entrepre-
neur. Even though a renowned Austrian tunnel engineer started the debate in a 
nationalist tone, others did not defend their points of view along nationalist lines. 
The debate centred on the question: to what extent should tunnelling be regarded 
a scientific endeavour rather than a pragmatic enterprise? only in retrospect did 
biographers of Favre and historians of swiss tunnelling celebrate Favre’s down-to-
earth attitude towards tunnelling as ‘typically swiss’. 

The inaugural festivities in May 1882 formed the ultimate public moment to at-
tribute meaning to the new international transit through the Gotthard Mountains, 
as discussed in chapter two. international and swiss officials presented the rail-
way as the example of international cooperation, civilisation and the triumph of 
humankind over nature that enabled the annihilation of the Alps. This rhetoric 
triggered various reactions in swiss national and regional newspapers. in contrast 
to the dignitaries’ presentations, the newspapers drew a more critical picture, in 
which they discussed the positive and negative impact of opening the country to 
foreign influences. in all discourses, the metaphor of the Alps recurs prominently. 
The newspaper articles show that by symbolically annihilating the swiss Alpine 
landscape by the Gotthard Railway, a core element of swiss identity was threat-
ened. The two different discourses revealed the contested processes of defining 
a swiss national identity in relation to the Gotthard Railway. The inauguration 
provoked debates about larger issues, such as the tension between regional iden-
tity and national identity, mingled with opinions about modernity. Nevertheless, a 
willingness to change could be sensed in the newspapers: modernising the young 
nation state required sacrifices of the individual regions.

The third chapter covers the period after the inauguration and before the First 
World War, in which travel guide writers played an important role in interweaving 
the spatial symbolic of the Gotthard region with the Gotthard Railway. Their guides 
presented the Gotthard Railway initially to a foreign (mainly German-speaking) 
audience. Their main goal was to bring the Gotthard region in the limelight as a 
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tourist destination accessible by the railway. The writers wove important develop-
ing elements of swiss national identity into their narratives. in this manner, the 
Gotthard Railway brought the traveller past the birth-ground of the swiss nation, 
through the unique swiss Alpine nature tamed by a technological spectacle. These 
guides created a new image of the Gotthard landscape that tourists could con-
sume. Without a preconceived aim, the guides prepared the fixed ‘tourist gaze’ on 
the Gotthard Railway, which, in the interwar period, would become the ultimate 
swiss family outing: travelling the Gotthard became travelling to the symbolic 
‘heart of switzerland’. 

in the interwar period, politicians picked up the fame of the Gotthard as a cen-
tral element for the military and spiritual defence of switzerland. The military for-
tified the Gotthard Mountains as its last stronghold and politicians called upon the 
swiss to protect ‘typically swiss values’ of which the Gotthard became the central 
metaphor. The granite stood for the swiss independence and its indomitable will, 
the rivers that originated from the Gotthard marked swiss solidarity among the 
regions, despite the cultural differences. Hence, the fourth and last empirical chap-
ter discusses various novels that appeared in the period between 1934 and 1943. 
in these novels, the construction of the Gotthard Tunnel became the décor against 
which swiss and foreign novelists exemplified swiss and universal values. local 
people from the Gotthard region played a central role in these narratives. in their 
struggle to give meaning to the modernity heralded by the tunnel in relation to the 
traditional life on the pass, the tunnel became an icon for swiss national identity 
and an example for a war-torn Europe. The outcome of the novels is the ultimate 
overlap of the Gotthard Mountains’ symbolism with the symbolism of the tunnel. 
At this point, the research comes full circle. The novelists rewrote the history of 
the drilling of the Gotthard Tunnel as the ultimate story of the co-construction of 
swiss identity and the technological railway project.

This book demonstrates that historical actors gradually interconnected the 
Gotthard Railway, the Gotthard Mountains and swiss national identity through 
a contested and un-orchestrated process of tinkering with spatial, historical and 
material elements. The strength of the Gotthard as a national image lies in its ca-
pacity to synthesise apparent differences and tensions within the country. The re-
search shows that because national identity is never self-evident, discourses on 
technological projects such as the Gotthard Railway help make abstract notions 
of identity tangible.
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